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LET'S LOOK AT THE FACTS
The day of the Jack-of-all-trades is past! We are enjoying an
era of specialization.
Secondary school graduation and a general Arts course, although they provide an excellent cultural and educational hack•
ground, do not, in themselves, provide the tools or the "know-how"
to earn a future livelihood. Additional specialized training must
he added.
The field of commerce and industry offers greater oppor•
tunities for the ambitious man or woman than ever before. To take
full advantage of these opportunities, specialized business training,
prior to entering the field is an absolute necessity.
The WINDSOR BUSINESS COLLEGE, established in 1903,
while old in years, history and experience is young in ideas,
methods and practices. Modern business demands up-to-date
knowledge. W. B. C. can, and will, do for you what it has done for
thousands of Essex County young people through the years-train
you for, and place you in, the desirable positions in commerce
and industry in this and other localities.
TRAIN IN THE SCHOOL THAT WILL DO THE MOST FOR YOU!

WINDS
•
R. J. SERVICE, Principal and Owner
PHONE CL 3-4921
15 Chatham Street
2nd & 3rd Floors
East

BANK OF MONTREAL
BUILDING

WINDSOR, Ont.

•··························· ···························-
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IN COMMON with the young people of Walkerville
Collegiate Institute, we of Chrysler of Canada
look to the future with optimism and confidence.
In this great and growing country is Opportunity
for us all .. . an Opportunity bounded
only by the Knowledge, Resoluteness and Energies
of those who would achieve it.
To the students and staff of Walkerville Collegiate
Institute we extend our warmest good wishes for
your future success and happiness .

CHRYSLER CORPORATION
OF CANADA, LIMITED

l
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M. G. Butler &Co. Ltd.
WINDSOR, ONTARIO
JOBBERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
Serving Essex, Kent, Lamhton and Middlesex Counties

Industrial Mill, Factory, Plumhi~g, Heating Supplies
Wholesale Hardware
Contractors Equipment

PHONE CL 4-3225
1220 LONDON STREET WEST

RINSHED MASON PAINTS
CASTLETONE - CASTLEGUARD
BEAUTIFUL AND RICH FINISHES
FOR

FACTORIES . STORES - HOSPITALS
SCHOOLS - HOTELS AND MOTELS

"Butler's Have It"

~-------------1
2
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·-·--------~ 1 e direction in which education starts a
man 'Will determine his later life. It is an ornament 111
prosperity and a refuge in adversity.
" 'Tis education forms the common mind
Ju t a the twig is bent, the tree's inclined."
From contemplation one may become wise
Dut knowledge comes only from study
'l'here is no royal road to learning
It can be acquired at little cost other than that of labour
and application, but it pays continuous dividend
throughout life. It is readily acquired in our early year .
This is your opportunity, do not overlook it.

THE WINDSOR UTILITIES
COMl\fISSION

THE
CANADIAN
BRIDGE
COMPANY
LIMITED

DOMINION

* Bridges
* Buildings
Radio Masts
* Television
Masts
* Marine Engines
* Transn1ission

*

Compliments of .

Towers

TWIST
DRILL
LIMITED

WALKERVILLE
ONTARIO

'

- • i: • • • • • - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . ~
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Compliments of

FRASER LUMBER COMPANY
1874 Walker Road

CL 6-4556

__

______

._..._

___________

._..._

llfidnria Grnllege
Build Better Canadians
Drink Milk for Health

•
THE MILi(
EDUCATIONAL
COUNCIL
OF WINDSOR

in the

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Founded by Royal Charter in 1836 "for the general
education of youth in the various branches of
Literature and Science on Christian Principles."

As one of the Federated Colleges in the Faculty of
Arts of the University of Toronto, Victoria College
enrols students in all courses leading to the degrees
of Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Commerce
and preparatory to admission to the schools of
Graduate Studies, Divinity, Education, Law and
Social Work.
In the Annesley Hall Women's Residences accommodation is available for women students of
Victoria College. In the Victoria College Residences accommodation is available for men students
of the College.

For full information, including calendars
and bulletins, apply to the Registrar,
Victoria College, Toronto.

~--············--························································
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Compliments
of

Dominion Forge and Stamping
COMPANY, LIMITED

W alkerville

Ontario

I

--------------!

_ _ . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Compliments
of

.WINDSOR AUTOMOBILE
DEALERS ASSOCIATION

_ _ _1
s
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ST. MICHAEL'S
COLLEGE
The Catholic College of the University
of Toronto
Co-educational
Under the Direction of the Basilian Fathers
All courses in Art , and Sciences leading to
the degrees of rts and Bachelor of Commerce and preparatory to admission to the
schools of Graduate Studies, Education,
Law and Social \York.
Residence facilities for men and women
tudents.

McMASTER UNIVERSITY
with which is affiliated

HAMILTON COLLEGE
REGULAR COURSES in Commerce CB.Com.) General Arts (B.A.) Nursing
CB.Sc.N.) Physical Education (B.P.E.)
Science CB.Sc.)
POST GRADUATE COURSES leading to
the M.A., M.Sc. and Ph .D. degrees
A WIDE RANGE OF EXTENSION
COURSES, credit and non-credit
A COMPLETE PROGRAMME OF ATHLETICS
For Calendar and illustrated brochure

For Full Information, Write To:

THE REGISTRAR,
St. Michael's College,
Toronto 5, Ontario

apply to

THE REGISTRAR
McMASTER UNIVERSITY
HAMILTON, ONTARIO

SCHOOL OF NURSING
METROPOLITAN GENERAL HOSPITAL
WINDSOR, ONTARIO

(@urrn'n llnturrntty
KINGSTON, ONTARIO
Incorporated by Royal Charter 1841
ARTS-Courses leading to the degrees of B.A.
and B.Com. Part of the work may be done by
Summer School and correspondence.
SCIENCE-Courses leading to the degree of B.Sc.
in Chemistry, Geological Sciences, Physics; and
in Mining, Metallurgical, Chemical, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering
GRADUATE courses in Arts and Science leading
to the degrees of M.A., M.Com., M.Sc. and Ph.D.
MEDICINE-Courses leading to the degrees of
M.D., C.M., and M.Sc. (Med.; Diploma of
Public Health, and Diploma in Medical Radiology.
NURSING SCIENCE-Courses leading to the
degree of B.N.Sc.
COMBINED COURSES in Arts and Physical
and Health Education leading to the B.A.,
B.H.P.E. degrees.
Matriculation pamphlet, sent on request, includes
complete list of scholarships and prizes awarded
on entrance and on University work.
Write to the Registrar for a copy of

"QUEEN'S IN PICTURES"
6

The School of Nursing, Metropolitan General
Hospital, offers a three year course, leading to
eligibility to write the Ontario Nurse Registration
Examinations, to qualified high school graduates.
PATTERN OF COURSE
Two years nursing education, (including educational experience in both classroom and hospital
wards), followed by one year nursing internship.
An allowance of $100.00 per month will be given
in the third year.
FEATURES OF COURSE
No tuition fee. Books supplied by school.
Residence accommodation in modern school building with excellent living and teaching facilities.
Well qualified teaching staff.
Experience in all major branches of nursing including affiliation in Tuberculosis, Psychiatry, and
Community Health.
Opportunity for specialized experience in third
year in Medical-Surgical, Operating Room, Maternity, or Children's Nursing.
Applications are now being received for the September 1955 class.
Information may be secured from:

Director, School of Nursing
2240 Kildare Road, Windsor

Tel. CL 4-1855

=~========================--========== BL E & \ \'HITE 1955

Assumption <!tnllege
WINDSOR, ONTARIO

Courses leading to B.Comm ., B.A. , B.Sc ., and ,M .A . degrees :
Programs may be arranged to fulfill entrance requirements of
Graduate and Professional Schools.
For information concerning Scholarships, Bursaries,
Entrance Requirements, etc ., contact .

THE REGISTRAR

-----------------.---~~----···········------------~~.-..-.-------- -------UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

THE

University of Toronto

Essex County C.C.F.

offers
INSTRUCTION IN ALL COURSES
LEADING TO THE DEGREES OF
BACHELOR OF ARTS AND
BACHELOR OF COMMERCE
50 ADMISSION SCHOLARSHIPS
OF A TOTAL POSSIBLE VALUE
0 F $48,000.00
Bursaries for entrants and students
in course

hopes that you
will make the most of your
educational opportunities
to-day
so that you may
better serve
to-morrow

I

A copy of the illustrated University College
Bulletin will be mailed on request. For further information write to

ROBT. W. MacKENZIE

I

The Registrar

President

RESIDENCES FOR MEN
AND WOMEN

your community

t

FRED A. BURR

.!
!I

Secretary

,

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
University of Toronto
Toronto 5, Ontario

~--------------·----------------·-------------1
i
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GENERAL MOTORS
leads the way with the

FAMOUS FIVE FOR FIFTY-FIVE
Look. at them-the most beautiful cars in the world! And the price of owning one of
these dazzling new beauties is wa) less than you think, beeause no matter what your
price range, there's one of the Famous .Five right in that bracket, leading the value
parade. ~\ml lead they do-in po\, er, in performance, in e\-ery thing ) ou wanl. For
a nc,, idea of how \\on<lerfol a car can be, sec and drive one of the Famous Five soon.

CHEVROLET

Lo,, -and behold! A whole
nc,, concept in
motoring!

PONTIAC

~lore than ever before,
Dollar for Dollar You Can 'L
Beal a Pontiac !

OLDSMOBILE

Styled to stay ahead.
with great ne,, power.
beauty and colors !

BUICK

The thrill of the year-styled,
powered and priced
for action!

CADILLAC

A new ''Standard of
The World" -Cadillac's
greatest achievement!

GENERAL MOTORS OF CANADA Oshawa, Ontario
8
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VAUGHAN CAMERON
Editor-in-chief

EDI TOR IAL
l\Iany ne\\· features haYe been added to your
year-book this year. v,; e of the "Blue and White"
staff, are very proud of the magazine and hope
that in the following years as you gaze through
the colourful pages you, too, will hold the "Blue
ancl \Vhite" in high esteem. The splashes of colour and the new cover were added so that the
students, especially the graduates, and the teaching staff would enjoy looking through the magazine even more than in preceding years.
Only words of praise and gratitude can be
expressed for the many hours of work and
thought that the Blue and White staff did to
produce your year-book. To Miss McLaren, Mr.
Burr, Mr. Krause, 11r. Brown and especially to

Mr. Bunt, who gaye up many noon hours and
most of his pare time to help the tudent staff
print the magazine, I deeply expre s my thanks.
This year' student staff was the most efficient
and co-operative staff possible. Without their
ideas and willingness to work, the 1955 graduating class "·otild have had no memoirs of the last
pleasant year at WalkerYill e C.I.
Too, I am greatly indebted to Dave Tickell
and his wonderful staff of advertising solicitors.
Their excellent showing was the backbone of the
"Blue and White."
1 hope that next year's editor is as fort u nate as
I was in getting the backing that was needed in
producing the "Blue and White."

A NOTE OF THANKS
I would certainly like to express my appreciation to the
Executive, the many membe r s of the AdYerti ing Staff and
:Mr. Bunt, ,vho sacrificed their time and effort to put the advertising in a presentable form. With this in mind I wou ld
especially like to thank Pearl i'1Iuhleisen, Ruth Kostich and
Kathy :\1i kew.
Our many adyertise r s have made our magazine po sible,
and I heartily recommend that you show your gratitude by
patronizing them.
DAVE TICK.ELL
Advertising Manager
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BLUE AND WHITE
Third Row: Fraser Green , Bill Wight , Nina Dorofeuk , Loretta Handrigan , Bob Mepham ,
Stuart Laird.
Second Row: Janet Fredericks , Pat Smith, Margo Hunt , Mary Jane Haynes , Frances Horv a th,
Wilma Augustine , Lois Tizzard , Beverly Belanger.
First Row: Dave Tickell , Mr. Bunt , Nancy Babcock , Vaughan Cameron , Fred Montour, Sonia
Tkach , Betty Shery.

VAUGHAN CAMERON
Editor-in-Chief

NANCY BABCOCK

FRED MONTOUR

Assistant Editor

Assistant Editor

Advertising Manager. ..
... DAVE TICKELL
Business Manager.
. FRANCES HORVATH
Photography Manager.
.. BEV BELANGER
Photography .
. ................ FRASER GREEN
Secretary .... .... . .... .... ..
.... SONIA TKACH
Society Editor ... .... .. ..LORETTA HANDRIGAN
Literary Editor .............. WILMA AUGUSTINE
Graduation Editor .. ..... MARY JANE HAYNES

Exchange Editor. ... .. ... .......... . . LOIS TIZZARD
Joke and Cartoon Editor.
. BOB BLAINEY
Scholarship Editor .
... NINA DOROFEUK
Boys' Sports Editor
...... STUART LAIRD
Girls' Sports Editor
.. .JANET FREDERICK
Cadet Editor ..... ...... ................... BOB MEPHAM
Form News Editor
.. PAT SMITH
Illustrator ..
...BETTY SHERY
Sales Manager
........ BILL WIGHT

BLUE AND WHITE REPRESENTATIVES
9A-Thomas Gordon
9B-Jim Angood
9C-Andy Gall
9D-Jack Whiteside
9E-Margaret Ure
9F-Joyce Zimmerman
9G-Barbara West
9H-Lynn Marshall
9I -Danny Moffat
lOA-Mary Sommerset

lOB-Phil Brown
1OC-Janet Bensette
lOD-Joan Morgan
lOE-Doug Jeffery
1 lA-Don Story
1 lB-Hugh Cherrie
11 C-Jean Martin
llD-Sharon Smith
llE-Barb Echlin
llF-Jack Byers

12A-Bob Gieswein
12B-Mary Jane Smith
12C-Joyce Kennedy
12D-Gary Lucier
13A-Nick Cory
BE-June White
13C-Louise Finch
Cl-Marilyn Lawson
C2-Marilyn Walker
C Spec.-Marion Baker
11
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AGORA
Back Row: Bill Strang, Vaughan Cameron, David Mitchell, Tom Egan, Jim Flett, Jerry Lawton, Raymond
Buncic, Bob Blainey.
Middle Row: Joan Thorn, Martha Waddell, Betty Paton, Judy Milner, Martha Millard, Janice Cunningham,
Nina Dorfeuk, Stana Sukunda, Marlene Rippon, Betty Fairlie.
·
Front Row: Cathy Day, Pat Smith, Bob Adley, Loretta Handrigan, Don Paget, Jane Blackmore, Mary Jane
Haynes, Mr. B. W. Brown, John Kos, Wanda Saunders, Mary French.

AGORA

JANE

BLACKMORE

At the fir t meeting of the .\gora in September 1954 the following officers ·w ere elected: l lonorary President, ::\Ir. Ball; President,
Jane Blackmore; \ Tice-President, Don Paget; Secretary, 1\Iary Jane
Haynes; Trea:urer. ::\Ir. B. Bro\\·n; Social Co1wenor, Loretta
1 fandrigan; Publicity Con Yenor, John Kos; and Financial Cony en or, Bob Adley.
Through the efforts of this capable executi\·e. the Agora again
spon ored a very succes ful "Gamblers' Gambol," one night of the
Operetta, and the ' Chool's 1\1agazine Subscripti n DriYe.
Agora cards, Christmas cards and school ribbons \\·ere sold to
t.he students; in addition, the Agora purchased merit pin , graduation pin , school ere t and Agora pins. The Graduation dance
and e\·eral tea dance were pon ored by the Agora. and yicepre ident Don Paget acted as M.C. of the Agora a sembly in April.
Sincere thank , from this year' tudent council go to all teacher
and students whose co-operation helped make this Agora one of the
most ·ucce sful in recent years.

AGORA REPRESENTATIVES
Grade 13
Jane Blackmore, EYa Clegg, Loretta Ilandrigan, Robert Adley, Tom -:\1c il, John Yo .
Commercial Cla se
Joan Thorn, Janet Riberdy, Pat Docherty,
Donna Boo e, Betty Paton, Ja net. Frederick.
Grade 12
Yiolet. Gemmell, Cathy Day, Jane Burnie, Barbara Lego-e, Jim Flett, Gordon Pace, T m Eo·an.
Grade 11
\Yanda Saunders, Betty Fairlie. ::\lira \ TukanoYich. Joan \iVachna, Anne~ DeSallier , Donna \iVilliam , Gerald Simich, Bob Oli\·er, :\Iichael

..\Ilacak, Eel \\' bite, Geoffrey Robinson, Gerald
Blain y.
Grade 10

::\larlene Rippon. ::\Iary French, Pat IIoole,
..\I ary Ann Tame, Shirley Cro\\·e, Ray Buncic,
Bill Strang, Bob Neely, Bill Robertson, Bob
1lamilton.
Grade 9
~lartha ..\Iillard. Donna \\Tard, ::\Iarlene LYkoff,
Stana Sukunda. Pat Rodzik, Diana HaYelock,
Be\·erly Onslow, Catherine Biggar, Bill Sutherland, John ::\Iiskew. Bob Bartlam, DaYid ..\Iitchell,
Larry Brook, . Jon Atkins, Paul Brickman, Ros .
Archer, Charles agy, Fred McKenzie.
1.1
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OUR PRINCIPAL

W. N. BALL, Principal
On behalf of the teachers and students I \\·ish to expre
our
appreciation to the Board of Education and to the taxpayer of
Windsor for the fine new building they haYe provided for our use.
For years we haYe needed a ne\Y gymnasium for our game and
phy ical education cla ·ses. Our old cafeteria wa neYer large
enough to accommodate our students, and we had to eat our lunche
in the halls, dres ·ing rooms and class room ' . The music room provides accommodation so that our orche ·tra can practise and not
interfere with classes in adjoining rooms. Our rifle range is now
long enough that we can fire all competitions without interrupting
the re t of the school.
I know that our teachers and students are proud of the new
building and we promi ' e to take good care of it.

W. N. BALL

14
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OUR TEACHING STAFF

W.C.I. STAFF
Third Row: Mr. W. L. Swanson, Mr. A. C. Brown, Mr. A.Fletcher, Mr. I. A. Allison, Mr. C. Parr, Mr. R. McLeod,
Mr. W. Ford, Mr. F. Burr, Mr. M. Young, Mr. D. Waddell, Mr. N. Sinclair, Mr. H. R. Hugill.
.
Second Row: Mr. D. C. O'Brien, Mr. H. Nighswander, Mr. H. A. Klinck, Mr. C. T. Bunt, Mrs. F. McLeod, Mrs.
E. Perrin, Miss G. Tunks, Miss M. R. McLaren, Miss E. Mathews, Miss E. H. Skelly, Mr. J. Lowden, Mr. W.
Young, Mr. F. S. Beckley, Mr. M. R.· Krause. .
.
·
..
,
. .
. ~ .. _
First Row: Miss H. E. Robbins, Miss J. MacIntyre, Miss C. Hartman, Miss E. Hutchinson, Mr. w-. N. Ball,
1-'rincipal, Mr. B. W. Brown, Vice Principal, Miss ,D. Bergoine, Miss P. Perrin, Miss M. Haller, Miss· G. Falls.

Miss E. H. Skelly, 1I.A., \\'as born in Northern lreland. Aft.er
completing her lligh School education at Hamilton ~ cademy in
Scotland, she attended Glasgo"' Gniversity and Vv' est Scotland
Teachers' Training College. For seYen year the student at
Central School, Airdrie, received the benefit of her mathematical instruction. l'-l·o,vever, when Canada beckoned, \Valkerville Collegiate gained a competent, affable teacher.
MISS SKELLY

v\' e hear rumour that Miss 1IcLaren, who ha been on our
staff for 27 year , will be leaving the teaching profes ion this
year. v,,: e hope this i · not true, for V\' alkerville students have
received a \\'ealth of inspiration and guidance from her competent
teaching.

MISS McLAREN

MAINTENANCE STAFF
The addition of our new building has created a great deal of extra work
for our caretakers. However, they have been very efficient throughout the
entire year. Our ea.retaking staff is composed of one lady and ix men.
The enior member of the taff, Mr. Erne t

rban, has been at \Valkerville
rban their best

C.I. for 33 year . The teaching staff and students offer Mr.
wi he upon his retirement thi year.

Other members of the taff include :VIis Dorothy Speer , Me srs. Ben
Grimace, Stan 1cI1roy, Ken Bennett, Garland Smith and Pete Karlechuk,
who \\·ill replace Mr. Urban. Thank to this taff the school i kept in very
good condition, and the teacher and tudents are very o-rateful to them.
13
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DRAMATICS

Back Row: Nina Dorofeuk, Nancy Babcock, Miss McLaren, Barbara
Hoshal.
Front Row: Bill Wight, Miss Bergoine, Sonia Tkach, Miss Robbins,
Robin Bolton.

EXECUTIVE

1954-1955
Director._
_ ... ... ..... . .Mis E. Robbins
Secretary . ........... .. ..... ... ....... . ... .. ... Barbara Ho hal
Honorary President...
..M i s M. McLaren
Treasurer..
........ .. ... .... . Miss D. Bergoine
President ..
.. .. ... ... ..... ... ... Sonia Tkach
Property Mi ·tress .
. ..... ... ....
ancy Babcock
Vice-President. .
..... .. Robin Bolton
Stage Manager .. ..... .... ... . .. ..
.. Bill Wight
Agora Representative .. ................... ina Dorofeuk
One of the most tuneful and colourful operetta
of Victor Herbert-"The Fortune Teller"-wa
pre ented by the Dramatic Society on the night
of February 24, 25 and 26 in the collegiate auditorium. Mi s E. Mathe,v , mu ic director, and
Miss E. Robbin , tage director, did a marvellous
job in directing and producing the musical to
make it a "smash hit."

Other member · of the cast included Bill Roddy,
Scott Turner, Jane Blackmore, David Johnson,
Ted Ecclestone and David Bib. The school's 45
piece orchestra played the overture and a string
orche tra of 13 pieces skillfully accompanied the
action of the operetta. The ballet chorus and
dance , o-yp y chorus and Hussars- a total of 60
voices made the show most effective.

Twin oscar went to
ina Dorofeuk for her
excellent portrayal of Musette, the o-yp y fortune
teller who preferred to be a countess but returned
to her gy py life with Sandor, and to Barbara
Ho hal for her splendid role of Irma, the ballerina
who was almost tricked into marrying the Count ,
so that he might recO\' er from her a lottery ticket.
Ray Simp on was also awarded for his expertly
acted role of Fresco, the ballet master. Leon
Sydor wa runner-up for the male supporting
role. Zbynek Jerabek played the role of Count
Berezowski, commander of the Livonian secret
police who united in the end with 11me. Pompom,
a former prima donna of the ballet, acted by Lois
:\IcCloskey. Robin Bolton wa well lauded for
hi portrayal of Captain Ladislaus of the Royal
Hus ars. Sandor, Musette's sweetheart, wa
played by Dan Atherton.

Yery important to the success of the operetta
wa the back tage crew , headed by Bill Wight,
the tage manager, ably as si ted by Jack Tearne
and Ken Turner. Nancy Babcock, assi ted by
Ja.net Saunders and Elizabeth Tkach, efficiently
handled the costumes, while Chuck Crow took
care of the lighting. Prompting was done by Marg
Bolton and Mary Sumerset.

16

Everyone appreciated the work of Miss D. Ber-

g ine in the sale of ticket , of Messrs. Krause,
Waddell and Fletcher in the box office, and of
1-'Ir. R. B lackwell and those ·w ho helped with the
art work.
1\1:any thanks once again to the numerous assi tant who e combined efforts helped make
"The Fortune Teller" a most enjoyable show.

BLGE & \\'HITE 1955

ART CLUB
alkerYille' , Art Club, under the Technical SuperYi ' ion of ).fr. R. Black,,·ell, again had a Yery ·uccessful year. ~ rt Club Pre -ident " ·a Gary Clarkson;
\'ice-President ' , Bill \Vight and Kathryn Porter; Treasurer, Pearl 1Iuhleisen; Secretary, Ruth Kostich; and Business ).Ianager, Gary \\'intermute.
::\Iembers of the rt Club combined their talent in de igning poster for
the :M agazine Sub ' Cription DriYe, the Fashion Show, and the Operetta, and
also de io-ned cover , for the Graduation and Operetta programme .
The Art Club de ' erYe , congratulation for it Yaluable ernce to the
school.
\

T

ART CLUB EXECUTIVE
Bill Wight, Pearl Muhleisen , Gary Clarkson, Ruth Kostich, Kathryn Porter.

17
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SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS 1953-54
Back Row: Frank Easby, Douglas Reid , George Stecko, Robin Bolton, Allan Hewson, Ernest Jackiw, Dennis
Bozic, Spencer Hodkinson, John Mlacak, Bruce Thorn, Donald Darroch.
Front Row: Jane Blackmore, Vera- Lee Patterson , Sue Geml, Mr. W. N. Ball, Vicky Tkach, Ann Torigian,
Norma Turnbull.

SCHOLARSHIPS
Con,gratulations to the scholars of \ T. C. I.
,,·ho have brought honour to their Alma ::\later.
The 195-t year wa · a record year. as the total
amount won ,Ya $1-t,395.
\Vilfred Beedle. l\lichigan Student-Aid Foundation Scholarship $1-tS.
Jane Blackmore, Dominion-Provincial Grade
13 Scholarship $100.
Robin Bolton. Dominion-I rovincial Grade 13
Scholarship $100.
Dennis Bozic. Dominion-I rovincial Grade 13
(.~cholarship 100.
Donald Darroch, Regular Officer
Training Plan 'cholarship $2,065.
Dominion-Provincial University Scholarship 400.
•
J. P. Bickiell Foundation Scholarship
$1,200.
Frank Easby,
tkinson Charitable
Foundation Scholarship $400.
ue Geml, \i\romen's Auxilary Hotel
Dieu Hospital Scholar hip $200.
Allan Hewson, Atkinson Charitable
Foundation Scholarship $200.
Spencer Hodkinson, tkin on Charitable Foundation Scholarship $--1-00. J.
L. :McNaughton Scholarship $100.
Ernest Jackiw. Dom inion-Provincial
University Scholarship $--1-00.
John Mlacak, Ford of Canada Scholarship $1,0--1-5.
Dominion-Provincial
Univer ity Scholarship $400. J. P. Bickell Foundation Scholarship $1,200.
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\'era-Lee Patterson. Ellen ~[. Xickle Scholarship in Eno-Ji ·h SOO. Edith E. · Bowlby Scholarship presented by ~liss :i\Iarganet Bo"·lby $'175.
Douglas Reid, V/alkerville C. I. Scholarship at
lJ. \\'. 0. 200. Regular Officer Training Plan
Scholarship 1,925. Atkinson Charitable Foundation cholarship --1-00.
George Stecko, Atkinson Charitabl " Foundation Scholarship $--1-00. Lady Beck Chapter 1.0.D.E. Scholarship 150. presented by :\lrs. C. 1\1.
Pelton.
Bruce 'I'horn, Atkinson Charitable Foundation
Scholarship $200.
\ Tictoria Tkach. Ford of Canada
Scholarship $650.
Ann Torigian, Zonta Club Scholarship $300. presiented by 1\Iiss Claire
Coughlin.
?\ orma Turn bull, Canadian Leg-ion
l >royincial Scholarship 500. DominionProvincial University Scholar hip 400.
3rcl. Carter Scholar hip $--1-0. niversity
\\'omen's Club Scholarship $100. presented by Mi ,, l\Iargaret \Vell,er.
$1--1-,395

These ' tudent · have passed one turn
on the road of learning with flying
colours. \Ve wish them the greatest
uccess in the following years of study.
N.DOROFEUK
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HEAD BOY

0

BOB BLAINEY

HEAD GIRL

.

'
PAT SMITH
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BOB AD L EY

MISS McLAREN

NANC Y

BABCOCK

.\1-DasketJJall, '.r rack '.ream, ,\ ml>-To f i 11 i s h \\'ri ting her
Choir, Operetta.
name in one ~itling.
'\\'-"Princess Line'' I )resi-;es.
...\-!-Too numerous to mention.
'\\'-l'remier of Boys' l'wrlial'P-Tall Girls.
n1ent .
..\p-Sborl, Dark, l'ctile.
.. \p-..\lways smiling .

FRANK BECHARD

FS-Oh boy'. Friday :;\'ight.
.AmlJ-To finish Grade XIII.
A-l-Hon1ework .
J • t>-DriYe-in ::.\Iovies.

DENNY

BOZIC

.\ mlJ-To s ho \\' ::.\Tiss Tunks
.·hort-cuts in geometry .
•\4-Football , baskethall, tennis,
go l r. B .,\ .. \ .. rifle team, ping
])Ong.
'\\--Tall girls \\·ith short skirts.
.Ap-500 ".omen coulcln't lle
"Tong, ho\\' can you'!

MURRAY DRESSER

F;:,-That J)iece is real gone.
AmlJ-Electroni" Engineer.
.A.4-0rchestra, Pipe Band, and
the "Saints.''
PP-::.\fusicians who daydream.
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JANE BLACKMORE

FS-:.\len'. '. '. I hate 'em'.
..\mb-'.fo c1 am huge Yolumes
do\\'n little throats.
A-I-Operetta, Choir, .Agora,
Ol>se•rnng Senior Boys' Teams.
1\·-..\ spiring elergy.

JOHN

BOBALJIK

FS-"So\\' when l was at Tech.··
.Amb-First class J)encil J)usher.
A ·I-Bac1minton.
PP-Saturclay n i g h t s at the
Dri\'e I nn.

NICK CORY

JANICE CUNNINGHAM

FS--\Yell, you know ,,·hat I
mean .
Amb-'l'o be an engineer.
A4-Lead clrummer of Bugle
Bancl.
J'l'-C'homping ancl che,,·ing.

FS-Yery nice'.
Amb- \Yestern ·s s ,,· i 111 mi n g
team.
A-l-.Agora, U.A .• \ ., Yolleyball,
s,,·irnming. l>aclminton.
l'l'--.. \ ustin Car s .

MARK DROUILLARD

FS-.\lay r have the Bnglish
translation to this?
.Amb-Pulling teeth .
A4 -Back table at ::.\Iartin's &
Steve·s.
'\Y-Getting up for
o'clock
classes.

BOB

FOWLER

.\mb-Bus iness Adm inistration
at Queen's.
F -Lend n1 e your French,
Brookmyre.
A4--'\Yalking half-way downtown to catch a bus.
PP-Army and Air Force parades on the same night.

..

ROBIN BOLTON

PS-Ho\\' clo you clo'? ( \Yith an
Oxford accent).
..\ mlJ-Queen's :.\ l e<l~. (dissect ing '·BolJ-Cats"').
\Y-Big words.
1-'P-Playing the lo\' 'l' in the
OJ)eretta.

NINA

DOROFE UK

.. \mli--To sing high "C" without
\\'hooping.
A4.-'\'olleyl)a!l, dramatics, choir,
,ago1 a, B l ue and '\Yhite.
'\Y-The Kid has no "·cakncss.
J'J-'--Gypsy Lover.

DALE HARRIS

FS-C ' mon Cats, let·. harmonize!
Amb-To study m e cl i c i n e at
Qu en's .
A.4-Hockey, arranging for the
"Bobcats."
PP-Trig class-8.00 a.m.
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MAR Y

JA NE HAY NES

FS-Blackmore, wait for 1ne!
A4-Agora, Blue & \Yhite, Dramatics, Choir. Badminton.
'\Y-::--oon hour Trig. C lass s.
l' l'-Persis tent l\Ien ?

FRANCES HORVATH

BARBARA HOSHAL

WALT JARKOWEIC

FS-L swear it's going to e.·J)lotle !
..\mh-To raise five.
'\\' -E . R's green Buick.
J 'l'-B re akin g tcst-tul>es in
Chemistry.

.\.ml>-To sing - sing, and sing
some n10J·e .
• \_~-Listening to jazz .
\\'-Letters from '\Yestern .
J'l'-l'ittslmrgh .\_ecents.

.\..ml>-To be presitlent of the
TapJ)a Keg a Beer Sorori t~· .
A-t-J 'ool ancl dinner.
'\Y-O'Keefe's.
P l ' - ensored.

~ ),
\\~}

·~··

....

..

~

BILL KACHMARY K

DAVID KLINCK

PAT POPOWICH

BRIAN SCOTT

FS-'\Yhere's Walt?
Amb-To go to U. of T.
A4-Footba ll , Ho 'key, T r a ck,
First Aid.
'\Y-"June!"

J'P-Algebra.
Amb-'l' o s tu cl y Landscape
Architecture at )1 i chi g an
State.
•.\-!-Senior Hockey.
'\\'-Blornles.

.\mb-To own those drumsticks.
.\4--Choir, Ope r etta, A cl I i n g
'round .
'\\'-.\_ set of clrumsticks in the
Bugle Bancl.
l'P- l'eople who clon't l>uy gas
at "H . ..\." stations.

Amb-To set ul) a ne\,. system
of education.
.\4-Star gazing.
"\Y-F-ma
PP-l~glisi1 home\,·ork.

f

TED SZALAY

ED TANN

DAVE TICKELL

FS-Ho\,v's your mother'?
Amb-'l'o out-guzz l the boys.
A4-Ba.skethall. tracl<:, Yolleyball , h omework (m.orning) and
Steve· .
'\\'-Certain women ,vho can
csanlas.

FS-Bozic, Can You Fix :\Ie Up
For Friday Sight??
Amb-To be taller than "Baldy"
Laird.
A4-Hockey, Soccer. and '\Y}iAT
:\IOST BOYS ]) 0 AFTEP
SCHOOL.
. \_])-Short, Stocky and l Jangerous.

Amb-::\Iolar ::\[over.
.\4-La Pa 1 o ma Social Club,
Badminton. B lu & '\Yhite.
\ \'-Short Girls . . .
PP-After Four Classes, Chemistry l'roblems.

MARTHA WADDELL

JOAN WALSH

Amb-To high jump 51 , ·ith a
cast on!!
A4
Volleyball, Basketball,
'!'rack, Badminton, G.A.A.
'\\'-T h underbi r ds.
l'P-Silent class rooms.

FS- '\Ya it up l'AT!
A4-Choi<r, 0 p er e t t a. Dance
Banc!, Orchestra, Saundering
'round.
'\\'-Ol ives a.ncl )Jilk: Some small
to ,vn 240 miles away .
J'J '-P.:ople " ·ho collect Je\\·elery.

ELIZABETH

TKACHUK

Amb-Pharmacy at l'. of T.
.A.4 Homework! Home\\'ork !
ancl 1nore Hmne\\'ork !
'\Y-.:.\liss Tunks' early morning
classes .
PP-Di seding frogs in Zo ology.

MISS ROBBINS
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W I LMA AUGUSTINE

BEVERLEE BELANGER

Amb-To do her French homework in French instead o(
Spanish and vice versa.
.. \ 4-La Paloma Eight.
l' l'-Typing Teachers .
.,\ p-She's got the Audrey .Hepburn look-but it looks ]Jetter
on Audrey.

FS-?\iee lloy that George!
.\-!-Camera C lub, Blue & \Yhile
\\·-A.C'. parties arnl :.\ fario·s.
.\p-Those J'JYt;JS.

BOB

BLAINEY

FS-lnto ])a \Yoo(l:,;!
..\.4-Seen IJlondie .,
"\\'-l'oint J>elee an<l Adle,·.
Pl'-Convertillles with LJi:GS .

W. B. BREWER

l•'S-l'm off to the s1,a111p.-;,
n1en.
.Amb-To roll the verl'ecl ('[
arettes .
.,\4-H.itchiking·, snooker, <·.-o:,;sing the S\\'amps.
PP-Ken Turner, school.
0

· -

;, .

..,.,

.....•.

ROGER " REF "

BROOKMYRE

AmJ,-Beat ,Yhitehead at
Euchre.
"\Y-Shakespeare and his works.
PP-Guys that answer questions.
. \ p-Culturecl hood.

ANN BULLEN

AmlJ-To dissect all o[ :.\fr. :.\lcLeocl 's specimE>ns.
.\4-Xurse-maiding li ttle monsters.
, , ·-Little :.\Ionsters .
.\p-:.\lasculine.

VAUGHAN

CAMERON

A1nlJ-"On the rebound."
A.4-Blue & "\Yhite, B. A. A.,
Badminton .
"'IV-Badminton 'l'ournamenls.
PP-C. B.

·

EVA CLEGG

~\.mlJ-Xurse.
A4-"\Yalking Carol home.
"\Y-Gum.
PP-Grade 13.

BILL FINLEY

BILL FLEMING

VERONICA GEKILL

DOUG HARVEY

FS-You think he's bad, you
should have had my chemistry
teacher last year!
.\mlJ-Swim the Hellespont.
.. \ 4-Practice strokes.
PP-Tasting Potassium ~Titrate.

FS-Look's like rain.
.Amb-'reaching grade one.
"\Y-Pin - ball :.\lachines.
PP-1 eop le \\·ho \\' Ork al Lobla,,··s.

.\ml>-To rid the school of mice.
.A4-Detentions in :.\liss Tunk'
roo1n .
"\Y-Basketl>all l'la.,·ers.
l' l '-:.\larnlios.

AmlJ-To
enter For d
Trade
School.
A~-Baskethall. Yolleyball, and
.Antique Cars .
\\'-Thunclerl)inls and Corvettes.
1' I '-Tall hlon<les and con Yerli])les.

DONALD HORNE

.AA-Homework'? Officers.
,V-Tall blondes from ?ster.
PP-Five clay weeks.
l<""'S-Oh! It's all right. rt doesn't
matter.
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MARGO

HUNT

.\mb-To look like Gina Lo1librigida.
A4-Blue and "\Vhite, Chemistry
corrections.
"\Y-A certain yo ng accountant
from Toronto.

THOM

McNEIL

F~-You·re right.

.A mlJ-Chemistry Teacher.

A4-Bicycle Riding.
"\Y-A "certa in girl'' in Hamilton.

PAUL McPHERSON

FS-Got your homework done?
.-\4-"\\'atching the girls' tracl·
team practice.
"\\~-Tall blondes.
.. \p-Always smiling.
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JAM ES MADDISON

BOB MI L LER

• \.mh-Attcncl Roy a 1 ~lilitary
College.
..\.4-<JJJ icer in cadet corps, rifle
team, occer tea111.
\\.-~lotorcycles.
l'l'-J1·. ::\'.
. o:s,
'h mistry
tc>sts.

FS-1 lorat, \\·ake-up !
.\.ml>-l'ass 5th form.
. \4- 1 lom \\·ork, footlJall, traC'k,
s\\" immin g.
J'J'- 1-::arly n1orning S\,·iJnmer ...

JUDY MILNER

J•'S- 1 hate n1en .

. \.mlJ- 'l' o plea.<;e ~lr. Sin(']air in

the stu<ly hall.
. \.J. She·i, too JlOOJH:'<1 to partidpatt'.
J'l'-.'aturday night Latin
classes.

FRED MONTOUR

.\.ml>-1'.JG. Instructor.
A.J.-Tra<'k, baskethall, D .• \. .• \ .,
B & "\Y.
"\Y-1 :47.7 half milers .
PP-Surprise J>arties. talking .

MARY MONTSCH

ELAINE MOORE

SALLIE NEALE

DON PAGET

. \.mlJ-Teaching .·on g s to the
Froggie School.
"\Y-Cashmere sweaters.
J-'l'-Cat haters.
•\ p-Smiling.

.\.mlJ-TeaC'hing Eskimos .
. \4- \\.alkin g with (?)
\\·-Ron.
1 'P-..\.ft r four classe in English and l<'rench .

F:-i- \\·hat do you say H.. c.;."!'!
. \ mlJ-To cat<' h up on Botan;\·
assign 1nen ts.
"\Y-B rush cuts.
l'l'-S~L\.LL gra<le nine boys.

FS-Uot anoth<:'r letter from·:
Amb-~1.< '. at the 1-::111o w Room.
A.4-Agora, B . .\ . .A., Footl>all,
Tenni , T1ack, Golf, Boiler
Room.
l'P-90 miles bet\\"et-n "\Yin<lsor
and ~I S. L".

NORMAN PROBERT

CRAIG PUNCHARD

BRUCE ROBINSON

PAT SMITH

FS-You're a little weak in this!
"\Y-Blonde(s), Surlout June B.
Ap-Post Gradua~e Pallour.

FS-"\Yait'll I get my Packard!
. , \ mh-To graduate hefore J 960.
11·-nolm es .'weet Holmes.
PP-Officers' meetings at 12:lG.

FS-l.h! . . . I clon't know.
. \ mh-lnYent ~louthl .<,s Robert
'l'eaC'hers.
A.J.-Caclets, Football.
"\\'-School.

FS-Oh. l hate him!-.:-So, l dislike him int<>ni,ely.
. \.1nb-'l'o have a husband, four
children and a ganlen in three
years.
A.J.-Agora, Ilead Girl, Blue ancl
"\Yhite, ~locleling.
\\'-Kilts, Candid Shots.

NICK STOYSHIN

l<'S-"\Yhich way did he go?
Amb-Own his own laundry.
A4-Tru k-clriver?
\\'-Blondes and convertibl s.

JACK TEARNE

FS-J just about died.
. \.mb-To he the first mal
teacher at St. ~Iary's
"\Y-J. B.
l'l'-After four ~Iath Classes.

KEN

TURNER

F '-'·Ow Ye ])oin' GuYnor."
Amh-'l'o be a Conno isseur of
Fin Booze.
"\Y-"\Varm Friday Afternoon.<;.
PP-"\Yalkerville · High Society.

MERLE WESTON

FS-" \\.hat a \Yeekencl !"
.A4-Getting Reacly to go
London.
"\Y-Drivin g 'l'rucks.
PP-l\lr. Burr.
? '
-J

to
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JUNE WHITE

ROBERT WHITE

TERRY WHITEHEAD

CAROL W I LLIAMS

FS-l think 1"11 quit school and
go to work at KRESGE'S.
Amb-To be a 1>ri\'ate Secretarv
PP-Blind elates with
ho r 't
1nen who \Y ear susl)enclers.
Ap-Green eyes with lYrown
spots.

F:-Just Keel) This in ::.\Iincl.
Aml>-A "Big Shot" in a little
office ( Chry:c;lers).
"\Y-::.\largaret G.
PP-Cornpo::;itions.

FS- l<liot'
. \ mlJ-To heat Brookmyre.
.A4-Caclets, 'l'rack, BasketlJall,
l'inhall.
"\\' -Brookmyre.

FS-"llere I sit confusetl as
ever."
Amb-Rai::-ing Race Ho, ses.
"\\'-Red Hair.
l'P-Being the. solitary female
in the chernisti:y class.

MR .

LOWDEN

JACK

ANDERSON

..\mb-Beaeh Comller at l{oncleau.
A4-H.A .• \ ., Hockey.
"\\'-Gil Is from Forster.
PP-The "Rocket" and As::;uml)tion Hockey T am.

TED BALE

FS-" \\" 01nen."
.,\.--I-Friday night l)arties at t h e
Armouries.
"\\'-Cars and Court Summons.
.A11-.\ t all times and a ll over.

PAT CAMPBE LL

CHARLES CROW

J OH f\l DONALDSON

!1 U TH ETC >i ER

FS-Sweee - - Amb-Own a cashmere sweater.
,Y-Ford Trade S c h o o 1 and
sports cars.
1\ p-DeYi li sh eyes.

F '-llo \\· ' hout that?
Amb-To ol)en a beer b o t t l e
with a quarter.
"\Y-He has none' (B~· request) .
J'l'-Trying to shaYe in the
mo r ning.

. \ ml>-R.O .T . l'. l~ngineering.
A<l-2 I /C or the Cadet Corl)S,
Agora, Camera Cluh.
\ , ·-nark green gngl ish cars.
Ap-Thal " ·in<l-blo \\·n effect.

FS-HaYe you got your Geometry clone. Janet:
.A--1-Ricling in a hlue car.
"\Y-.A hlornle.
P l'-So many English class s.

GERALD FERGUSON

FS-The morning
night before.

a f t e r

the

"\Y- ln the Knees Before Ex a ms .

PP-40 min. Trig. l)eriods in 10
min.
Ap-Short Knight.

2-t

MARJORIE FI ELD

LOUISE FINCH

Amb-O \\·n Kresge's.
"\Y-She ·won't tell .
PP-Early Saturday m.ornings
at K•r esge's.
..\p-Tall laughing blonde.

.\ mh-Teachers' Coll ege.
A4-Talking to you know \\"ho
(D.B.)

PP-Freckels and Chalk Dust.
.Ap-Cute as a button .

LORETTA

HANDRIGAN

Amb-To raise radishes.
A4-Looking at cartoons in B.
1\1.'s dark room.
'IV-F.D. in a white dinner
jacket.
Ap-Sweet and impish.
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GEORGE

HARTLIEB

l•'S-1\'o\\' - 1Yee! ,Yoo - 1Yee!
\Y ow-,Yee!
•\.mb-Jet Pilot for Space Cadet
on T.V.
A4-C'arcls and Pool at Steve's.
\\'-1Yine. 1Yomen and Pinball
~lachines.

JOHN

KOS

FS- \\' lrnt do you ·ay bebe ?
\\' -1\'in e, women and song.
ljl-'-.-\lgelYra in 327.
. \.mlJ-To go to C.M.C.C.

BOB MacMILLAN

FS-You'Jl go places kid! Where ,
I dont know! But you'll go!
Amb-\Yealthy Lawyer, then
Retired Farmer.
.\.4-Television. Solitaire, tilting
J)inball machines.
1V- Playing hockey and hookey.

RON

PATRICK

F:::;-Xo, l"m no r e lation to the
n1ayor.
. \.mb- To hlo\\' up the \\'Orlcl.
\\' - li;ast 1Yinclsor girl(s).
Pl'-Early Classes.

.S TANLEY ILCZUK

FS-And there you are!
Amb-To make money?
A4-Ca1lt. Aclj. in cadets.
1Y- Liquicl that comes in a
toltlc (yo u kn o \\') .

STUART

LAIRD

FS-O kay Bozic, 'Tll bet you.''
.\.ml)- To ])uy Tann a tlrc ee - foot
pair or eleYator shoes.
. \.4-Bas kethall, S\\·imming, B..\..A. ancl loit e ring around the
halls \\'ith :\l. r.,. 0 .
l'P- Balcl bo:s and mumblers.

BOB

MEPHAM

.Amh-Beacht·on1h e r at Rond au
l'arlc
.\.-l Yoll eyba ll. crosscountry,
basketball. track, cadets, Blue
& 1Yhi te.
1Y-G irl(s) in 13A.
] 'P-Tutoring late Trig students.

MIKE

PESCHALK

FS-''Take my adYic:e, son
.\.mh- To acquire a deg-re from
any uniYersity.
. \.4 - Football, Golf, :\ onmout:1
ancl Richmonc1, patching up
his Forcl.
1Y-.\. certain !Jloncle.

DONALD

KENNEDY

Amh-Gracluat .
1Y-Red heads.
P l'-Four o'clock class es .
.\.p-Real George.

JERRY LAWTON

Fs- · ·11 i <'1 alJhy.'·
.A4-:\ laking I)laid bo\\·-li es from
olcl kilts.
\\'-Too man.\· to m e ntion .
PP-Charcoal ties a n cl ll i n k
suits.

JIM

KING

. \.mh- To b e :\lall! ice 11.
Al -Hoc key :\Ieet in gs ancl English.
\\'- T o ront o an<l 0 . X.
FS-\Ya11t to 1Ju\· a Hockey
ticket?
·

CHARLES

LEWIS

FS--C r eat Halls o r fir e .
1Y- Flat clarin et ])lay e rs.
J'l'-Slo\\' Latin Classe!-; .
.\.p-Oncc a clay at least.

FRANCES MINIELLY

JOYCE PATERSON

Aml>-Rais e a long lin e of farme rs.
"'il' - K en necly :\Ien!
l'l'-:\len '? \\·hose pants don 't
quite reach their ankles.
.\.p- Fre c kles .

FS- 'Tll neYer get il cut.'· ( You
should ~ee her no\\'.)
A4 - 8tll(lyi ng '?
1\'- A l3lonc1 Lifeguan1 at L.
C. P.
Ap-·'.\.n<l her hair hung clo,·n
in ringl ets.' '

RON

PFAFF

A1nh- 'l'aking Co1nmer ·e at .. \ ssun1ption .
.\.4- Just lrnm·n .
1Y- 12B .
PP-Those e .:\. t r a g n g 1 i · h
classes.

JAMES

PITMAN

F'S- 1\'e ll that·:,; that'.
.\mh- Lawyer.
.\.4-Traek, l)asel>all,
n1achines.
,Y-A certain girl.

pin - hall
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JANET SAUNDERS

GARTH SM 1TH

I RENE TOPROSKY

F:-:- l clon·t t a k e Geometry,
Ruth.
Amb--School ":\larm.··

Aml>.-To put a Cadillac engine
in an _\.ustin.
. \4-J'eclclling milk.
\ \'- :\1. B.
l'l'-Lop-sicle(l gol[ lJall::;.

FS - l'm frustratecl.
.-\m!J- To be a teaching team.
'\V-T. G. H. and a non-work alJle Hillman.
.\11- Dig that :\lar!on J3ranclo
hair-cut.

'\\ "-D. V.

l' l'-.A certain foot lJall 1ilayer.

GARY WINTERMUTE

.\mb-To sell th is year·s texts
to '5~ Gracl uates .
.,\-l-llome, Help, ' 'Hunter."
W-R.C.::\".
PP-:\Ir. "F"' 's . \ ir Force and
::'llr. "O" 's Anny.

JOHN

WISHART

FS- l clon't knO\\'.
Amh- '.ro G 1aduatc from. \\"a lkeryille .
A4-Hockev.
'\V-Any Female?

WILLIAM

WIGHT

_\mlJ-To take over :\lis.· F's
Joi> .
A:i_~;i''·1{v~/t~l.J, ])ramaties, Blue
l' l '-:\Iath.
\\' - Shakespeare.

INA ROBERTSON

..\.mlJ-'l'o pass g1acle 1:3.
.\4-Raicl ing the iee box.
\\'--Ta lk ing in spares.
P l'-:\lissing the :3 :45 bus.

PAULINE

ADAMS

PS-Get Seriou:,; 1 ! '\Yill ya?
.\mb-To raise a He r d of "Little
Bulls."
•.\p-'l'all, clark ancl '"Y l\D [ Y! !"
'\V- 'ign Painter's Sons with
Hazel J:Dyes.

MARION

BAKER

FS- Kill it before i t mult iplies.
AmlJ-To r a i s e a Basketball
team.
A4-Basketball, volleyball , G.A.A., B lue & \\'bite, track,
baseball.
'\\"-A bank teller.

f
\ ../
f

MAR I BASAN

JEANINE CARRIERE

BEV . CLARKE

PAT DOCHERTY

FS-1 haven't g-ot a clue, Gee!
Amb-Raise her own basketball
team.
A4-Basketball, volleyball, baseball, track. G.A.A.
W-A certain f e 11 ow named
Steve.

l"S-'\Ye ll T gue ·::; ! '
Amb-Raise a nest of "Beedles!"
PP-Constantly being- followed
by a certain G . H! !
Ap-Blue eyes, trim figure, lots
of guys , specially J. B.).

FS-"'\Vhat a grouch!"'
'\V- '\Yalpole Island,
L'keleles,
Boys.
PP-1\'.Ir. Krause's jokes, dogs
that bark.
Ap-Marlon Branclo, Prince Valiant, Joan of Arc.

."unlJ-To lJe present on :\lonclay
1norning.
'IV-Boys.
PP-Five Day School , Veek.
Ap-Slick-chick.
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I.
JANET FREDERICK

FS-"D id r r oar ."
. \.mu-To kn it IJootie.-;.
A4-Ago r a, B lue a n (1 "\Yhite,
te llin g jo k es at ('a:-;a L oma,
Basketball at Li nco ln Road.
"\\'-Brush cuts.

ROSE

KORENICK

•\m lJ-T o <.1'r ivc a IJ ig C hr ysler
c·o n Yert ib le (h a, h a).
•\4
B as k etball , Y lleyball,
t r ac k , G .A.A.
"\Y-Oh , Jo h nny.
l 'P- "\Yri t ing Jaw tc.·ts in ink.

GAYLE

GRAY

FS-"Take blue gas . kid! ..
.\1nb-1'0 learn ho\\' to .\laml>o .
"\\'-Pizza-pie an <1 hancl:-;omc
ltalian (s) .
l'J'-Hhythm and Blue:-;,

JOAN

HEATLEY

.\ mll-To O\\'n a For<l automati<'.
...\-t-"\Yo r king at \Yillisteacl.
"\\' -\ Yriting Time<l Test:-;.
J'l'-.\lr. Krau:-;e ·s LcC'lurcs.

CLARA KOVACS

DOROTHY LAPP

FS- \Y ent to the Hunter Ja.s;t
n i te. "\Yh at a ball '.
A n11l-To he a C. 0. at "Stacl ."
"\\' - . \ C'e r tai n man from T xa:-;.
J' l'-Quiet noon-hours.

F!S-.\l ust 1J nice .
.\mh-To he a 1ia nhancll er.
.\ 1-"\Yriting letters to Tor onto.
\\'- . \ ce r tain ":\ l e<l s'' :-;tudent!

GERALDINE MARCENKO

CAROLE MIFFLIN

BETTY OVENS

FS-"\\'ell zin g i for you!!
.A1n li-Ra is
a lot of "Young"
ones!
\\'-Blo n d, l>lu <'-c;\· d "Assumptio n·· g u ys ( I). Y)?
• \. p-Slick chic, t ri m figure.

FS-'' I shou lrl hotel my breath.'.
. \ mh-To f'incl a job at $200 a
\\'eek .
. - \ 4-Cho ir , Ope r etta, Octette.
W -Bill.

FS-" \Yait 'Li ll L tell you ,,·hal
haJ)pened !''
. \ mb-'l'o he in comman<l at Selfr idge.
. \ 4-Go ing to l) 'lrnit; l'she r ing
at t h e Schubert.
"\\'-Olclsmobil es.

MARILYN

HILLMAN

FS-1 clon't kno,,·.
.. \ ml, -To t .,·1ie 40 .
.\4- ~l omework.
"\\'-Television.

STEWART McKAY

FS-" \Y e l l. l :-;hou ld get
for effo r t.''
A 1nli-T o l>e a success .
..\-t-Tal king to a fr iend.
"\Y-..\Ioney.

BEVERLY

"E.'

ROBINSON

F!::i-"Has anyone got his hornc\\·ork clone') ··
..\1111>-To become a JH' iYate secretan·
. \.-t-Rlit~ning to gel the 4 o·clock
lms .

PP-Buses.

I

;

fr
BETTY SHERRY

. \. mlJ-To ,,·o,·k o n t h e C hr ysler
Assembly Li n e.
A4-Bl ue and "\Yhi te.
"\Y-nances at " V ets .\ l emorial"
Ap-S l y.

BARBARA SHIPMAN

BETTY SHUTTLEWORTH

F8-" \\' h at a guy'!"
•\. mh-To IJe a pan - hand le r at
:\l et.
"\\"--Summer s in Hal ilJu1·lon, and
.J o h n.
l'P-Boy w i t h out cars.

FS-She's a good egg.
"\\'-Football P ia vc r s .
P l' -:\l akingdehits eq u al cred its.
~\ mb-T o ra is
a jets football
team.

GAYLE SIMON

FS-She cloE:'sn·t :-;ay much.
Amb-To l>e a Chry:-; ler girl.
"\Y-.\1.
PP-Inspectors.
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I

GAIL SNEIDER

MARION STANDON

PAT STEDMAN

BETTY SWITZER

FS-That's the way it goes.
Amb-T o k e e 1) h e r d a t e s
straight.
,Y-B an l B.
PP-Day ' Crockett.

AmlJ-To l)e a priYate ::;ecretary
at Chrysler·s.
..\.4-\Yriting time-tests with
Betty.
"\\'-r\ certain Grade 1;3 boy.
~\I)-Reel-hot :'llama!!

FS-'' Do you know \Yhat hal)11ened '?"
_\mb-To lie manager of L~ell
Telephone Co.
"\\'- li:l ctricians.
_\p-Xeat an<l Petite.

FS-"The heck \Yith you'"
~\n1li-To lJe a nurse.
-U--Homc ,york and getting
dinner.
"\\'-Food.

LOIS TIZZARD

A4-Blue aml '\'~ 'hite Staff.
\\'-B. P.

l'P-A certain guy from K.C.I.
AJ)-Tall and slim.

MISS

IDA URBAN

l-'S-''There's no one li k e BolJ
'l'."
Amb-Ilunky wedding w ith an
lri::;hman.
,\'-Stoney point.
l'l'-Daniel Boone.

RUTH AMSDEN

HUTCHINSON

ELIZABETH

BETTY

CASNI

FS-Did anyone phone me to night?
Amb-To be someone's "PRIVATE SECRETARY."
A4-Photography, ,Yriting Letters, rsing the Telephone.
"\Y-A Tiny Roly-Poly Darling.
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SONIA TKACH

FS-"Oh-h - h, it was terrific!"
A mb-To marry G. S.
W-T.C.A. pilots.
J'P-JJit tunes.

FS-,Yho·s going to the cafeteria?
Amh-To get a job.
'\\'-Cafeteria.
l'P-A certain t acher.

SANDRA CHARBONNEAU

FS-Tell me too!!
Amb-Secretary.
W-B. l\I.
Ap-Blonde ancl [nteresting.

TEDDIE EDEN

AmlJ-To learn to dr ive.
A4-Swin1n1i11°·, Hon1e w ork .
"\"\'-Curly-haired Boys.
PP-Shorthand, Law.

BEVERLY BROWN

FS--\'"e Gads!
Am l>-Secretary.
.\-1- Hasketball, BaselJall.
,Y-:.\lalhematics.

DONNA " Dimples "

KEITH

FS--For the birds.
.Arnb-Stenographer at Cnemnlo~·ment Insurance.
W -Black wavy hair (Colchester).
PP-Adrienne's joke ·.

===============--===================== BLCE

.\ -I-Bowl ing, Baseball.
'\\' -B.

ROSE

NORMA " Brat " MARSHALL
FS- l'unclt Oul!- \Yho let you
out'?
.\.mb-You guessecl it.
. \4-,Yalking home with "·· B.

PAULINE LUBINSKI
ArnlJ-To lJc .:\Irs. :\L
'.\I .

l'l'-School, '.\lontlay :\lorning.

NORMA " Pokey "

NIVEN

JANET " F r ench ie"

RIBERTY

F'S-I b g your pardon.
.\ m IJ-Secretary.
.\4-Going to th gro' ry store.
certain boy?

,y__

ZDUNICH

FS-"Sure-re-re. ··
.\.rnl,-Bookkeeper or po J i l' ewon1an .
.\.4-Curh-cruising,
re a cl i n g
hockey ancl hasel>all magazines .
'\\ ·---Cars an,l moto1·n·<·les.

of 11 <'.

'Y-J 'olice clogs, football players.

J<'S-Uh ! G orge.
Amb-To marry U. :\I.
.\4-Going to work.
1Y-George :\L

MARIE
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PAT NOWITSKY

B5TT,Y PATON

ROSANN PRESTON

.\.mh-'l'o go to Switzerland.
A-t-Baskethall. Yolleyball, ])asehall, golf , ancl Pat. A.
1Y-A certain l rishman.
l'P-'\\'riting Economics and
Law in June-::\Iaybe!

FS-''l'm so ma.cl, T co u Id
:,;crea.111!"
. \ mb-Fashion Eclitor for the
":\'ew Yorker.··
• \..J-r\.1.?;ora, s e n i o r a!-;!-;C1n1Jlies
committee. :\Ir. Hunt·i:; s ·retary. :\fickle.
"'-Potato Chips and :\Iu -cles.

AmlJ-To ha.Ye my sweet i:;ixlcen
party at the 8Jmwood.
A4-The t e le Jl hone, B"X.\ I
B'RI'.rII GirlR.
W-Boys .
PP-Tattl - taler!3.

BONNIE SIDDLE

FS-.\.ny :\Iail to-day, l\1om'!
..\.1n1J-S crctarY.
•\. 4-T nnis, Baseball .
'\Y-A c rtain boy.

BARBARA TRENHOLME

F!::5-"'I'hat's real crazy!''
Amb-Seeretary to :'.\Ir. al .
1\'-Bob.
J' P-Homework.

CYNTHIA SMITH

JOYCE TAYLOR

FS "Oh Art!"
.\ml>-To pass in ALL suhjed:,; .
.\ -I-Catching the 4 :20 bus.
"'-A. H.

ADRIENNE

F!::5-"LiYe and learn!"
..\mlJ-Seeretary .
A4-'l.'raek, lJaselJall.
\\·~Boy .

" Squirt "

WILSON

F!::5-"[ got another joke."
.-\mb-To gracluate.
..\ 4-C:oing to the restaurant.
'\Y-School.
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WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION
at
the Opening of its Second Century of Operation
-

tenders
to the Students, Teachers, and Principal
of

WALl<ERVILLE COLLEGIATE
Its Congratulations
on
the Scholastic and Other Attainments
of the School Year 1954-55

WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION
1955
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

I .... . ........................ B. Nichols
11 .................... A. R. Davidson, B.A.
Ill ................ H. D. Taylor, B.A., M.D.
IV ...... . ...... . .... P. P. McCallum, C.L.U.
Chairman

Ward V ............ . ............... D. W. Gray
SEPARATE SCHOOLS

VOCATIONAL SCHOOL

M. G. Brick, D.D.S.
H. J. Lassaline, M.A.

E. Watson, LL.B.
C. G. Sampson

WINDSOR SCHOOLS EXCEL
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LITERARY
Sincere
·on, .:\Irs.
:\IcLaren,
mal' e this

thanks go to the judges, ~liss Hutchi:McLeod, .i\Ir. .:\I. Y omw, and ~Iiss
and to all the contestant ' for helping
year's literary section a good one.

WIL.:\L\ AUGUSTINE

Junior Prose

First Prize

RAIN

DOREEN ROBINSON
First Prize, Senior Poetry

SHIRLEY CROWE, lOE
Second Prize
Junior Po~try

Second Prize

Junior Poetry

A SUDDEN STORM
The gentle rain comes falling, falling,
Softly to the ground it drop Clinging to brown branches,
Flo\\·ers, gra s and crops.

, \ 11 day the sky was clear and bright,
Cntil it came quite close to night;
The ,,·hite clouds lying there all clay
Suddenly turned gloomy and grey.

lt drop upon the soft green moss.
That grow beside the creek
It trickles down the windowpane
And leaYe a sih·er streak.

Then from out of that darkening sky
bolt of lightning came fla hino- by;
The people below were aroused from their
lumber
By the rolling, rumbling thunder.

l t forms a filmy curtain,
That wraps the world in mi t
And when it fall upon your face
It's like a phantom kis .

Repeating, repeating that bellowino· sound,
the rain tormented the ground;
Then a quickly a it came
The storm va~ o,·er once again.

~ ntil

I Joye to walk on mi ty day::-.
To hold my head up highAnd feel cool rain like fain· tears
Falling from the ky.
~

SHIRLEY CROWE, lOE
Second Prize

DOREEN ROBINSON, 11 E

Junior Poetry

"FRANCE"

l would I were in the land of I-<--rance,
\Vhere romance still holds s,,·ay,
. \nd the peasant li ,·e · hi · humble life
, \s he did in bygone days.

Poetry

Honourable Mention

SNOWFLAKES
'rhe fallen snow covers the earth like a blanket,
And little white flakes come fluttering down,
Each a miniature crown
For some unseen fairy queen
\Vho, with her tiny wand
Weave \Vinter around a help le .·· " ·c.,rld.

GAYLE GRAY, C Sp.

\Vhere grim old castles still o'ertowerThe peaceful country scene.
And the little rivers take their way,
Thru meadows fresh and green.
\tVhen still the old-world country inn\V elcomes the traveller worn,
.\nd the bees drone round the ·centecl flower
On the balmy ummer morn.
J ,,·ould loYe to roam Your countryside.\nd the cities bright a~1d gay,
~
:\h ! I would I were in the land of France,
\i\'here romance still holds wav.
B RBARA ST JIPMAN , C Sp.
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GAYLE GRAY, C. Sp.
First Prize, Senior Poetry

PORTRAIT OF A GRANDFATHER

All beauty is not found in youth. Age has its
O\vn particular kind of beauty, perhap s more
arre ting, and even s urpassing that of youth. :My
grandfather had this special kind of beauty. Does
it seem strange to call an old man beautiful? ot
at all. There is grace and lovelines in a lined,
aged face that is fully as charming as the freshness and carefree mein of a child.
:My grandfather was a fascinating old man. His
face was wrinkled and lined and shO\ved the inevitable marks of age like a fine antique, but deep
in his blue eyes there sparkled the light of per32

ennial -vouth. His fine hair was as white a
spring's., fir t snow-drop, and quaintly framed •
the tan of hi face. In his youth he had been the
captain of an ocean-going ve el, and had ne\·er
quite lost that agreeable colour of face which
seems peculiar to sailor ·. He had a wonderful
snowv white moustache. too. lt was not one of
those· insignificant little lines of fuzz that look
like pencil marks O\·er men's lips. but a real oldfashioned mou ·tache, full and thick, of \,·hich all
his grandchildren ,,·ere justly proud.
Under his -\\' bite bro\\·s, his eyes \\·ere surrounded by tiny \\Tinkles. In their blue depths,
one could see many things--sympathy-for " ·hat
man can liYe in this world for almost a century
and not feel compassion for his fellow man? sorrow-for whom man,. sad tales an old man must
know; laughter-for · one ,,·ho attains such great
age must needs have a \YOnderful sense of humour
to make life bearable; 10\·e-for if one can lo,·e
in youth, a he surely did. how much more deeply
and unselfishly can one loYe in old age; thankfulne s-for as surely as a young man has much
for which to be grateful. an old man has a thousand time more for which to thank hi Goel; and
kindness--for well he knew the value of a gentle
word.
(Continued on Page 48)
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DEANNE PICCININ, 9B
First Prize, Junior Prose

WINTER WONDERLAND
E,·er s ince Septeml: er I had been ,,·aiting for
the first sno,,·. Each morning l arose from bed
and ran to the ,,·indow. But until now only the
rusty brown of autumn 111 et my eyes. This 1~1orning ~I arose and went to the -,Yi~1do\\·. quite by
habit. As I drew up the shades a blinding whiteness met my eyes. There it ,,·a. ! Sweeping dO\nl
from the low hills in the distance, throug·h the
little valley near the barn. and right up to the
house was a bed of soft ,Yhite snow. spark] ing in
the early morning sun.
'rhe little loo- fence. that enclo ed the backyard

C'
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was partially covered with snow. The big r ed
barn beyond the fence looked like a ea tle from
fairyland, \\·ith sno \\· co,·ering the roof, , now
drifts reaching up the sides of the barn, and glistening icicles hanging from the ea Ye, .
To the west of the barn a long row of graceful
pines stretched majestically to the sky. They
looked like tall kings ,,·earing ''" bite capes, green
s uits. and green and \\'hite crown s.
The hills, ,Yhich , eemecl to rise from nowhere,
lined the horizon \Yith a oft purplish colour that
,,·as cast by the sun as it rose o ,,er their peaks.
To the east of the barn the land gradually
, loped down to form a miniature Yalley. N estlecl
in that valley was a little river with pines on both
ides of it. ~ ow, the ,·alley and its content , looked
like the masterpiece of some great arti , t, and
naturally it was. It was the work of the greatest
art i ' t ever, Mother Nature.
Truly, this beautiful scene that I . aw wa
worthy of the praises and awards of every art
critic. but who can present an award to nature
,Yho paints the land like this almost eyery day?
I stood at my window for a long time , taking in
eYery detail, for I knew that too .- 0011 the , un
would melt the , no,,· and leave only the memory
of thi beautiful scene.
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A PROUD REGIMENT

___.,

...

The Essex & Kent Scottish

JOIN NOW!

I
I

and
I. TROOP THE COLOURS with this

famous regiment on June 5.
2. ATTEND SUMMER CAMP at beautiful Niagara-on-the-Lake, July 9 - 16.
J. EARN ACTIVE SERVICE RA TES

of PAY while you are training.

PARADE
A 3-in . Mortar Crew-made up entirely of Walkerville
Collegiate Cadets (all members of Essex and eKnt Scottish) go through their paces. From left to right, kneeling:
A454136 , Pte. Boyd , Andrew; A454-35 , Pte. Saunders ,
John Andrew ; A454011 , Cpl. McPherson, Paul Alexander ;
A454190 , Pte . Lamarre , Maurice Gerald; A453923, Cpl.
Lawton , Jerry Kenneth. Standing: A453881 , Cpl. Bale ,
Theodore Frederick.

Proud .. .
. . . of its long record of battle honours in World
War II.
. . . of its outstanding peacetime record as Canada's
No. 1 Militia Regiment .
. . . of its longtime affiliation with Walkerville Collegiate Cadet Corps.
. . . of the many Walkerville cadets presently serving
in its ranks.

"Any physical clef ects ?" asked t he draft-board
doctor.
"Yes Sir," replied the draftee . "1\'o g-uts !"

as a member of the famous
KILTED REGIMENT

Tuesday and Friday -

8 p.m. - 10 p.m.

YOU ARE WELCOME

Definition of a Bachelor: a man ''" ho w ould
rather have a \\·oman on hi s mind than on his
neck.

The Windsor Regiment in
summer training at Camp
Petawawa.

GRADUATES!
Why not continue your cadet training with the Armoured Corps. For full particulars drop down to The
Windsor Regiment Orderly
Room any Monday, Thursday evening between 8 - 10.
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To the Instructors, Officer
and Cadet of W.C.I.
EYery quest for knowledge means a bid for
power of some type. This is a natural human
trait. ~\ boy take , special cadet officer training
,.._.ith tbe initial purpose of someday commanding
others on the parade square . Rarely does he lose
sight of this purpose. But often many other purposes are added to it as reason , for de\'Oting his
spare time to studying the detail , of military drill.
He soon finds that drill both requires and develo]J quick thinking, steadines -, balance, coordination and self-control. He discovers, almost
immediately, that no one is perfect and that allo,Yances must be made for this in other people.
This also leads to the deYelopment of a cool head
and an even temper. A en e of co-operation
develops when he awakens to the fact that successful training of cadets is impossible without
co-operation. Mo t important of all, he learns to
take orders . o one can qualify him ·elf to gi ,·e
orders unles he i \Yilling to take orders. This i
tbe foundation of leadership.

A ense of pride in him elf and his fellow cadet
gro\Y · within him and is strong-est when the pipe
are calling him to do his best. He now ha "esprit
de Corps," omething far more valuable than all
the po,Yer he s et out to obtain.

I offer only my inccrest thanks for your de,·oted and unselfish co-operation. The reward you
receive from your efforts in cadets will be far
greater than any compliment from me.
JERRY LAWTON
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Back Row: Bill Pogue, Don Mott, Bill Hudec, Karl Ilk, Ray Simpson, Bob Haurlan, Doug Dunn, Karl
Moffat, Bob Fowler, Don Laframb o ise, Ron Rollo, Bob George, Bob Drago, Bob Gieswein, Bill Roddy .
Front Row: Don Horne, Terry Whitehead, Craig Punchard, Stan llczuk, Jerry Lawton, John Donaldson,
Bob Mepham, Jim Maddison, Jim Flett.

1

CADET OFFICERS 55
'l'his year's inspection will be held on }lay 6
with Cadet Lt.-Col. J. Lawton in command, and
Cadet l\1ajor J . Donaldson his secon d-in-command.
The officers' annual banquet will take place on
l\Iay 13 before the Military Ball. Bill Richardson
will proYide the music at the ball. Cadet Major
.:\1urray Dre ser and John Saunders will pipe the
Grand March.
Cadet Major John Donald on presided oYer the
Officers' l\Iess for '54, 'SS.
BOB :\IEPIIAl\I

GOLF

/
/ /

A golfer drove the ball clown the fairway. It
happened that the ball cam to rest on top of a
large ant hill. The golfer , wung at the ball,
missed it, ancl siiced a,\·ay half the ant hill. He
took another swing and remoYed the rest of the
ant hill The hall remained on top of a small part
of the ant hill. By this time the ants were becoming stirred up. Finally one ant said to the other
"Brother, if we \Yant to surYiYe, we had better
get on the ball."
Definition of professional and amateur golfer.
professional o-olfer addresses the ball before
he has wung. An amateur golfer addresses the
ball after he ha wung.
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PIPE BAND
Back Row: Jim Arend, Philip Holton, Paul Gilmor, John Saunders, Bob Christie, Paul Fairhurs, Dave Cole.
Front Row: Geoffrey Oliver, Pat Gillette, Bruce Richardson, Alan Houston, Mr. Copland, Murray Dresser,
John Cruickshank, Vernon Harvey, Bill Short.

PIPE BAND

INSPECTION

One of the most colourful units of our Caclet
Corps is the Pipe Band. Under the instruction
of Pipe :;\Iajor Jock Copeland of the Es ex cottish, the pipe band ha · attained a high standard
of proficiency . .:\Iany hours of practice are put in
by both pipers and drummer Tuesday and
Thursday noons. Chanter practice for beginners
is held Friday noon.

The Centennial lnspection was held la t year
in conjunction with \\' incisor's 100th birthd::i.y,
\\·ith the cadet corps of Forster, Patterson, Kennedy, \Y. D. Lowe \ Tocational and \iValkerville
con{bining to present a ma s demon ' tration of
their marching skills. The program was highlighted by a ;\larch Pa ' t of each corp , with Brigadier T. G. Gibson, the ReYiewing officer, accepting the salute. Each school then pre ented it best
display. The \V.C.l. officer gan a demon ' tration
of "stick drill." An impre iYe di play of band
moyements, put on by the pipe band of our chool,
recei\·ed the acclaim of the thou and pre ent.
Kennedy receiYed the award for having the be t
cadet corp on parade. Cadet 1Iajor J. Lawton
won the Byron Dayie }Iemorial trophy as the
best cadet on parade.

Thi, year the band is under the command of
Pipe l\Iajor ~lurray Dresser and Drum Sergeant
Pat Gillette.
The band played for the . Windsor Centennial
Pageant in June 1954, as ,,·ell a the annual cadet
inspection in l\lay.
~I Rl{.\ Y DRESSER

BOB MEPIIAM

MY MILITARY MEMOIRS
I went with ...
;\J u~ic wa.· proYidecl by .

\\' e ate at ......
I got home at .
1)id f ha ·e a nice time? .... .. ... ... .. ... .... ................... ..
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TRUMPET BAND
Back Row: Edgar Slater, Ken Long, Bill Strang, Stan Wowchuk, Duane Nethery, Metro Szeryk, Dave
Haydon, John Heartfield, Bill Laing, Jim Smith, Lloyd Ferguson.
Front Row: Cliff Kocot, Fred Huffman, John Miskew, Don Miller, Bill Hockey, Don Dool, Jack McKay,
Jim Hynds, Richard Pekar.

THE TRUMPET BAND
Excellent progress was made during the winter
Last year' W alkerville Btwle Band ha bemonths in learning the use of the new instrucome a trumpet band, under the direction of ::\Ir.
ments and, ·w ith the coming of spring, the band
A. C. Brown, by the substitution of pi ton trum11as taken to the neighbouring streets for marchpets for the older bugles. Thi cha 1ge has meant
ing. All members are looking forward to the
a smaller band and a new repertoire of marches
annual Cadet Corp inspection when the Walkerwhich vvill be played in soprano, tenor and bariYille Trumpet Band will make its first public
appearance.
tone three-part harmony.
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RIFLE TEAM
Back Row: Gary Wintermute, Zbynek Jerabek, Tom Stewardson, Karl Moffat, Jim Flett, Stuart Laird,
John Kos.
Front Row: C. T. Bunt, Bob George, Ron Rollo, Gary Lucier, Carl Fairthorne, Jim Maddison, Gary Gale,

RIFLE TEAM
ln 1954, the \\' .C.I. rifle team did :ome excellent shooting but ran into stiff competition. \Vith
Spence l J odkinson, Ed Rock and Frank Easby
scoring 99% , \ValkerYille, ayeraging 97.7%,
placed fourth in the Province of Ontario Challenge hielcl competition. In the Ontario R.;fle
Association meet, l< rank Ea by \\·ith 100% led
the team to fifth pot with 96.3%. Frank Easby
and Spence Hodkinson, \Yith 394 and 390 poinL'
respectively out of a possible 400 points, entered
the Galer-Hagarty Memorial Prize Competition.
Spence I lodkinson shot 99% as \Yalken·ille
aYeraged 97 % in the Royal ::\Iilitary College
Com petition. \ \' alkeryille placed eleYenth in the

Dominion of Canada Rifle Association shoot ·w ith
95.6%. Ayeraging 98% Frank Ea by qualified for
the Lord Strathcona a,Yard a the be ' t .' hot in
the school. The best junior hot in the school wa~
Bill Pogue who ,,·on the ::\lajor :\IcLean trophy.
ln the ·w indsor Rifle Club hoot. Stuart Laird
won the medal for being the best shot . . s the
ne,\· rifle range \\'as incomplete until the middle
of the \\·inter term, ::\Ir. Bunt. the rifle coach.
con cl ucted classes teaching the fun clam en tal of
range shooting. ~eyeral members of the senior
team helped. Tow, \Yith the ne\\· range complete,
the \\'.C.I. rifle team bas its sights set on being
m1111 ber one in Canada.
BOD }IEP IL\::\l

FIRST AID - 1954-55

'l'h ere was a clisappoin ting turnout in thi
year' Fir t Aid cla s. The cla , con ·isted of 29
~adet · : 15 junior , e,·en seniors, fiYe ,·ouchers
and two medallions - Bob H aurlan and Bill
Kachmaryk. The First Aid cla ' S pro\·ide i1waluable training and experience for the future. lt
lays the foundation for ciYil defence.
Due to la t year' joint cadet inspection of the
secondary schools, th First Aider ~ were unable
• to put 0(1 their display. IIowe,·er, thi year, we
hope to put on one of the best di play yet.
vV e hope that 111 re cadets will come up to the

First Aid class this fall. There will probably be
t,,·o cla · ' es to enable more cadet , to take part.
There i · a noon clas , which is diYided between
vV ednesday and Thursday at 3 :45. This is the
only class that I know of where \·ou can sit back,
rel;x, and quietly munch on your lunch while
Mr. \\'. Young picture q uely describe::, the circulatory y ·tern. On ome days, when there is a
lesson bandage ', you can e,·en practice . ome of
your scout knoL. So if you want to have some
fun and learn a lot, come to the Fir t Aid class
this fall.
BILL KACHMARYK
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l\Ir. Hugill-"Explain the Law of Universal
Gravitation. Bozic.".
Bozic-"Certainly ir, ,Yhat part don't you
understand?"

IN

NON· FICTITI OU-, ,
IS'i~'T

196 5"'
AMO Al\-;=

COll'-I C IOE.l'HAL.

'.?;,\\y,/

y~~

\Y.C.L Profes ·or-"I will not hegin today's
lesson until the room settle clown."
Voice from rear-"Go home and sleep it off
Dlcl man."
:>f.

And there's the one about the paper doll that
committed suicide when she found out her mother
was an old bag.

Anyone can play bridge but it takes a cannibal
to throw up a hand.
¥

\Vhat clicl the solute say to the solvent?
'Tm too pooped to precipitate."
l\Ir. Ball--"So you're one of the hoy who
threw this innocent little girl into the swimmingpool! Tell me, j ust what part did you take in
this affair?"
5th Former-"The right leg, Sir."
¥

"Halt! \Vho goes there!"
"An American."
''Advance and give the countersign."
"The Star-Spangled Banner."
"Recite it!"
"Gee! I don't know it."
"Proceed American."
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Don't marry on Sunday.
gamble on the Sabbath.

person should never

¥
~ oticc

to :i\Ir. Swanson:
Suffering from acid indigestion- Quit drinking acid.
¥

''\Yhat's wrong ,Yith Teel Szalay having break-fast every clay on the balcony that opens off his
roo111 ?"
Reply: "There ain't no halcony out there!"
BOB BLAIN EY
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EXCHANGE
The aim of the Blue and \Vhite 'taff is to produce a better year book each year. This is clone
with the help of year books from other school .
\Ve would like to thank all the schools who contributed their year books, and we wish them
luck with their' .
How about making use of some of the ideas
found in the other year book , \,\' alkerville?
SPARTALOGUE, Forster Collegiate, Windsor.
Yery good Literary, Sport and Class News
section.
lso of interest wa a section entitled
"Last Year' Grad , \Vho' \\'here."
KE COLL, Kennedy Collegiate, Wind or.
The "School Spirit Club" sound like a yery
()"ood idea, al 'O the "Roving Reporter ," who circulated among the tudents to learn of some
change they would like to ee in the school.
1-:IIGHLIGllT , , ydenham High School,
Syclenham.
Excellent Form Tews section. The description
of the many clubs in the chool-French Club,
Folk Dancino· Club, and 4-1-I Club , proved to be
of intere t.
REH ELOG UE, Riverside Iligh School,
River icle.
Good write-up of school organization , such as
Key Club and lnter-School Christian Fellowship
Group.
THE ARG'C ~, Ea t Elgin Hio-h School. Aylmer.
Laro-e and interesting Literary and Clas.- News
section. Their Public Opinion Poll is a good idea,
with intere ting re ults.

T .H E ECHOES, Peterborotwh Collegiate,
Peterborough.
Yery attractively et-up ,,·ith green and blue
type. 1954, being their Anniversary edition, it
contained the school history through the years,
plus an excellent Joke, Photoa-raphy and Form
Tews section.
)d) ASTRA, Sarnia Collegiate, Sarnia.
Excellent ,Hite-up of Girls' and Boys' Sports,
which includes boxing. Interesting description of
all school acti ,·ities held during the year and of
the Key Club and Hi-Y Clubs.
.-\CTA KOSTRA, Guelph C.V.I., Guelph.
1Iany school activities, such as a ·semblie and
dances held durino- the year, provided a gay social
life for the students. lso excellent Literary and
Form News section.
LOIS TIZZARD

----.-.----~~~--···-··---~-------~I
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CONCERT ORCHESTRA
The efforts of the concert orchestra this year
did much to increase the enjoyment of the n~usical entertainment in our school.
It not only played at each assembly, but also
lent its talent to our grarluation ancl operetta
programmes.
\\' e all extend congratulations to the members
of this orchestra and ~pecial thanks to its clirectress, l\liss l\fathe\\·s, for providing such fine
entertainment throughout the year.

ORCHESTRA
Left to right: Flute (2) Maureen Burr, (1)
Barbara Davidson; Clarinet-Tom Pinfold,
Cliff Kocot, Murray Dresser; TrumpetBill Morgan, Dan Atherton, Bill Patrick
(absent); Piano-Joan Walsh; First Violin
Florence Moodrey concertmistress,
Elizabeth Dobrowlsky, Jack Blyth, Tony
Janecka, Joy Beauchamp, John Levine,
Wendy Fraser; Second Violin-John Lindsey, Don Waite, Joan Horton, Darlene Esvik, Carolyn Brunck, George Sandell, Alan
Houstan; Viola Doreen Ozdan, Sylvia
Romanchuk, Marjorie M ilsom; Cello-Metro
Szeryk, Peter Freel, Ray Buncic; BassAndrew McCrindle; Tympani-Bruce Richardson; Percussion-Pat Gillette.

DANCE BAND
Again this year \Valkerville students ,,·ere
fortunate in being able to enjoy the music of
Xavier Brown and his Band o[ Renown.
The band ,Yas span ored by the Agora ancl
the Boy ' Athletic Society, and the ten talented
members of the band played at dances after night
basketball games, and for assemblies and other
occasions during the year.
CHOIRS
lJ nder the capable direction of Mi s :Mathew ,
both the boy ' and girls' choirs thi year gave
excellent performance at many of our a semblies.
Walkerville is proud of the fine showing that
both these groups made in the high school concert
for Education Vv eek, under the chairmanship of
Mr. Madill.
\Ve extend our thanks to accompanists Carol
Dubensky and Beverley Hull for their competent
assistance to the choirs.

PUBLIC SPEAKING

This year, \Yalk erville's public speaking contestants found the competition keen. as each put
forth admirable efforts to capture one of the
scho ol's four public speaking a warcls. l\Iarga,ret
M cConville placed first among the senior girls
with her prize-winning speech entitled "Economic
Barriers to Peace''; as well as winning our school
and \V.S.S.A. title, Margaret al o placed first
in a contest for the Industrial Accident Promotion
Association.
\i\Tinner in the senior boys' competion was Leon
Syclor. Leon'. speech on ""~T oclern Advertising"
proved exceptionally interesting to all.
1ary Somerset \,·as victorious in the junior
girl ' competition with her talk on the Stratf orcl
Shakesperian Festival, whil e Jack Machin captured honour among the junior boys for his
speech entitled "How Far Can Your Eyes See?".
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W.C.I. DANCE BAND
Back Row: Ted Bale, Pat Gillette, Ted Smith ,
Peter Freel, Joan Walsh.
Front Row: Murray Dresser, Andrew McCrindle, Charles Lewis, A. C. Brown.
Absent: Bill Morgan.

GIRLS ' CHOIR
Back Row (left to right): Flora Corchis,
Barbara Anderson, Irene Macko, Dorothy
Paraskevin, Lois Mcclosky, Margaret Mcconville, Frances Horvath, Jean Mundy,
Rosemarie Heritz, Bonnie Norris, Barbara
Reid, Wanda Saunders, Faith Harris, Judy
Lawler.
Second Row (left to right): Pat Popowich,
Jane Blackmore, Florence Nosewortahy,
Gillian Harrison, Beverly Hull, Catherine
Carter, Mary Jane Haynes, Nina Dorofeuk,
Nadia Werbowecki, Lida Siergjuk, Jean
Francom, Joan Walsh, Carole Mifflin, Beverly Onslow, Ann Wilkin, Irene Gyorffy,
Marilyn Merklinger, Sandra Stark.
Front Row (left to right): Joy Beauchamp,
Joan Horton, Marilyn Grainger, Mary O'Reilly, Miss E. Mathews, Shirley Tahill,
Sandra
Darling , Shirley Zokvich, Judy
Hebert.

BOYS' CHOIR
Back Row (left to right): Stephen Payne,
Bill Roddy, Peter Scott, David Wilson, Bob
George,
Bill Neely, Paul Lewis, David
Boyd, Lorrin Gale.
Second Row (left to right): Bob Blainey,
Paul Bawden, Scott Turner. Ray Simpson,
Robin Bolton, Leon Sydor, Bob Adley, Dale
Harris, John Kos, Dan Atherton.
Front Row (left to right): Zbynek Jerabek,
Bob Gieswein, Cliff Kocot, Doug Drouillard,
Miss E. Mathews, Bob Nisbet, Ken Long,
Ray Buncic, Alex Soteros.

To all th e winners we extend hearty congratulations and best wishes for future triumphs.
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Arttutttrs
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
The Inter School Christian Fellow hip is a
world wide Int.er-denominationa 1 movement \\·ith
fellow organizations i11 the U.S.A., Great Britain,
Australia, Mexico, 1 e\v Zealand, Switzerland,
and Germany. There are over two hundred groups
in High Schools in Canada and sevc ral thousand
student are interested in the weekly act.i,·ities.
The purpose of t.he I.S.C.F. is to know Christ.
and to make Him known through fellow hip
Bible Study.
Activitie include meeting , and parties wit.h
groups from other schools.
The Honorary Mr. Justice John E. Read, Ot.t.awa, says "I have no hesitation in commending the
work of the I. .C.F."
The -vv· alkerville I.S.C.F. meet in Room 213
C\'ery -VV' ednesday at 3 :45 under the guidance of
our Sponsor, Mr. John Kimberly.
RED CROSS
\,\' alkerville is proud of the many accompli:-,hmcnts the Red Cross Association has made this
year in our school. Credit goes to Miss Skelley
for her excellent s upervision of the ,vork and t.o
President Bessie Zivanovich and other members
of the club whose many effort combined to make
club projects ucce sful.

-vv· e extend be t wishes to the Red Cross for
continued uccess in future enclca,·ours.

Second Prize

Junior Prose

A MYSTERY OF THE UNKNOWN

_,

.My story begins on a bright fresh morning in
.:.\Jay, only it did not seem bright and frE'sh t.o me,
for to-clay was Friday the 13th. I went to school
that morning with a sense of uneasiness and ·uspicion about me. As I entered the school and
reluctantly walked down the dark and usually
solemn halls, I pa eel the school auditorium
which yesterday was the brightest and most
cheerful part of the school, but to-day it eemed
to be very weird, and the grave-like stillness of it
sent a chill up my spine.
I s uddenly ·topped <lea ·n 1y track, as I hearcl
unhumanlike so unds ~ me gi1 g from the depths
of the quiet auditorium. As drops of perspiration
began to form on my cold and clammy forehead
my only thought was to run, but it seemed as if
some eYil pO\ver posse sed me and I could not
move. I gazed horror- ' tricken at. its death-like
door. Suddenly without warning t.he door began
to open. Oh how I wanted to get away hut 1
could not move!
Someone was coming out. of t.he auditorium.

ASSEMBLIES
Throughout the year, \Yalkerville students
have enjoyed the Frida) afternoon assemblies
presented by both junior and senjor cla se . The
school orche ' tra was present and supplied musir
before each programme.
Fspecially remembered is the rehearsal cene
from .:.\lacbeth put on by the girls of Grade 13;
this skit proved to be far more humorous than
educational! A inging group called the "BobCats" appeared on several occasion during the
year and brought down the house each time. In
a more seriou, vein, peakers from variou walks
of life were heard on a number of different
occa ions.
Plan for the gora assembly indicate that it
\\·ill be one of the out. t.anding assemblies of this
year.
PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB
.r\nother acti,·e group in the schooi" t.his year
ha been the Photography Club. \V eeldy meetings held during the year gave member an opportunity to develop and enlarge their own photograph . Other activities ha,·e included a lecture
on floodlight by Mr. B. Brown, and moving
pictures from the Kodak Co. and from \Villist.ead Library dealing with cameras and related
' Ubject .
Congratulation to Pre, iclent Bob .:.\IcCormick,
secretary John Donald on. trea urer Fred Knott
and t.o the other members who have made the
Photography Club a success.

vVbat. would )1app~n now? \Voulcl I be dragged
unmercifully mto 1t, never to walk the familiar
school halls again?
To my amazement .:.\Iurray Dre er came out.
with his clarinet. then Bill Morgan with his
trumpet.. As Danny Atherton emerged from the
door-,,·ay, I managed to ask him \\·hat ,vas going
on in the auditorium. He told me there ,,·a an
orchestra practice and o-a_ ve me a long lecture
about not being there.
PA1 1IORGAN. 9A
BLUE AND WHITE
An import.ant a pect of Cadet Activity not
previously publicized in this magazine is the
attendance of a large num her of \ValkerYille
Cadets at the Cadet Summer Camp, at Ippenvash
and Camp Borden. \\' alkenille had 36 cadet
registered at Ipperwash, 15 at Camp Borden, and
one at the
ational Cadet Camp at Banff. In
.:.\Iay 1955 we hope t.o take about 125 cadets to
Cedar Spring for annual classification on t.he
Senice rifle.
C l I IEF C.\DET I ISTRUCTOR
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SOCIAL
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SOCIETY
On September 7, many student crowded into
the auditorium of Vvr alkerville Collegiate- ome
of them looking around expectantly and curiously,
and ome of them rather regretfully, but all of
them facing a year of fun and hard work.
In a flash November arrived and as the 14th
approached, which was the date set for the annual
Gamblers' Gambol, the boy noticed that the girls
were being particularly nice to them. At any rate,
the Gamblers' this year seemed to be the best ever
and the _,_ rt Club certainly outdid it elf to prepare
the decorations. In keeping with the theme, a
huge roulette wheel attracted many eye to the
centre window, while opposite it \Vas a debonair
top hat, flanked by white gloves and a cane.
The time marched quickly by, and with the
joyously welcomed Christmas vacation came another bio- event-the Graduation. Graduates of
fifth and fourth, their parents and friends, met
afterward , to enjoy coke and cake while they
talked, and then everyone went on to the dance
in the gymnasium . A real Christmas-like atmosphere was created by an enormous, brightly-lit
Christma tree, around which everyone danced
to the excellent mu ic of l\Ir. Brown and hi band.
Between dances, the graduates made music of
their own, a almo ·t every represented University
spieled off it , cheer and yells. After the dance
many of this year's Senior Clas went on to Ann
Bullen's for home-made hamburgers, coffee, more
chatter and dancing.
As usual the holidays whizzed by in a mad whirl
of parties and dances. l\Iany W alker-ville tudents
attended and had a terrific time at the annual
Beach Gro,,e and Essex Country Club dances.
At
ew Year's, both Janice Cunningham and
::.\Iary Lou Stuart, a former \\T alkervillian, entertained at parties which kept many of our student
out, "just having a ball," until the wee wee hour
of the morning.
On many a l\fonday and Friday, bleary-eyed
student were shocked to see rather high-high
knee-socks leading to rather short-short Bermuda
skirts, on many of the senior girls!! Towards
these modified and daring kilts, many a pedagogic
eye was drawn, so in jealousy the boys wanted to
win back some of this attention. However, only
t\vo boy , Ray Simpson and David Bolton, had
true courage - and they appeared one bright
morning in some very bright Bermuda horts.
What a panic!!
Throughout the year, many tea-dances were
held at noon and these were really a lot of funat least to tho e who danced-but more couple
were alwavs seen on the floor when it was
the girls' t{irn to ask. However, a lmo t every ne
joined in for the Bunny Hop and Polkas played
by "Bouncing Brown and hi band with the
SOU D!"
The Dramatic Society this year put on Victor
Herbert' "The Fortune Teller" and they made
an out tanding job of it. All the students ao-ree
that it was the best presentation in years . On
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Friday and Saturday nights after the Operetta,
Barbara Hoshal and Nina Dorofeuk entertained
at gay parties for the members of the ea 't.
A new and different ource of entertainment
was added this year to WalkefYille's annual
affairs. This ,vas an ctivities' Night- omething
that the student have been trying to get for ages.
Featured on thi , long-remembered April 1, was
basketball in the gymnasium, swimming in the
pool room ( ?) , and an hour of jazz in the auditorium, during which our famou "Bob-Cats"
literally brought down the roof. Dancing followed till midnight, and from the comment heard
at the end of the evening, ctivitie ' ight will
be repeated for many year to come.
"Swing your partners" was the shout heard
the day that the G.A.A. held it ·quare dance. It
took a litt le while for beginner to catch on, but
once everyone got going, no-one wanted to stop.
Pf'ter ll1itchell did a terrific job of calling and
everyone who was there had a real fling.
In ::.\fay 1954, after hearing the bugle band
parade day after day, in the lovely May un hine,
and with the inspection come and gone, everyone
was tensely anticipating the annual "Military
Hall." Commanding Officer Spence Hodkinson,
who escorted Sue Gem l, dined at the Elmwood
along with his fe llow officer ', and then they
joined many others at the dance, where, vith
Tartan mingling with net, everyone enjoyed a
de lightful eveninc:r.
At thi moment, once again, \Valkerville students are awaiting the Military Ball-the bigge t
dance of the year-and v,·e are sure that it will be
as lovely and as lively as in other years.
As we look back now, there has been much in
this year that we wi ll remember again and again
-both joy and disappointments-but for tho e
of n who are leaving and for those who are
returning it has been a wonderful year,
hasn't it!!
LORETTA HA DRIGA T
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NORTHERN VACATION
Late summer sun flooded the quiet bay with
a golden, shining light. From my bunk inside the
cabin, I ould ee the leafy green ferns on the hill
and hear cry tal clear water lapping on the rocks
below. Sadly, I realized that this was my last day
in the north, and in three glorious weeks I hadn't
found time to watch the sun rise slowly beyond
the mountains, scattering the early morning mist
before it and lifting darkne s from the land for
another day.
Three weeks in Northern Ontario had taught
me many things, but I hadn't lost the art which
every city-slicker has-sleeping in! The mornings
were cold , and my bunk was always so ,varm
with five blankets over it!
A I lay reminiscing on that last morning, I
could remember my first day in the north; three
weeks had seemed o far a,\·ay then, and I hated
the thick-walled cabins "·ith their eerie lamplight at night, the slimy fish we caught and ate
at nearly every meal, the snakes that slithered
across the path, and most of all, the dark foreboding forest that surrounded us on all sides.
v\'hat makes a person change his mind and ee
things altogether differently?
Perhaps it wa the drowsy nights-so calm and
still except for the call of the loon and the ' Otmd
of pine needles brushing against the roof in the
breeze. Or was it the beauty of the mountains in
the morning, the joy and complete freedom one
feels atop a hill, knowing he is the only living
soul for a far as the eye can see? Of course, the
wonderful hunger before meal ~, and the feeling
of contentment after eating fried fish, home-made
bread and blueberry pie couldn't help but make
one feel at home.
Needless to say, by the end of a week, I \\·as
completely entranced by this north-land, and
somehow I felt a though it had always been my
home. I loved every moment of the day-canoe
trips, hikes, swimming, fishing, and exploring.
Everything was new and wonderful to me. \iVhy,
then, ,,·as I o careless ,vith thi · new adventure?
Too often I laughed at the suggestion of a canoe
trip or hike, and stayed on the island to lazily
gossip with my girlfriend.
On thi last day, I couldn't lie in bed for long.
The bare floorboards ,vere icy cold on my feet,
but the sun flooded through the open door, and
I knew that by noon our little house would be
almost too warm to enter.
There is nothing so delightful as canoeing before breakfast. A I followed my girlfriend's boat
acros the lake. a beaver swam swiftly to his
home and a gull swooped low, searching for his
breakfa t. The water was s1 ill and deep, and the
rocky cliff ,vere reflected in its dark depths.

Only the dip of the paddle or the sound of some
light-footed animal scurrying into the forest
broke the magic stillness of the early day.
Each morning for three ,veeks had begun this
"·ay-peaceful and lovely. Here in this sunny
land, apart from all civilization, worries cannot
exist. Somehow, man follovvs the habit of the
forest animals and lives each day as it comes,
lazily and carefree.
A morning swim had become a habit with us,
and after our usual hearty breakfast, we plunged
into the cool water and swam lazily, the baby
fish curiou ly nibbling our toes. I could remember
the first time I swam in this lake, and laughed
that l had been afraid of the little water animals
who al \vays warn ,vith us!
Usually the afternoons ,vere spent lazily in the
sun, canoeing, painting. fishing, or wa ' hing
clothes in the lake, but we alway separated, each
of us enjoying nature alone and quietly . On this
last day, l cros ' ed the bay and climbed a rocky
cliff. There on the top, I rested again t the trunk
of a graceful pine, and, with green ferns at my
feet, and the indigo waters far below, I felt very
small and helpless. The white quartz foot-hills
stretched endlessly in the distance, framed by
lacy clouds suspended in an August-blue sky., and
there below me. onr little i land lay nestled in a
cozy bay.
Before supper we al ways fished, and on this
day we portaged oyer to Reed Lake, a pretty little
place surrounded by silver birch, and the water
simply jumping with luscious large-mouth bass!
,. s we paddled to the shore and lifted our canoe,
I said good-bye to nature's masterpiece- tately
silver birches reflected in a shimmering lake of
deep green.
All too oon the day was dra,Ying to a clo ·e,
and with the setting of the sun, my heart sank a
little too. Across the greying sky, a silver plane
was flying nearer, lower, circling, and with a
white spray the graceful sea-plane landed at our
dock.
It ,vas o-ood to see a new person after three
weeks, and the thrill of the ascent made us gay,
but when the plane was up, we looked down once
more at the i land. That last view brought tears
to everyone'· eyes-there was our peaceful land,
the deep green of the trees, the quiet lake, and
our tiny i land. Surrounding the whole lovely
scene was a range of old white mountain , and
crowning their glory, a brilliant crim on sunset
tinted nature's greens and blues with her brush
of magic rose. Here in the quiet north, olitude
reigned. As the plane sped south, clouds engulfed
my dream, leaving the magic of the north far
behind and bringing us back to the busy colourles cities of the south.
MARY JANE S1I1T1I, 12B

FIRST PRIZE SENIOR PROSE
(Continued from Page 32)
Hi laughter was enchanting. It was as fre h
and spontaneous as a child's. Indeed, it even had
omething of the quality of the laughter of chil-

dren, pure and clear, hut it was refincJ y;j ~~1 t'.1::1.~
certain mell0\n1ess that comes only ,vben one
grows old. It ,vas like the deep tone of a big bell.
Sometimes, when I lie awake in the quiet of
night, I can still hear that big bell ringing.

Third Prize
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Second Prize

Senior Prose

AGAINST THE STORM
The \\'a ,·es crashed against the dike carrying
hits of dirt and stone back ,,·ith them as they
receded. Slo\\'h·. ever so slO\d,·. the \\·all which
had been erected for the prot~ction of the land
,,,·as being eaten a way by the sea. 11en \\'Orked
furiously, piling sandbag after sandbag on the
top of the dike. Their work, ho\\'ever, was to no
avail. For the foundation, the base of the dike,
\\'as not properly constructed, not st ·ong enough
to \Yithstand the pounding of the \Yater. Soon the
dike collapsed and with a great roar of triumph,
the hungry ·ea gulped up the land.
Today we too are facing a terrible storm. This
storm is Communism. \Ve ha \'e seen Nation after
Nat ion s\,·ept a ,vay behind the "Iron Curtain" as
the bits and pieces of the dike were carried away
by the ,,·a Yes. Already half of Europe and a large
part of "\sia ha ye been engulfed by this relen tles:
tide. Yet the disciples of this obomination are not
satisfied. Thev will not be . atisfied until the dike
has completely collapsed and Communism has
engulfed the \\·orld.
\\' e of the \i\' estern \V orld arc the men fighting
desperately, piling sandbag upon sandbag on the
leaking dike. The democratic nations are trying
fe,·erishly to find some \\'ay, some method to stop
the e,·er-adYancing flood of Communism. Our
sandbags are bigger and more po,\·erful armed
forces. a greater number of more destructive
\\'eapons. the atomic and hydrogen bombs. Hut.
as \\'as the case with the dike, if our foundation
is not solid. we too "·ill fall.
\\'hat is our foundation? The main pillar of onr
foundation i.· faith: faith in God and faith in the
brotherhood of man. \\' e must believe ,,·ith all
our hearts and souls in the teachings and the
commandments of God. For \\·ithout God no
cause is in the right and no cause can succeed.
\\' e must also fol lo\\· Chri t's commandment "to
lo,·e one another." Friend must not onlv love
friend, but also neighbour must loYe neighbour
and nation must lo,·e nation. For if we are prejudiced against or hate the people of another countn·. or another race or another colour. how can
eyer hope to pro,·ide a united front against
the enemy?
Our foundation must also be composed of a
belief in democracy and the rights of man. \Ve
must e,·er see\: to abide by and impro,·e our la\\·s.

\\'e

Third Prize

Junior Poetry

CONQUEST OF KNOWLEDGE
Cher rocky path~ \\'e go, so as to reach our goal ;
\\'ith pain and sweat we march ahead. though
hea,·y is our toll.
The jungle of life is clen~e ahead \\'ith hardships.
yet to bear,
,\nd eYen many other pains of \\·hich \\·e aren't
a ware.

to support our elected officials and to take a part.
small though it may be, in supporting our government. That the \\'hole world may see ,,·e do not
only talk of democracy but we work at it day by
day. 1--1 ow can we expect the nati ,·e of South
Africa to think kindlv of <lemocracv and its wav
of life. when a so-call~d democratic ~ountrv deni;s
him the right to vote, to . peak freely, a;1d even
to associate ,,·ith the white race? It is a miracle
that he has not vet turned to Communism. Something must be .,done to prevent this from happening. Therefore, along with an active support
of, and participation in the democratic way of
life we must see to it that, throughout the V\' estern ·w orld, the "Hill of Rights" is practised as
well as preached.
I laving a foundation consisting· of a strong
faith in God, a loYe for fello,\· man and a belief in
democracy is not. howeyer, enough. \\' e must
keep our foundation free from rust and corrosion.
T,vo things that cau . e this rust and corrosion are
fear and suspicion. I will take the L' nited States.
leader of the V\' estern \i\' or Id, as my example.
X aturally we a~e afraid of the spread of Communism. vet that fear may cause us to destrov
that which we are trying to· protect. In t·he Cnite~l
States, a certain Senator em barked on a campaign
to clear the United States of Communists. Ho\\·ever, hi ' methods of "book burning" and "smear
campaign" were little better than those methods
used by the Communists themseh·es.

ln their fear of Communism the people of the

LT nited States ha \' e also become suspicious of
their allies. The \,·ord "peace." \\'hen used by
Creat Britain, has come to mean "appeasement"
in many American minds. \Ye must find a \\·ay to
settle our differences and check our fears. ln the
\\'Ords of t\\'O L nited States' Presidents, "We
haYe nothing to fear, but fear itself." and "United
we stand, diYided we fall."
The waves of Communism are dashing against
our dike. l\Iany areas and people ha Ye already
been carried away into the ,,·hirlpoul of the
"police state" and godless rulers. Our sandbags
are of little help, for all the atomic and hydrogen
hombs in the world cannot \\·ipe out an ideal.
l t can be defeated only by a group of people who
ha\·e a greater faith in their own beliefs. Is our
foundation strong enough? lf not, let us repair
it now before it is too late!
BILL \VlGllT. 13C

But far ahead the light i. een, with air so pure
and free;
So on we fight, so hard we try, \\·e'll ,Yin if I I is
\\·ish so be.
After all this work and sweat. \\'e soon shall be
at ease.
For here. at the end of life 's own goal, is kno\\·]eclg-e. lo,·e. and peace.
]011
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PH OTO
This year's cont.est was a great success. "ixtyfive excellent pictures were submitted, and thank
go to the judges, Miss MacIntyre, Mi s Tunk ,
and l\Ir, Klinck, for picking the best. The Blue

1-PADDY JOHNSTON
2-BETTY FAIRLIE
3-FRASER GREEN

FIRST PRIZE

-~

'
T HIRD PRIZE

50

SECOND PRIZE

BLL'E & \\'HITE 1955

GRAPHY
and \Vhite staff congratulates the winners, and
thank , the other conte 'tants for submitting their
pictures for candid shots.

FRASER CH.EE

4-ALAN SOMERSET
5-PETER WOOD
6-ROBIN BOLTON

FOURTH PRIZE

SIXTH PRIZE

FIFTH PRIZE
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Margo Hardy a private telephone and
elate-book.
Heather Allison 12 free long-distance
phone calls.
:i\Lcdora Sale a wardrobe of cashmere sweaters.
Mary Stuhlmueller a long blonde wig.
l\lary l\IacPhee a clock radio that plays only
Earl Boatie.
Judy Stephens a pair of binoculars for Mr.
Hugill's class.
Rosemary Geml straight hair.
Pat Patkau a set of encyclopeclia.
Betty Morgan a megaphone.
Betty Blyth a silent gun for killing monitors.
Todd Hatch four inches in height.
Violet Gemmell an inexhaustible supply of bathing uits.
l\Iarilyn Merklinger her name on the list in fr.
Krause's study.
Joyce Dumouchelle Montreal Canadiens' first line.
l)at Rotchell a perfect game of bm,,Jing.

Lea Pohuda foam rubber ballet slippers.
Cary Clarkson a French accent.
Morley Ashton an Esquire calendar.
Albert Angood a reducing machine.
Doug Bell a portable piano.
Pat Gillette a eason's pa ·s to the Gaiety.
Leon Syclor a conclensa tion of Einstein' , ''Theory
o( Relativity."
l3ob George a dozen shirts ·\ \'ith sleeves long
enough for him.
Teel Smith a golcl-platecl guitar.
Jim Flett a paper doll to call his m,·n.
Dennis Dingle a year's supply of ''Libby's".
Dave Bolton free haircuts.
Fraser Green jaw supporter for Physics.
Bob Gieswein a book on human psychology.
Geoffey Oliver a mad crush on some lucky girl.
Bill Hudec a pair of levis (skin tight).
Joe Prokipcak free shaves 4 times a clay.
7:hynek J erahek a change of name to ··Joe Smith''.
P,ete Scott a hru ·h cut.

IX 10 YEARS WE PROPHESY FOR 12-B
Leona A. drivino- all the psychiatrists
in St. Thomas crazy.
Mary A. teaching the little ~1argies
how to talk "a la Monroe".
Gail J3. trying to gro-Yv her hair long enough to
sit on.
Joan C. found the solution of going steady with
more than one guy at once.
Cathy D. famous model for ''that Ipana Smile".
Barb D. running her private auto show.
l\Iarg D. manufacturing hearing aids for people
who can't hear her.
Dorothy D. 1st engineer on the "New York-London via sub-ocean tunnel" express.
Carol D. still looking for that man who got away.
l\Iartha H. trying to "hook" the crown jewels
for her 'tore.
11yrna H. sticking unsuspecting patients with
her sooper dooper needle No. 1.
Bai bara H. flying the first rocket ship to Upper
Slobovia.
Sharon L. attending first stag party.
Joyce L. headmistress on the first Television
Barbara 1\1. the shortest model with a built-in
pony tail.
l\1arg l\1cC. publishing a dictionary without
words for absent-minded students.
Florence M. the fir t girl violin player to land
on the moon.

l\1ary Jane S. inventing a new "make your hair
curl after swimming" lotion.
ll1ilclred S. head of a society for the prevention of
cruelty to students, chorus-girls. ancl clitchdi o-gers.
Barbara S. will go around the world in 80 clays
with T. S.
Xancy T. the first woman to he to\\·ecl across
the Atlantic by the Queen l\Iary.
l\1arion Vv. doing research on "l\[ary J anc" ancl
how to keep her quiet.
Judy \i\r. writing a book on "Il ow to take 10
inches off your height."
Bessie Z. forming the society for prevention oi
cruelty to ballet dancer .
Jim A. an authority on ,,·orlcl history (not saying
\Yhich \YOrlcl).
Lynn D. the 1st assistant to the 5th assistant to
-the 4th Deputy Vice President of Bartlett's.
Gary G. making a collection of the world's best
corny jokes.
Carl I. the 11·orld's best known bear grmd.
Richard P. still talkino- just as fast about as many
cliff erent things.
Don S. the first man to dive onr ?\iagara Falls.
Larry V. inventing a can opener that isn't there
for his invisible cans.
Mr. Burr will still be teaching Latin to ·enior
students who have canals between their ears to
help knowledge pass through easily.

Thi , year. 12-C was represente(l in just
about every field of sport. They were
represented in Football by Walt . and
Murray P .. Soccer by Don D. and Jim
M., Badminton hy Gary G., Jane 13. and Barb E.,
Volleyball and Swimming by Jane 13 . and Basketball by Ron R. The Agor a Reps. are Jane Ann
B. and Gord P.
\Ve had a class party on February 19 at the
horn of Joyce K .. our Blue ancl \i\Thite Rep. Just

about everyone in the class was there along with
a f·tw "foreigners" from Kennedy, Forster. Assumption and grade 13. 11r. Hugill, our homeroom teacher, greatly contributed to our party
in order to make it a success, hut he was unable
to attend. Some of the famous words of Anclv
K. to be remembered from the party are: ,tT
wouldn't have minclecl eating these 5 or 6 hotclogs, Joyce, hut r had hot-clogs for cl inner." The
whole class had a wonderful time.

12 A

12 B

12 C
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12A
Back Row: Gary Clarkson, Douglas Bell,
Morley Ashton, Ted Smith, Pat Gillette,
Albert Angood, Leon Sydor, Bob George,
Peter Scott, Zbynek Jerabek, Geoffrey
Oliver, Dennis Dingle, Bill Hudec.
Mid die Row: Bob Gieswein, Fraser Green,
Medora
Sale,
Mary
MacPhee,
Judy
Stephens, Heather Allison, Lea Pohuda,
Betty
Blyth,
Margaret
Stuhlmueller,
Marilyn
Merklinger,
Jim
Flett,
Joe
Prokipcak.
·
Front Row: Joyce Dumouchelle, Violet
Gemmell, Margo Hardy, Pat Rotchell,
Miss Jane MacIntyre, Rosemary Geml,
Betty Morgan, Pat Patkau, Todd Hatch.

12B
Back Row: Lynn Brush , Don Sawyer,
Richard Pfaff,
Larry Viveash, Gary
Gascoigne, Karl Ilk, Jim Arend, Dave
Cole.
Middle Row: Myrna Hart, Ann Louise
Holmes, Barbara Davidson, Leona Attamanchuk, Joan Campbell, Cathy Day,
Adele Wachna, Martha Halmo, Marion
Wishart, Mary Jane Smith, Joyce Lowden, Florence Moodrey, Bessie Zivanovich.
Front Row: M i Id red Smuchok, Gail
Bondy, Sharon Logan, Margaret Dewar,
Mr. F. A. Burr, Carol Dubensky, Barbara
Hebert,
Margaret
Mcconville,
Nancy Tahill.
Absent: Barbara Mitchell, Barbara Stewart, Margaret Ashman, Judy Wright,
Dorothy Dickinson.

12C
Back Row: Gary Gale , Mike Magill, Andy
Kizik, Maurice La Marre, Jim Van
Kregten, Ron Rollo, Walter N icodemo,
Bob Urie, Bill Timpson, Don Dool.
Mid die Row: Bill Sharp, Bob Hall, Bill
Hockey, Gordon Pace, Bill Neely, Jim
Montour, . Victor Tarcea, Murray Podebry, Bernard Letourneau.
Front Row: Mary Jane Light, Ferna Stannard, Barb Ewart, Jane Ann Burnie,
Mr. Hugill, Joyce Kennedy, Joyce Osborne, Nancy Leith.
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so . Tc ~s

THAT REl\II~D us 01 12-D
Barb Austin - Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes.
Don l\Iiller - W edcling Bells.
Gary Lucier - Shake, Rattle and Roll.
Dorothy Clark - Sincerely.
Ca: 1 Fairthorne - All 1 want for Christmas is
mv two Front Teeth.
Bob- Hanson - Cigarettes, v\'hiskey and \Vilcl
\\'ilcl \\' omen.
Tom Fgan - Je voi , airne beaucoup.
Karl Moffat - Elephants' Tango
Dave Closs - Slowly, but ·urely.
Jane Pingle - Dim, Dim, the Lights.
Bob Ostren - Beer Barrel Polka.
Stephanie Holland - Dark Eyes.
H.on Son tar - On a Dreamer's 1Ioliclay.

Doug Dunn - Just One :i\Iorc Chance.
l\farg Clifton - In the .:.\Ioocl.
Kathy Porter - In my 0\\'11 Quiet. \Yay.
Peter Freel - ::.\lr. Sandman.
Don Laframboise - Frere J acc1ucs.
:;\ 1a r g King- - Skok e an.
Bob Sharp ·- 'J\rn 11earts.
T eel Ecclestonc - Come On To ::\ly llouse.
Ekk. Simla - Auf \Vieclcrsein.
Stan Coulthc.ird - Chloe!
Lois 1IcCloskey - ::\lake Yourself Comfortable.
'1'0111 Garswood - Heart of Stone.
Laural Fregin - Laura.
\\'alt ::\Iaslovich - Little Brom1 Jug.
Dan Atherton - Two-Beat Danny.
Cail McIntyre - Tenderly.

Every morning 11-A starts its timetable by stumbling through cleductions
nnder the patient leaclership of l\fiss
'funks. Our 0. C. :i\Ir. Swanson then
laughs heartily a· some poor soul burns himself.
.i\lr. Bunt baffles us with his "short" words?
Miss Robbins pleads with us to, "Parlez en Francais. s'il vous plait."
On the football team were (Big) Al S ., Ken
(cheap labourer?) D., Roy (Laughable) S., and

John (IIopalong) 11., Cunars (gold-jaw) R. were
on the ,·ol1eyball team. Al P., Roh (piper) C.,
Jamie L. were on the soccer team. Jamie L. and
Eugene R. are on the basketball teams.

First period, 11-B struggles through
--1-0 minutes of wrong answers under the
kinclly eye of Mr. S,vanson. Once pried
out of our 'e ats we lapse into a sound
sleep while :i\Ir. Burr tries vainly to squeeze a
correct answer out of Tom B. Our thrilling:
morning over and our noon-hour passed, we
rush into historv for a last minute review and
while :i\Iiss Fal(s is assuring Torn B. or some
other delinquent that he cannot pass if he doesn't
do his homework, Bill P. wis·e-cracks. Then.
while ::.\Iiss Rergoine explains the virtue of
Brutus, Hugh C. and Bob \Nood cliscu s the vir-

tues of other things. Last period we make lif c
miserable for l\lr. \\' acldell. \Yhile this poor
soul tries to keep J>aclcli J. ancl "J acqui·c" ?\. from
talki1io- their lives a\\'ay, Bill S. creates and passes
out cartoons.
In sports this year 11-B was represen tecl hy
Barbara Jackson, Betty Fairlie, J ucly Young in
Basketball, "Terrible" 'T'ed Chrzano\\'ski (football). Mike Dufour (hoc key), Bill Pogue (baskethall) and Ross Kirkpatrick (track). Our Agora
representatives n·ere Bob Oliver ancl Betty Fairlie
and our Blue and \Vhite representative was Hugh
Cherrie.

An Average Day with 11-C:
As the bell goes at 8.45 the silence in
this room is deafening. Mrs. :i\IacT ,eocl,
who is forced with the task of listening
to o;-al hook report is becoming adept at lipreacling. The silence is penetrated still further
by the loud guffaw i uing from the mouth of
that well known patron of Iott's Apple Cider,
:\Ir. Donald Mott. Janet and Iren e rush in just
as socfo as they have been marked absent. and
1Iistory class begins.
John Saunders reads
aloud to the class amidst the ,vise cracks of these
characters known as Toady. Buckler. and Porkchops ( a la Fletcher). Geometry is pretty well
slept through except for an occasional lecture
on the virtue of silence or a wittv remark about
Janet Dastien's hairdo. ::\1r. Flet-cher ometimes
reward Beverlv, Barbara and Lorraine for talking by giving them some of the finer poems to

memorize. Jn Literature 1\fary Lou ancl Jean
:liscuss anything but school \\'Ork and Carl determines aloud to change his seat ancl get hack with
hi buddies. l\Iike is aiming for a p,~riocl in ,\·hich
he won't have to write his French exercise out
twice; ancl Bill Stoyka makes u::c of his remarkable vocabulary. S)·lvia is asked a question and
then relaxes, letting :\like Douglas and David
Bib take their turns at quizzing ::\:fr. S. 1\fary
Ellen and Connie set uµ their audio telegraph
system in Latin using Marlise as their speaker
and receiver. lviyra is asked again to turn around.
George con i ugates aucl ioriss issi mus or ,\·hate\·er
it is while Freel Thibault. 11oh I log-an and Paul
l\Iight coach Dale, Frances. l1Ierzda and Bill
\Voods who are at the hoard. Poor ).Ir. l J ugill has
the pleasure of teaching such a fine class at the
encl of the day. Jo Ann simply doesn't understand
her Algebra.

1

12D

11 A
11B

11 C

5-l

Pearl .M. sold ads for the Blue and v\' hite totaling $330. Vv' ancla and Ceralcl are our gora representatives. l )on S. is our !)Jue and Vv'hite representative. Lida Sa., VVanda S .. Barb R .. Flo · N .,
Lida Si., are in the operetta. Lizy D. is in our
orchestra.

12 D
Back Row: Ekkehard Simla , Ron Soutar ,
Walter Maslovich , St a n Coulthard , Don
Laframboise , Tom Egan , Karl Moffat ,
Bob Hanson , Gary Lucier , Fred Hawreluk , Ted Ecclestone , Doug Dunn , Peter
Free l.
Mid die Row: Tom Garswood , Dan Ather ton , Ron Lawton , Bob Sharp , Lois McCloskey , Jane Pingle , Kathryn Porter ,
Bob Ostren , Don
Miller , Carl Fair thorne , Dave Glos.
Front Row: Gail McIntyre, Dorothy Clark ,
Barbara
Austen ,
Stephanie
Holland,
Miss Falls, Margaret King, Evelyn Graham , Marjorie Clifton , Laura Fregin.

11A
Back Row: Gerald Simich , Ken Darroch ,
Al Solosky, Robert ViJuk , Gunars Richters, Eli Drakich, Michael Naylor, Al
Polimar , Paul Gilmour , John Matus ,
Delbert Colclough , Roy Supra , Jamie
Laird , David Clegg.
Mid die Row: Ronald Dunn , Bob Christie ,
Eugene Rizak , Catherine Peifer , Alison
Grant, Betty Bowman, Elizabeth Dobrowolsky , Margaret Bolton , Florence
Noseworthy, Barbara Reid, Jim McTavish , Art Krentz , Don Story.
Front Row: Kathleen M iskew , Barbara
Gerry, Pearl Muhleison, Ruth Kostich,
Miss Gladys Tunks , Jackie Spence, Lida
Savchetz,
Lida
S i erg j u k, Wanda
Saunders.

11B
Back Row: Tom Butler, William Pogue,
Hugh Cherrie, Ross Kirkpatrick, Peter
Elcombe, Ted Chrzanowski, Bob Oliver ,
Bob
Wood,
Andrew
Boyd ,
Doug!as
Drouillard.
Middle Row: Lida Gut , Carol Stevens,
Mary
Blair,
Judy
Young,
Margaret
Macd0nald, Annette
Crawford ,
Mary
Small, Rosanne Pickford.
Front Row: Nadia Werbowecki , Pat Boychuk , Ann Macala , W. L. Swanson , Pat
Stuart ,
Barbara
Jackson ,
Jacqueline
Norwood.

11C
Back Row: Paul Might, Robert Hogan ,
Michael
Mlacak,
Scott
Turner ,
Bill
Stoyka, Fred Thibault, J.ohn Saunders,
Dale Shuttleworth, George Corchis, Carl
Hartlieb , Wayne Brown , Donald Mott.
Middle Row: David Bib, John Buckler ,
Connie Mepham, Janet P i ccinin, Irene
Gyorffy,
Mary-Ellen
McLean ,
Judy
Hulbert, Mirdza Skulte , Barbara Pohlman , Beverly Neal, Jo-Anne Montague ,
Boris Karpenko, Michael Douglas.
Front Row:
Lorraine Pensak , Marlise
Lendorf , Sylvia Kowalyshyn , Frances
Corbett, Mrs. McLeod, Mira VukanoMartin ,
vich, Mary Lou Otto , Jean
Janet Bastien .
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This is the class where some are brains
and some are dumb. That's my job,
I'm dumb ... <lum de dum clum.
This case starts on an extremely GREY
clay. Buffalo JO ANN (or, Bisson Joe), PEROXIDE 11JKE, ANN their two molls CIND and
JEA , decided to ALleviate the MARC'S out of
the 1st French Band. These two HARDY FELLO\i\TS were feeling quite LOWE ,,·hen l\IIKE
BOBbed up three times (Bob D., Bob K., Bob S.)
Al\ PATTED him on the back as he knew that
an idea DO rned on him. MIKE took out his
ROD, poured \VHITE gas on it for lubrication,

while JOE took out his trusty CARI;\GER The
FIELDS chosen hy these hoys were well selected,
but there was a KLIKCK in the plans for the
two BURR.LY fellows were SOUTAR (so tired).
Deciding to put off the robbery, they WACH A
(walk now) to JOH:'\ anrl LARRY'S place on
CASS ancl \7INCE1\T St. There. they spotted
their other silent Partners, ~MITH ancl 1IcCRACKE1\. Shots were exchanged and the RON
( wrong) people were wounclecl, so we sent for a
hearse-it was a FAIRHlJHST (hearse). The
result was that all were convicted for getting the
wrong 1\IARKS in the French division.

Our class of 11-E can be very proud
and boast of having a number of outstanding athletes.
Jimmy Stewart, "golden trotter" of the
junior boy's team, has shown great achievement
Although he has not seen much action thi year,
George Stewart, prove to be an up and coming
tar of the senior basketball team.
Gordon Tomp on's first year with the junior
basketball team shows a promising future.
The pare time of Richard Donaldson has been
utilized by early morning hockey practices and
game .
The 11-E girls' interform basketball team has
enjoyed a good season
Competing for top honours are Bill Carter and

Bill Roddy in a never ending battle.
I)aul Parent and Alex tf. team up a the mischief-makers willingly supported by Paul Bawden, Johnny Millar and Geoffery Robinson.
Constant aggravators of l\Ir. Burr range from
talkative Jean Francom to Boh Stewart and Anne
DeSalliers playing "footsies" in the aisle.
In the category of noise-making ,Ye find laughable Pearl Muth, Stephie Belanic. a charmingblonde and l\1r. Teel Dunn. \'\' hat a relief if all
would be quiet!
Then Roberta Vv oodrich, a seemingly quiet
miss, can cause c1uite a commotion with Doug
Shrimpton.
Carl Wass and Bruce Smith are the quiet men
of our class, but Freel Knott al way , has a cheerfol word for everyone.

Our class is mainly made up of boy
but we have a few of the other sex too,
notably Lynn (Smiley) Rankin, Jean
Symonds, Virginia (the giggles) Ur lac
and last of all Lynn ( the silent one) Holmes.
The boys in our class are quite an athletic group
..:..__Tom Stewardson and Jack Byers played on the
1~ ootball Team-outstanding performances were
S ewardson's 30 yards in penaltites against Forster and Eyer's broken cartilage and lucky touchdown. Our houseleague ba ketball team is currently holdino- an unbeaten treak of 3 trai 0 ·ht
victories led by: Bill (jump hot) Burt, Gerald

(the red one) Blainey, Larry (all city) Rizak,
Ken Bell, Ken O'Neil, and Jack Byers.
We all admire our homeroom teacher l\lr. Fletcher wbo specializes in catching Lynn Holmes
copying her G,eometry, ancl seeking a raise in pay
for Geometry teachers ( namely himself). We
had one class party in which Lynn Rankin, :Marilyn (pardon me I mean), Gerald Blainey and Tom
S. organized it. It was held at Jack's house and
and it turned out to be a school party instead
of a class party with 143 guests all totalled. Lee
\Vi lliams seems to irk l\Iiss Falls continually on
her review work. Joe K. has made friends with
l\Ir. Gilbert of KC.I.?

This year 10-A being composed of
"brains" and "musicians" ha already
proved to be a rare and unusual combination.
Dave vV. led the class to victory in the magazine
drive. Andy M. made sure our "Goodfellow con··
tribution" reached its destination at Christmas.
Of course, we are all very proud of Alex S., our
mathematician, George S., the class pest, Marge
::.\I., Sylvia R., and Elaine S., "our happy go lucky"
girls, and Lii a S., our blushing rose. Shortly
after Christmas Pat K., l\Iary S., Marlene R.,
and Deanna K. wrote a tirring melo-drama entitled "The 1\Ii fortunes of tfelonic Mudhead".
The junior school i till chuckling over the antics

of Don W., Ray B., and Dave \V. in the "tragic
love scene". and the dancing si ·ters, Alan lI.,
John C., and Paul L. )To celebrate the success
of our play Joyce R. held the clas party at her
mansion in Riverside. V\Te had a rare time while
our magician and camera fiend John L. snapped
incriminating pictures. 10- hacl 5 entries and
5 winners in the public speaking contest.
Iary
S. and Jack l\I. placed first while Irene I., Pat
K. and Dave \V. followed close behind. Of course,
this only mentions a few of the many wonderful
people that make up 10-A. Last but least, comes
Mr. Brown who certainly helps to make 10-A all
the fun it really i .

11D

11E

11F

lo A
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11D
Back Row: Mike Balo , Ed White, Alan
McPherson,
Francis
Bisson ,
Donald
Hager , John Doherty, Paul Fairhurst ,
Mark Oreskovich , Sid Lowe, Rod Smith ,
Joe Pastovich , Ron Hoskins , Bob Drago .
Middle Row: Dave Gray , John Garinger ,
Bob Komar , Joan Wachna , Sonia Soutar , Joan Vincent , Elizabeth Cass , Joanne
Monette ,
La r ry
Walters ,
Bob
Stockman , Charles Field.
Front Row : Sharon Smith , Pat Kitson ,
Maureen Burr , Jean Kasapchuk, Mr.
Klinck , Cinda Auckland , Anne Volek ,
Janet McCracken , Ann llijanic.

11 E
Back Row:
Jimmie
Stewart, Geoffrey
Robinson , Richard Donaldson , William
Carter, Paul Bawden , William Roddy ,
Gordon Thomson , Paul Parent.
Middle Row: George Stewart , John Millar ,
Anne DeSalliers, Marlene Roth , Joanna
McNeil, Joy Stephenson, · Jean Francom,
Linda Steel , Ted Dunn , Bob Stewart.
Front Row: Shirley Assef , Doreen Robinson , Roberta Woodrich , Miss D . Bergoine , Stephanie Belanek , Pearl Muth ,
Barbara Echlin .

11 F
Back Row: Neville Saunders, Ray Simpson, Larry Rizak, Ken Bell,. Vernon
Harvey, Tom Stewwardson, Bill Ross,
Paul Robinson, Art Davy, Bob Worshik,
Joe Korchnak.
Mid die Row: Gerald Blainey, Bob Jackson,
Ken O'Neil, Don Crackel, Alan Hughes,
David Haydon, Paul Murray, Lee Wil:
Iiams, Charles Bryans , Len Dabrowski,
Bob McCormick.
Front Row: Bill Burt, Jean Simons, Lynn
Holmes , Mr. Fletcher, Virginia Ursulak, Lynn Rankin, Jack Byers.

10A
Back Row: Don Waite , George Sandell,
Andrew McCrindle, John Cruickshank ,
Paul Lewis, Ray Buncic, Metro Szeryk,
Dave Wilson, Alex Soteros, Jerry Moyneur , Alan Houstan, Bruce Richardson,
John Lindsey, Jack Machin.
Mid die Row: Mary Somerset, Joan Horton, Marlene Rippon, Doreen Ozdan,
Sylvia Romanchuck, Marjorie M ilsom,
atherine Korenich, Irene Macko, DorKatherine Korenich, Irene Macko, Dorthy Anderson, Joan Butler, Virginia
Attamanchuk, Marilyn Agasse, Carolyn
Brunk.
Front Row: Faith
Harris, Joy Beauchamp, Marjorie Naish, Wendy Fraser ,
Smilja Bozanich, Mr. A. C. Brown, Pat
Rogers, Deanna Kelsh, Elaine Swartz ,
Liisa Lappalainen, Joyce Rose.
Absent: Pat Kovack.
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Mary French and_ Bill Strong are th_c
Agora representatives for 10-B and Phil
Bro,\·n is the Blue and White representative. Members of our class participated in various school activitie. such as the
choir, orchestra, ·chool teams and various clubs.
The followino- fanciful poem will describe our
lively class:
"10-B i-; an ambitious class,
\Ve find no other that can surpass.

The teacher , we all drive insane,
But more or less it's all the same.
Latin we find a thing of the past,
And Mr. Sinclair with it. is aging fast.
History, we learn with vigour and vim,
But Rapid Cal. is just a whim.
Theorems ancl Axioms we solve with ease.
But cleductions, now. there's a tease.
So you sec, we're quite a team.
But, bet dollar · to doughnuts ,,·e'rc on the beam".

10-C In Ten Years:
Pat 1\1. teaching ( ?) dancing lessons.
Murray M. coachino- the Windsor Bulldog.
Judy L. has just made a hit recording of "Tuba
Boogie''.
Richard H. raising banana spiders.
Margaret F. still hasn't decided who her "one
and onlv is"?
Lance I . ~has taken over Mr. O'Brien's job.
Diane W. got a 400 game in bO\vling.
John U. a famous astronomer and takes daily
trips to the moon.
Janette S. head of the secretarial staff at \i\T.C.I.
Bill L. owner of a midget baseball team.
Honour Y.l. has suddenly become a blonde.
Bob F. still our second ''Michael Angelo".
l\Iarilyn G. singing in "Madam Butterfly".
Barbara A. Singing in "Madam Butterfly".
Richard Rau raising an all girl basketball team.
Erna B. still our second ''Einstein".
Larry B. helping Richard H. train his spiders ( ?)
Janet B. raising little basketball players.
David R. giving "toni's" at ''Windsor Beauty

School."
Donna H. Mr. O'Brien's private nurse.
Russel R. has written a smash hit article on
"How to fail in 10 easy lessons."
\iVanda P. ha written a 6 volume book on ''Boyfriends."
Chuck V. Now teaching Latin.
Roberta L. raising little darlings (?).
John D. has discovered a successful way lo pass
without studying.
Sallie 1\1. has taken over Esther William's job.
Dennis L. a famous comedian on the Comedy
Hour.
··
Janet E. married to (?).
Beverly S. still skatin' with M.
David McCellancl playing "pro" basketball.
Pat Hoole head cheerleader at Western.
Bill V. W.C.I.'s favorite science teacher ( ?) .
Gail C. making eyes at interns at Grace Hospital.
Arlene B. married to a schoolteacher (D. [.).
Bob K ' till trying to get rid of his little sister
at his parties.
i\ina R. ha thing feverish brows al Crace Hospital.
Ann Crothers still our "guiding light".

lo B

lo C

lo D

Bernie B. is our star in the operetta.
Dave D. has the hair girls love to touch.
Richard P. is seriously thinking of using
"Wee Willy's Brain Pill ".
Robin S. keeps us all guessing on who her next
boy-friend will be ( ?)
Joan M. generally heard saying, ''\i\1ho's got my
vallet ?"
Mary Ann T. ,hould keep her shoes on at a Party.
:t'fancy R. represents Tecumseh at Walkerville.
Donna A. plays basketball as well as a certain
(B. !J:.).
Elly T. really goes for PORK (sandwiches?).
Eunice B. gives ballet lessons to Darlene C. and
Mrs. McLeod.
Jack l\Ic. gives exhibitions of his 'Jazzy' socks.
l\Iarg K. is our famous cheerleader.
Shirley B. "Yes Mr. Beckley, 1'11 throw my gum
away."
Bob A. ell pencils to deduction writers.
.1 ohn :VI. is a great basketball player.
Jean D. and Helen T. always talking about
The Secret \Vishe of --10-E
Curley getting form-fitting dresses.
L. ::\IcPhail private nurse for J. A.
J. Stephenson discovering new ances-

lo E
J.

tors.
E. Cascadden finding another colour to blush.
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"School \i\7 or k?"
Alfred F. sells " used gum" at his locker (first
floor - cut rate).
Chris L. "Yes, :;\Ir. O'Brien, I understand Geometry."
Jim H. our future mayor. ( o I" Puce).
John H. the Windsor gymnastic star of our class.
Peter J3. and Alan K. always eating oranges in ?
class.
Joan L. the girl most likely to succeed. "\Vhat
a Brain!"
Rose D. and Julia P. will be chief cooks in the
Foneign Legion.
June \ ., Mara T. and Gail 1I. stop taking the
Bugles.
Jerry H. is going to take Tarzan's place in
l\fovies.
Tom A. and Bob T. famous occupation ''Girls".
Judy C. the girl \Yho knows all about animals.
Roxy A. the girl ,·ith a crave for Assumption.
:\Ir. 13unt's favorite saying "Come on Kicls,
COXCE~TRATE."
F. Corchis raising her own choir.
G. Bull keeping Elvy incognito.
S. Crowe discovering new !;:,-rowing· methods .
H. chaefer owning a pet{ume factory.
(Continued on Page 60)

108
Back Row: Derek Bough n er, Philip
Brown, Christopher Lay, Steve Cmar,
John Donaldson, Hugh Bickford, Eddie
Lumley, Edward Stofega, Bill Thorburn, Peter Dowler, George Mooney,
Bob Van Kregten, Bill Strang.
Mid die Row: Bill Patrick, Leon
Marion Williams, Judy Walsh,
Lokun, Sheila Ferris, Margaret
rammer, Betty Clouse, Elizabeth
Lean, Dianne Pohlman, Catherine
ter, Mary Koos, Mary French,
Long, Edgar Slater.

Lech,
Nina
VerMcCarKen

Front Row: Judith McNeil, Diana Dowhaniuk, Judy Hebert, Marjorie McLeod,
Bonnie Norris, Mr. McLeod, Joy Brand,
Shirley Zokvich, Margaret O'Neil, Ann
Taylor, Larisa Senchuk.

10C
Back Row: John Darling, Lance Nethery,
Chuck Valliere, Bob Neely, Bob Fairley, Murray MacDonald, David McClelland, Russel
Rigelhof,
Richard
Rau,
John Urie, David Rowat, Dennis Lamarre, Richard Hornsey, Bill Young.
Middle Row: Bill Loughlin, Roberta Lechowicz, Janet Bensette, Barbara Anderson, Beverly Schmidt, Nina Remdenok,
Ann Crothers, Janet Ellisson, Pat Moldovan, Dianne Webster, Sallie Moffat,
Gail Campbell, 'Nanda Pretty, Larry
Burchell.
Front Row: Jeanette Spendal, Shirley
Hancrar, Marilyn Grainger, Donna Hyttenrauch, Erna Buchynsky, Mr. Sinclair, Honor Watson, Margaret Finch,
Judy Le a c h, Arlene Beneteau, Pat
Hoole.

10D
Back Row: Jim Hynds, David Douglas,
Bob Alston, Jack McKay, Christopher
Long, John Hamilton, Tom Allan, Alfred Farrell, Peter Blackmore, Allan
Kramer, Bill Robertson.
Middle Row: Bernie Bulat, John Marcinko, Jean Drouillard, Helen Tellard ,
Joan Laframboise, Mary Ann Tame,
Eleanor Tarcea, June Wilson, Nancy
Rounds, Shirley Barrett, Donna Amy,
Eunice Brodsky, Richard Pekar, Jerry
Hames.
Front Row: Margaret Kuntz, Robin Scott,
Gail Marier, Rose Marie David, Darlene
Casey, Mr. Bunt, Joan Morgan, Julia
Perich,
Roxy
Adkins,
Mara
Travis,
Judy Cock.

10E
Back Row: Joe Szychta, Bill Kalbfleisch,
Tony
Janecka,
John
Walker,
Doug
Smith, Melvin Stertz, Doug Jeffery,
Jack
Blyth,
Andy
Pidho;-esky,
Don
Goodman, Peter Meyers, Peter Armstrong, Fred Huffman.
Middle Row: Jim Balsdon, Wayne Newman, David Bridge, Larry Marks, Pat
Gale, Shirley Crowe, Lee Ann Whipple,
Lynn
Batstone, Grenville
Broadbent,
Bob Hamilton, Richard Kosikar.
Front Row: Flora Corchis, Hermine Schafer, Gale Bull, Joan Curley,
H. E.
Nighswander, Laurelee McPhail, Verna
Prodan, Enid Cascadden, June Stephenson.
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lOE (Continued from Page 58)
P. Gale buying Hermine out of business.
L. A. Wipple owning a doorless garage.
V. Prodan worring about Sonny.
J. Blyth finding a good hockey team.
B. Kalfleish growing black wavy hair.
J. •Balsdon being a lady-killer.
\V. Kewman telling Elvy about?
J. \Valker ke,eping the girls away.
K. Ferguson getting rid of all but the Scotch.
D. Smith getting hi brother's girls.
R. Kosicar learning a new way to provide 1early
graves for certain teachers.
I. .l\larko finding a cure for colds.

D. Jeffery being a real ,estate man.
A. Peteretsky getting in Mr. Fletcher' s hair.
D. Goodman sitting in th back of P. A.'s car.
T. Janecka ,eating garlic in the Science room.
G. Broadbent doing hi s hair.
B. Harnilton learning an easy way out.
L. Balstone dropping Latin or Mr. Sinclair.
B. Handford being Liberace's candle holder.
P. Myers being a ballet dancer.
F. Huffman reaching 6'.
J . Wright keeping 10-E quiet li~c himself.
Joe S. making the basketball team.
D . Bridge stopping Joan and Co.
l\I. Stertz retiring from 10-E.

WHAT WOULD C-1 BE LIKE IF:
If Joan had her homework done.
Carol C. was our quiet one.
Donna B. not travelling in reverse.
At ballet Mary Alice didn't rehearse.
June was not a Liberace fan.
1\Iarguerite didn't have her certain man.
Lois wa at chool for two days in a row.
Pat P. was feeling mighty low.
Marilyn L. not our brilliant one.
vValter W. our only son.
Kay P. didn't head for "Pap's".
Katherine D. not tending sugar crops.
Sanely had all her homework finished.
Joyce's penalty marks had dimished.
Val and Carol weren't passing note .
Donna M. not watching the boats.
1\Iarilyn M. was our ba ketball star.

Carol Henry's interests ,,,eren't afar (J. E.).
Diane didn't wear something new.
Betty Ann wasn't feeling blue.
Lily's mind for once had wandered.
On men, Rose's time wasn't squandered.
Mariam not making up names for fishes.
Cnol Lee being granted her wishes, (R.I. home).
·w ith Kay to "Pop's" Donna James didn't go.
l\Iarlene about a foot did grow.
Susan Horne not our policeman's daughter.
Dolly if present, not wanting water.
Ann chewed her gum not quite so fast.
And oh my goodness, Pat is la t.
Well that's our group,
And what do you say.
\!Ve might be working for you someday,
Ask Miss Hartmann, if you'd like to know,
If all we've said, is, or is not so.

C1

write.

Gordon C. Didn't like to fight.
Joan T. didn't admire the Junior Boys' Team,
And ·Connie B. didn't look like a dream .
Greg Baker blu heel on his other side,
And Ann in Betty, fir ·t didn't confide.

Can you imagine :
John H. standing last.
Jack F. having his homework clone.
Sandra D. getting 100 in Math.
Bill R. keeping hi eyes off the girls.
Audrey R. not flirting with the teachers.
Stan R. being short and fat.
Erika M. not having homework in Math .
Bob M. centre for the Montreal Canadiens.
Dave T. getting to school at quarter to nine .
Donna \V. knowing what she is talking about.
Fred F. not answering right in Literature.
D1ane P. flirting with a boy.

Vic. M. and Vic. V. not playing Ping-pong.
Lily and Ralph talking out loud.
Ken L. and Diwaine N. missing a hockey game.
Jean S. not distracting pupil near her.
Doug R. standing first.
John P. our future Lieut. Colonel at \i\T.C.I.
Bob B. graduating from \V.C.I.
Barbara B. and Derek H. not talking.
Phyllis Z. writing out rules for Mr. O'Brien.
Tim W. mak ing center on the basket-ball team.
Jim A. not try in g to imitate Geo. Gobel.
Mr. Beckley letting us make a lot of noise.
Batstone not getting 100 in Math.

Our class. 9c, was really wonderful and
we do have a lot of fun, sometimes
much to our teachers' di approval.
Of course we all are in uspen e about
who Sharon's new boy friend will be and most
of us were puzzled about why Jo-Anne was always looking out the window . and why Davic.'i
Iitchell always eems to be slouching- clown in
his seat. \\There doe , Lyn pick up her "terri fie"
jokes that manao·e to kieep us gigglino- all through

school?
Our star athlete is Allan Rollo who managed
to get himself on the Junior Boys' Basketball
Team. DaYid Mattatall was on the winning
ho u seleague football team. Our Agora repreentatives ,,,ere Marlene Lykoff and David Mitchell. Our Blue and \Vbite representative was
Andy Gall. Our girls won the J nnior Voll eyhall
Championship.

9A

What would 9A be like if:
Dre\\' and John didn't wear pink,
And Tom Gordon forgot to think
l\Iarg and Martha their notes didn't

9B

9C
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COMMERCIAL I
Back Row: Pat Urkosky, Joyce Meloche,
Carol Henri, Donna James, Kay Piper,
Valerie Miller, Carolanne Hall, Carol
Cassidy, June Brooks, Marilyn Lawson,
Marguerite MacRae.
Middle Row: Betty Brown, Carol Lee
Farrah, Anna Supra,
Kathryn
Dye,
Walter Wolsky, Susan Horne, Marilyn
Meredith, Lily Glazewski, Mary Alice
Greenwood.
Front Row: Sandra O'Brien, Diane Makaric, Pat Brkovich, Miss Hartmann,
Rose
Marie
Heritz, Donna Munroe,
Miriam Morency.
Absent: Donna Boose, Joan Thorn, Dolores
Beaudoin,
Marlene
Israel,
Lois
Thomas.

9A
Back Row: A. Somerset, K. Meloche, V.
Hawkeswood, J. Simich, S. Payne, T.
Urkowsky, G. Tinwick, A. Agnew, J.
M iskew, D. Agasse, D. Carter.
Middle Row: L, Gayle, V. Brookmyre, G.
Baker, C. Boychuk, M. Marier, P. McBride, M. Millard, P. Morgan, M. Hogan,
T. Lodge, G. Carless, G.- Simpson.
Front Row: J. Timpson, J. Filby, H.
Kittmer, L. Kotovich, A. Wilkin, Mr.
M. Young, B. Fanson, C. Sharon, P.
Wilson, E. Smith, K. Harvey.
Absent:
K.
Rowat.

9B
Back Row: Jim Angood, Jack Fenton,
John Hatch, Derek Hall, Bob Markovich, Stan Rakus, Bob Bartlam, Duane
Nethery, Victor Vaseleniuck, Doug
Rounding, John Park, David Terry.
Mid die Row: Bob Millar, Ken Leishman,
Ralph Greenhow, Gerry Rau, Fred Findlay, Maureen Barron, Maryann Charbonnes1u, Marie Johnson, Phyllis Zatko,
Bill Ryder, John
McArthur, Gordon
Batstone, Victor Mellian, Tim Walsh.
Front Row:
Erika
MacMillan, Sandra
Duncan, Ruth Cuthbertson, Helen Janecka, Jean Shrimpton, Mr. Beckley,
Donna Ward, Audrey Rowe, Brenda
Scratch, Lily Chuk, Deanne Piccinin.
Absent: Barbara Brown.

9C
Back Row: Dave Mattatall, Ken Womack,
Andy Gall, Al Rollo, Dave Mitchell,
Nick Rapaich, Bob Easterbrook, John
Heartfield, Robert Gamble, Gary Porter,
Dave Smith, Joe Rusnak.
Middle Row: Ron Walker, Robert Jones,
Noel
Wild,
Darlene
Huffman,
Jane
Cockburn, Carol Hamilton, Irene Hurash, Diane Zorzit, Lynn Roung, Nina
Stokalsky, Sheila Cornell, Joe Deery,
Dennis Totten, William Brohpey.
Front Row: Sandra Williams, Magdalene
Lebherz, Marlene Lykoff, Elaine Homenuik, June Fields, Mr. D. Waddell,
Sharon
Newman,
Carolyne
Mitchell,
Chris Beattie, Eva Blazevich, Jo-Ann
Speroni.
Absent: Lloyd Lawrence.

Bearhope,

T.

Gordon,

G.
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There' , a class in the school named 9-D,
and we're all proud of it as you will see.
Heather Milne is a sweetheart,
j o-Anne ·s brains seem far a part;
13everly S. is a great talker,
So Col. O'Brien is a hard marker.
Liz. K. is supposed to be smart,
J01.n H. in ::\lath has a faint heart.
Shalagh G. is Irish,
Gerry H. is coyish.
Pauline H. is just herself,
.:\larv G. is a friend of th e penalty hook.
Elsi~ H.. is a friend too ( of ::.\Iary).
Olive is British,
l;ail B. is verv flirtish.
Pat 11. is just., a little clear (cleer),
~~.tana S. is good at everything.
Barbara is our sports enthusiast.
j oan ::.\1. wears a pony tail,
Thersa B. hopes she won't fail.

9D

We're at the encl of the lies about the girls
So, here's the slaughter o ( the boys.
Dex from Tex is a one-man team,
Bob H. is a little off the beam,
Peter V\' . is the camera fiend,
Buel Leonard causes a riot just to he seen.
Ken Pressello makes passes at all the girls.
Ray Saasto is a great athlete,
Gary Brush is just a little thing.
Bob Serbu is known alias ''Slim".
Louis G. is good at speeches,
Peter M. tries to catch the fishes.
Teel C. wishes the school "·ould disappear,
John Parr agrees with him.
Jack \Nhiteside is the master-mind,
Larry B. wishes his brains were that kind.
Don Gi les is never heard from,
The same is said for Bob G.
And no,,· comes George Y., last but not least.

9-E i our class name.
And Jon L. is quite t'.1e hrain.
Pat R. and Jon A. are the Ago : a representatives,
An,d -:\Iargaret U. is the Blue and \iVhite rep.
Don R. was on the Junior Volleyball team.
Ann B. was captain of our interform volleyball.
And Annie H. is captain of our ba ketball.
What would we do without Mary K.
Ona Y. would like to make new Math rules.
Gary B. "the quiet one" (when speaking to a
teacher, that is.)
Art 1\L has so many x' in Science that it looks

9E

like a love letter.
\i\' hat woulcl we do without Alice B's w11111111g
smile?
Where would Gary S. be without girls?
These are just a few of the girls and boys.
Our class is kept buzzing byElizabeth M., Marilyn S. and Nancy C.
Tom H ., Jim S., Teel A. and Gary D.
There's David H., Helen L., Annette C.
Mary B., Katie S., Glory \f., Ann D.
Gail W., Mary G., Carol K. and Elaine C.
That MUST be all of 9-E.

\Ve are the class that cho e (? ?) Art
as our option, and lucky Mr. Ford has
the honour of being our home-room
teacher. CJ oan R. and Mary 0. thinks
it's the~-' other way around). Our very capable
Agor a rep ·s. are Dianna H. ( also the brain) and
Paul B., and the captains of our interform basketball teams are Joan R. and Paul B.
\Ve missed little Shirl J. for a long while, but
once ao·ain
she's back making everyone. laugh,
h
.
and we can be sure Stella V . has a part 111 1t.
l\Iany of us wonder why I uriel F. isen't getting her Math o well. Maybe she just gets

flustered with Mr. Fletcher s1tt111g on her desk,
or lovingly calling her "Frizzy." We wonder
what will come of this?)

School opened in September with the
girls outnumbering the boys 21 to 7.
Bev Onslow and Ross Archer are our
Agora representatives and ou r Blue
ancl \Yhite representative is Barb \Vest.
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF:
Sue B. didn't blush when looking at 1\lr. Fletcher.
anclra D. wasn't so cute.
Bev. D. wasn't asked a History que tion.
ancy II. clicln't come early to play ping pong.
Lillian H. lost her sweet smile.
June H. stopped chewing gum.
Barb H. to get a correct ::\lath question.
Bev. II. didn't tell silly jokes.
:\Iiriam J. lost her oh's and ah's.
Betty K. got below 90%.
.:\Iarlene G. lost her o-oocl looks.

Penny P. forgot her glasse ·.
Radmilla didn't wear nylons to school.
Helen N. went to a basketball game.
Bev 0. stopped collecting motorcycle pictures.
Gail didn't go out with a certain boy every Friday.
Pam P. didn't write a perfect Math test.
Carolyn S. didn't have a neat Science book.
J ucly S. started flirting with boys.
Sylvia V. stopped laughing at Bob B.
Bob B. knew what he was talking about .
David B. didn't have a face covered with freckles.
Bill S. wasn't our tar hockey player.
1\Iichael P. grew an inch a year.
Ross A. didn't likeCarolyn S.
Gordon E. wasn't a good dancer.
Jerry P. lo t his accent .

9F

9G
... T
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According to Mr. Fletcher, Ross S . will have
to be on his guard from now on. It seems Ross'
head is an ideal place for the birds to build their
nests on.
We are proud to claim the honour of having
the 'tallest' boy in the school in our class, Stuart
Y., alias the "refugee" from Scotland, who is
also every teacher's pet (peeve), and Trevor C.
recently from England.

90
Back Row: Bob Serbu, George Yaworski,
John Parr, Ted Chadwick, Ray Saasto,
Ken
Pressello,
Bob
Leonard,
Loris
Grant, Peter Wood, Don Giles.
Middle Row: Dexter Robinson, Bob Read,
John
Whiteside, Olive Gregg,
Mary
Gallas, Elsie Roth, Theresa Basich, Gail
Bardsley, Pauline Halfpenny, Heather
Milne, Bob Guatto, Larry Brooks, Gary
Brush.
Front Row: Barbara Ramin, Geraldine
Henderson, Elizabeth Kavanaugh, Shalagh Goodman, Jo-Anne Cantin, Mr.
O'Brien, Joan McKee, Stana Sakunda,
Pat McLaughlin, Joan Hulbert, Beverly Shuttleworth.

9E
Back Row: Jon Levine, Gary Dupuis,
David Hersey, Ted Alexander, Gary
Sewell, Donald Robitaille, James Smith,
Jon
Atkins, Arthur
Mason, Thomas
Holmes, Gary Brown.
Middle Row: Pat Rodzik, Glory Milner,
Alice Brkovich, Anne Hudak, Ann Basich, Gail White, Marilyn Stewart, Carolyn Neal, Ann Dawasyr,.Elaine Corchis.
Front Row: Margaret Ure, Ona Young,
Mary Helen Garneau, Mary Boldizar,
Miss Perrin, Marilyn Smith, Elizabeth
Masurat,
An n et ta
Clark,
Nancy
Crackel.
Absent: Mary Knott, Helena Lazarowich.

9F
Back Row: Don Hanson, John Hall, Paul
Brickman, Trevor Collier, Bill Fairlie,
Peter Cunningham, Art Ashton, Jack
Ingram,
Bill
Mizon,
John
Zarecky,
Doug Aston, Ross Soutar.
Middle Row: Stewart Young, Larry Atkins, Shirley Jenereaux, Barbara Dragomer, Joyce Cummings, Joyce Zimmerman, Lillo Schmid, Stella Vijuk, Dorothy I hackray, Joan Brady, Victoria
Peresko, Francis Budak, Janice Assef,
Richard Reynolds, Keith Hamilton.
Front Row: Evelyn Bires, Joan Hebert,
Bridget Rainer, Mary O'Reilly, Muriel
Frise, Mr. Ford, Joan Ritchie, Patsy
Hines, Judy Wilson, Kathy Macdonald,
Diana Havelock.

9G
Back Row: Michael Pfaff, Bill Seaman,
Jerry Pesut, Pamela Roddy, Florence
Beattie, Beverly Hull, Beverly Onslow,
Gordon Ecclestone, Ross Archer, Robert
Blyth, David Boyd.
Middle Row: Carolyn Simpson, Radmilla
Ostojich, Penny Pettit, June Hewitt,
Marlene Goulet, Gillian Harrison, Judith
Smith, Helen Niksich, Barbara Holland.
Front Row: Sylvia Vukanovich, Beverly
Dumouchelle, Miriam Johnson, Betty
Keith, Miss Mathews, Barbara West,
Nancy Halliday, Gail Rankin, Sandra
Darling.
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9H
Back Row: Lloyd Ferguson, David Weeks,
Tom Girard, Paul Blackmore, Charles
Willson, Peter Schmalz, David Johnston, Jim McLelland, Cliff Kocot, Bill
Laing, Stan Wowchuk, Tom Pinfold.
Middle Row: Phil Holton, Judy Lawler,
Jean Munday, Laura Senegal, Sandra
Stark, Bonnie Wilson, Catherine Biggar, Linda Marshall, Pat Van Kregten,
Margaret Fleming, Bob Biggar.
Front Row: Sharon Gray, Nancy Woodruff, Sally Stack, Shirley Tahill, Mr.
W. Young, Barbara Scheuerman, Connie
Prince, Pam Shepherd, Phyllis Walter::.

91
Back Row: Laurence Labelle, Bill Blunck,
Frank Benda, Bill McIntosh, Adolph
Lessard, Gerald Lafond.
Middle Row: Stanley Waltz, Larry James,
Dick Bornais, Mike Dent, Neil Sprague,
Tom McCall, Herb Martin, Morris Sindrovich.
Front Row: Murray McPhedran, Frank
Roszl, Robert Richardson, Miss Skelly,
Danny Metcalfe, Bill Tomsich, Fred
MacKenzie.

What ·w ould 9-H be like if:
Catherine B. didn't like a certain A. R.
Bob B. ·w as six feet tall.
Paul B. gained some weight.
Lloyd F. had a loud voice.
Tom G. had a quiet voice.
1\Iargaret F. didn't chase Cliff.
Sharon G. answered some Science questions.
Philip II. was bashful.

David J. di ln' t like girls.
Cliff K. was bo,,·-leggecl.
Bill L. came to school dressed sloppy.
Judy L. couldn't dance.
Jim 1\1. lost all his nerve.
Linda l\I. talked a hit ( to Rod).
Jean J\I. didn't like boys.
Charles X. didn't foro-et his glas es 111 another
class.

On our House League Football we
have: Frank Benda, Bill Blunk, Danny
Metcalfe, Freel l\Iackenzie, (who are
all on the Basketball team also) , Bill
l\Icintosh and Stanley \Valtz. Others on the
Hou e League Ba ketball are: Laurence Labelle
and Adolphe Lessard. Our repre entative on the
Agora is Freel l\Iackenzie, and on the Blue and
White is Danny Metcalfe.
If 9-I had girls in the class we would ee:
L. J. rush into i.he room.
H. l\I. remember his book.
But we would not see:

11.S. last our.
R. R.'s neat work.
::.\l. D. ancl B. T. first to be finished in their mathematics.
::.\1. Mc. so quiet.
T. l\Ic. with so many que tions.
F. H.. ·w ith all his reading assignment complete.
S. interested in Reader's Digest.
G. L. chatting with L. L.
D. n. ,,·orking with F. B.
PERIL'\ PS J1' IS JUST AS \VELL THERE
ARE ,. T
o GIRLS.

9H
9I
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BOYS' ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
Front Row (left to right): Denny Bozic, Mr. Allison, Fred Montour, Don Paget, Jim Montour.
Back Row (left to right): Stuart Laird, Bob Blainey, Jack Anderson, Karl Moffat, Bob Hanson,
Bob MacMillan, Vaughan Cameron.

BOYS 1 ATHLETIC

FRED MONTOUR
President

\Vit.h the addition of the new gym and aided by
large crowds at the hockey and basketball games,
the B.A.A. improYecl its financial condition and
c1uite a large balance wa built up, in spite of the
number of purchases. Hockey stick , were botwht
for the hockey team, swimming uit for the
s\\·imming team. besides ome basketball and
track equipment.
This year's Pre~ident wa , Fred .:\font.our and
Bob ~liller -w as the Yice-Pre ' ident. The B.A.A.
arranged monitors for the new gym and al o organized a dance after the Kennedy basketball
game. In regard to hou eleague port , the Yarious repre entatiYe , did a plendid job, and all the
sports were taken care of.
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1954 w.s.s.A. SOCCER CHAMPIONS
Back Row (left to right): Jamie Laird, Larry Rizak, Zbynek Jerabek, Dennis Dingle, Mark Oreskovich,
Gunars Richters, Al Polimac, Bill Young, Jim Maddison, Dan Atherton, George Stewart.
Sitting: Mr. W. Young (c o ach), Bob Ostren, Mike Dufour, Gerry Ferguson, Fred Montour (Captain), Jim
Montour, Ekkehard Simla, Ray Saasto, Mr. W. N. Ball.
Absent: Ed Tann, Bob Christie, Geoffrey Oliver, Richard Rau, Don Sawyer, Doug Shrimpton.

SOCCER
\i\' alkerville slipped this year if you can call
slipping, winning vV.O.S.A. and just losing in
overtime of the final at London in W.0.S.S.A.
\i\!alkerville started of£ by defeating Patterson
5-0 with Fr ed 1\Iontour driving in 3 goals. The
second o-ame they spla heel through by the ame
score S~O over K. C. I., with everybody on the
forward line getting a goal or as sist. The Lowe
game was washed out. Again in our return games
we won 2-1 and 3-0 cores. Our game with Lowe
·w as washed out again. W.S.S .A. was postponed
until after W.O.S.S.A.
The first game at London, Walkerville won
over Sarnia 1-0, with Marko Oreskovich scoring
the goal. Vv alkerville met Beal Tech from London in the finals and the core was tied 1-1 when
regulation time was through, Ray Saasto getting
the o-oal. However, we were defeated in overtime. \Ve returned to Windsor and spent our
revenge on Tech by ,vinning W.S.S.A. 2-1 with
Ray Saasto ancl Al Polimac, our regular goalie,
getting the goals.
The top scorers for the team were Freel Montour and Ray Saa to. The rest of the forward
line consisted of G. Stewart, J. fontour, E. Tann,
1\I. Oreskovich. G. Fergeson, B. Simile, D. Atherton. ancl l\I. Dufour. The half-backs were D.
Shrimpton, B. Austren, J. Laird, B. Young. D.
Doule, G. Richter . The full-backs were D. Madison ancl G. Oliver with the goalie being A. Polimac and L. Rizak.
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FOOTBALL
After the team " ·as in "good" shape, we opened
our schedule by trouncing Forster 2-t-O ·w ith
everybody playing w ell. In the next game, we
had a lot 0£ tough breaks, and although we came
back strong in the second half, we clroppecl the
game to Assumption by the score of 28-12. \\' e
met Patterson and after leading throughout most
of the game, we were f orcecl to sit back ancl see
them get two quick touchdowns ancl clefeat u c;
18-13. Kennedy rolled over us by a score of 19-0.
Our boys weren't clown, however, ancl we clecidccl
that ·w e were going into th e playoffs. \Ye met an
inspired Forster team and beat them on a last
minute touchdown by \Yayne Brown, 16 - 15.
Kennecly again defeated us, 19-12 to encl the
regular sea on.
The playoffs came and we met "our" favorite
team again-Kennedy. On a muddy field, we lost
to Kennedy by a score of 23-0. Although v:e
didn't ·w in the championship thi s year, everybody on the team had a lot of fun.
Bob Miller. our captain. was nam ed to all-city .
Bob Maci\J ill an, seconcl team all-city, ancl Gary
Gascoigne, Denny Bozic, Don Paget. Bill Kachmaryk, and Pat Gillette all received honourable
mention.
Th e other hard workers on the team were D.
Dunn. \V. Drmvn, T. \Vhiteheacl. R. HornseY. R.
Smith, A. Soloskv, K. Darrock. \i\T. l\faslo.vich .
D. Dockerty, T. Chrzanowski (terrible Teel). T.
Stewardson. R. Supra, K. l\1offat, C. Iott, \V.
Nicodems, A. Kizik. B. l\Iuirheacl. M. Peschalk.
T. Egan and R. Hoskins. DENNY BOZIC
.

FOOTBALL TEAM
Back Row: Gary Gascoigne, Rod Smith, Walter Nicodemo, Tom ~tewardson, John Buckler, Ron Hoskins,
Bob MacMillan, Ed Lumley.
Centre Row: Ken Darroch, John Matus, Al Solosky, Pat Gillette, Ted Chrzanowski, Karl Moffat, Doug Dunn,
Bob Muirhead, Andy Kizik, Roy Supra, Don Mott, Mike Peschalk.
Front Row: Tom Egan, Walter Maslovich, Denny Bozic, Bob Miller, Mr. Ford, Don Paget, Bill Kachmaryk,
Wayne Brown, Jack Byers.
GRADE 10 HOUSELEAGUE FOOTBALL CHAMPIONS
Front Row (left to right): Bill Thorburn, Dennis La
Marre, Charles Valliere, Bob Neely, Bob Fairley,
Dave McClelland.
Back Row (left to right): Larry Burchell, Dave Rowat,
Dick Rau, Lance Nethery, Dick Hornsey, Mr.
Ford.

GRADE NINE HOUSELEAGUE FOOTBALL
Back Row: Jim McLelland, Cliff Kocot, David Mattatall, David Johnston, Bill Laing, Stan Wowchuk,
Charles Willson, Donald Mott.
Front Row: Phil Holton, Bob Blyth, Tom Pinfold, Bob
Biggar, Lloyd Ferguson, David Weeks, Bob Seaman, Tom Girard, Mr. Ford.

GRADE 11 FOOTBALL CHAMPIONS
Front Row (left to right): Vernon Harvey, Carl Wass,
Bob Hogan, Arthur Krentz, Bob Vijuk, Paul Parent,
Bill Roddy.
Back Row (left to right): John Matus, Al Poli mac,
Alex M niszek, Eugene Rizak, Eli Drakich, Bill
Carter, Al Solosky, Mr. Ford.
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CROSS COUNT RV TEAM 1954
Back Row: John Garinger, George Stewart, Alfred Farrell , Bob George, Jim Flett, Andy Boyd, Garry Gale.
Front Row: Mr. I. A. Allison, Terry Whitehead , Bob Adley, Bob Mepham, Fred Montour, Bob Blainey, Mr.
W. N. Ball.

VOLLEYBALL
they soundly trounced Vocational in the last
This year our boys' volley ball team was not
contest of the season. The team ,,·as coached
too succes ful. There was a new rule written
by 1\Ir. Fletcher and the manager was Taughan
in to the constitution which the boys found parCameron. Member of the team were Doug
ticularly hard to adapt themselves to. We started
Harvey (captain), Bob l\Iepham, Bob Blainey,
out the season ·w ell by winning our first game
Bob Adley. Stuart Laird. Ted Szalay, Gunnar
against Patterson; however, thoughts of a
Richters, Maurice Lamarre, Doug Dr millard.
championship team soon ended when we lost our
Ted Smith, Leon Sydor, Murray Poterb~iry and
next three games to Kennedy, Yocational and
Ken Turner.
then Patterson. With no pressure on the team.

VOLLEYBALL TEAM 1954
Back Row: Mr. I. A. Allison, Bob Adley, Bob George, Ted Szalay, Leon Sydor, Ken Turner, Gunnars Richters,
Bob Blainey, Doug Drouillard.
Front Row: Ted Smith, Maurice LaMarre, Bob Mepham, Doug Harvey, Vern Harvey, Stuart Laird,
Murray Podebry .
Inset: Mr. Fletcher.
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JUNIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL TEAM
Back Row: Paul Brickman, Hugh Bickford, Bill Young, Allan Rollo, Ron Soutar, Frances Bisson, Gordon
Thomson, Bill Pogue, Dexter Robinson.
Front Row: Jamie Laird, Mike Mlacak, Dave McClelland, Richard Rau, Jim Stewart, Mr. Ford.

JUNIOR BASKETBALL

This years .Junior team, coached by Dill Forcl.
had an exceptionally good season, and almost
" ·on the champion ·hip. Led by Jimmy Ste-w art
\\·ho potted 16 points, \\'alkerville defeated Forster -1-8-2-1- in the first gam e of the season. They
then proceeded to ,\·in their next thre e games
by walking onr Patterson 48-22, Kennedy 39-28,
and \ 'ocational 52-30. The ,Yinning streak ,\·a s
stopped \\·hen Assumption beat them 52-3-1-. In
on e o[ the thrilling games of the Junior season ,
\\ 'alkerville defeated Forster -1-9--1-3 in overtime,
with Jamie Laird contributing 21 points. In
the next game, Kennedy managed to outplay our
boys and go on to ,Yin 36-29. \Yalkerville easily
won their next h\·o o-ames against \ Tocational

and Patterson, but once again Assumption clef cat eel us 5-1--38, to close the regular playing
·eason. ln the semi-finals ,\·e ,yon over Kennedy
in a Yery clo.-e contest \\·ith ahYay~ reliable Jimmy
Ste\\·art leading th e ,\·ay ,,·ith 17 points. In the
iinal tilt of the season ,Ye again f ouncl .\ssumption
too hard to handle and ended up on the losing
encl o ( 61-38 score.
:\I embers of the team are: Jamie Laird, Dave
~lcClellancl, Richard Rau. Jimmie Stewart, :Mik e
:\Ilacak, Bill Pogue, Ron Soutar, Sandy Thompson, Dexter H.obinson. Paul Brickman. IIuFh
Bickford. John Gehringer, Fran Bisson, B (l 1
Young and Al Rollo.

TRACK TEAM
Row: John Kos, George Stecko, Edward Agnew, Chares Pinnegar, Karl Moffat, Fred Montour,
Spencer Hodkinson, James Stewart.
Second Row: Mr. I. Allison, Dave McClelland, Jame~ Flett, Don Lafromboise, Bob George, Mr. Ball, Bob
Hanson, James Montour, Richard Rau, John Matus, Alfred Farrell, Mr. W. Ford, Coach.
Third Row: Bill Kalbfleish, Jim Baisden, Jim Donaldson, Gunnars Richters, Mike Cleminson, Bob Miller,
Gary aGscoigne, Don Dool, Wayne Brown, Bob Bouteiller, George Mooney, Larry Burchell, John
Garinger.
Front
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SENIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL TEAM
Back Row: Ted Szalay, Stuart Laird, George Stewart, Bob Blainey, Bob Mepham, Karl Moffat, Tom Egan,
Terry Whitehead, Doug Dunn, Mr. Allison.
Front Row: Bob Adley, Doug Harvey, Denny Bozic, Bob Miller, Fred Montour, Eugene Rizak.

SENIOR BASKETBALL
This year Ian Allison's Senior Tartans were
not too uccessful. After losing Teel zalay and
Pon Ciebin, at the beginning of the season, the
boy found it very rough going. The team started
out th e sea on fine by defeating For ter 41-38 in
a close contest with Denny Bozic potting 11
points and Freel Montour 12 points. \Ve then
fell into a bad slump losing our next four game ,,
to Patterson, Kennedy, Vocational and then
Assumption. The later two games \Yere very
close, and victory could haYe gone either ,,·ay.
Playing one of th e best games of the season ,
\\' alkerville trounced Forster 49-30. In the next
game, Kennedy defeated us one again 59-46.
\Vith inspiration of the new gym, the boys won

two of their next three o-am es. Yocational fell
before the axe -t7--tl , but the following week.
Patterson once again cle Eea ted us 60--tO. \Valkerville ended the playing season in a blaze of glory,
upsetting the strong Assumption team 51--+6, \\·ith
Denny Bozic leading th e pack \Yith a 15 point
effort. This win over
s -umption placed the
team in a tie with Kennedy, for fourth spot. In
this extra league tilt, th e boys lost a close decision
to the ahYays tough Kennedy team 51--+6.
::\I ember · of the team are Denny Bozic, Freel
::\Iontour, Hoh Blainey, Eugene R.isak, Doug
Harvey , l3ob Miller, Karl l\Ioff att, George Ste,,·art, Stuart Laird, Bob clley, 'ferry ·W hitehead,
Doug Dunne, Bob ::\Iepbam, Ron Rollo , T. Egan.

CROSS COUNTRY
For the past two years \Valkerville has successfully won both the \V.S.S. . and the \V.O.S.S.A. cross country titles. There ,,·as terrific
enthusiasm this year over cros country, and all
told, 40 boys tried out for the team. In the
city meet \Valkerville defeated Kennedy with
Freel ::\Iontour placing first, Terry \Vhitehead
fifth, Bob Blainey sixth, Bob Adley seventh and
Bob J\Iepham eighth.
In the \V.O.S.S.A. tournament in London,
\Yalkerville once again defeated Kennedy in a
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clo ·ely racecl con test. \\' alkerville placed five
or the first el even \\·inners . Leading the pack
,,·as Bob :i\Iepham who came in fifth followed by
Freel ::\Iontour seventh, Bob 13lainey ninth, Terrv
\Yhitehead tenth and Bob Adley eleventh.
•
::\Iembers of the team were Freel :Montour, Boh
::\lepham, Bob Blainey, Bill Farrell, Andy Boyd.
Terry \\' hitehead. Bob ~'\clley, John Gehringer,
Ross Kirpatrick, Jim Flett. George Stewart, Gary
Cale and Bob George.

SENIOR HOCKEY
Back Row: Zbynek Jerabek (Timer), Bill Kachmaryk (D), John Wishart (D),. Ken O'Neil (Goal), Jack
Anderson (Goal), Bob Hanson (D), Ed Lumley (LW), Bob MacMillan (Capt. and Centre), Mr. Klinck
(Coach), Ken Bell (Goal Judge).
Front Row: Ed Tann (LW), Dale Harris (RW) Geoffrey Oliver (Centre), Carl Fairthorne (LW}, Jim King
(RW), Bob Sharp (LW), Richard Donaldson (C), Mike Dufour (Centre), Metro Szeryk (RW).
Inset: Paul Gilmor (Manager).

HOCKEY

Once again the hockey team fell short of ·w inning the \\'.S.S .. \. title. The hoy · played topnotch hockey all year, but lost to .\ssumption in
the ·emi-finals.
After losing to Yocational 1-0 in the opening
game o ( the season, \\' alkerville re l>otmclecl to
take the next t\,·o games defeating Forster 3-1
and Kennecly 8-0 ,,·ith Jim King potting -1- markers in the two games. After losing the next
()'ame to ~\ssumption -1--0, the Tartans edgecl out
Patterson 2-1. Bad luck struck again, as Tartans
lost to Patterson 6--1- in a return game. Once again
the \\' alkervill e boys breezecl through ea y victories against Kennedy ancl Forster. In the best
game of the season \\'alkenill c and \ ' ocational
tied 0-0 \\·ith Jack ~\nclerson playing outstandingly in goal, and John \\'is hart ancl Bob i'1lacl1Iillan

playing a hare! clef ensive game. Later on in a n
exhibition game \\' al ken·ille trounced \ ·oca tional
13-2. In the last tilt of the season _\ssumption
again defeated us 3-0.
In the semi-finals we played a t"·o game total
goals series with .\ssumption: howeYer. "·e lost
both game s ,Yhich put us out of the play-offs.
Despite the early hours the boys had a great
deal of fun and i\lr. Klinck is hoping to ice a
good team for next y ear's title hunt.
Members of the team were: B. :.\Iac::.\l ill an
( capt.) J. \Yishart ( asst. capt. ) . G. Oliver. D.
Harris. J. Anderson. K. O'X eil, C. Fairthorne, E.
Tann. J. I,ing. B. IIanson. B. Kachamayck . D.
IIornseY. D. Donaldson, R. Sasto, ).f. Dufour, E.
Lumle);, J. Sharp.
'TU~\RT L\IRD
GOLF

Little River Col ( Club was the location of the
195-1- ·w.s.S .. \. Golf tournament.
It \\·as fine golfing weather ancl although th e
team clicl not \\·in, eYeryone had a gr eat deal of
fun. \\' alkerville placed third behind Kennedy
and Forster. ::.\Iembers of the team " ·ere Ken
O'?\cil , Stuart Laird. Denny Bozic. Don Paget
ancl : \[i ke Peschalk.
Ken O'X eil was low man on the team with a
score of 86.

STU.\RT L\lRD

W.S.S.A. GOLF CHAMPIONS
Left to right: Denny Bozic, Mike Peschalk, Stuart Laird,
Ken O'Neil, Don Paget.
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BOYS' SWIMMING TEAM
Back Row: Mr. Nighswander, Doug Drouillard, David Clegg, Ekkehard Simla, George Stewart, John Doherty, Bob Miller, Karl Moffat, Stan Coulthard, Jim McLelland, Mike Magill, Bob Gamble, Geoffrey
Robinson, Charles Crow, Stuart Laird, Jamie Laird, Mr. Waddell.
Front Row: Peter McCormack, Richard Reynolds, Danny Metcalfe, Andy Gall, Tom Girard, Drew Agnew,
Bob Blyth, Ken Pressello, David Rawat, Ken Long, Chris Lay, Peter Dowler, Richard Rau, Jack McKay.

SWIMMING 1954
The Senior,' did exceptionally well winning
e\·ery e,·ent they entered. Boh ~filler won both
the 40 and 100 . ,Y ard free style eYent ·\ \'ith ease.
Eel Agne\\' follO\{·ecl \Yith a n~ar second win in the
back stroke. George Stecko won the 100 yd.
breast stroke and Stan Coulthart won his 200
yd. free tyle eyent. The relay team composed of
B. :Miller, E. Agnew, A. Brkovich and John Hancock proved too fast for the oppo ition.
Our Junior boys had a more difficult time hut
they managed to edge out Assumption for the

Junior Title. John Doherty placed second in the
10'.) and --1-0 yard free st) le. Geurge Stewart
gained a first in the backstroke followed bY Jamie
Laird \\·ho earned a second in the breast- stroke.
The Pelay team composed of J. Doherty. J. Laird
D. ":llcClellancl and G. Stewart defeated Assumpt·ion in a close race.
Tn the diving competition Bob Blainey captured
first spot for the Seniors, and Jamie Laird earned
a second place for the Juniors.

TRACK 1954
In the \,\Tind or meet, Karl :Moffat won the
indiYidual championship, placing first in the
javelin, shot and di cus. Spence Hodkinson gave
an outstanding performance with records in both
the hurdles (15.4 ec .) and the half mile (2 :03.5).
Charlie Pinnegar, ,Yas also a double winner taking the 100 and the 220. Fred :\.Iontour was our
fourth double winner with Yictories in the high
jump and the hop, step and jump. Spence, Charlie,
and Fred, along with Eddie Agnew edged out
K.C.I. to win the half mile relaY. In London,
Spence repeated hi record tim~ to win the
hurdles. Karl set a record in winning the javelin.
The relay team also won.
Bob ).Iiller won the 440 and finished econd in
the hurdles. Bob Han on wa fir t in the high
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jump. Jim .i\Iontour wa second in the high jump
and the hop, step and jump. Gunnars Richters
finished a Yery clo, e second in the 880.
Richard Rau won the high jump and placed
third in the broad jump and the hop, step, and
jump. Jimmy Ste,Yart wa. the top juyenile performer, winning the high jump and the broad
jump and placing , econd in the hop, tep and
jump. These point gained Jim a tie for the individual title. In London. Rau and Stewart both
won the high jump titles.
At tbc Ontario Tnterscholastic meet held at
Couchiching, Karl ).foffat set a new javelin record of 177 feet 3,:;;; inches, while pence Hodkinson equalled the Ontario bio-h hurdle record.

MIXED SPORTS

CHEERLEADERS
Alfred Farrell, Judy Stephens, Jack McKay, Pat Hoole, Don
Miller, Mary Lou Otto, Morley Ashton, Barbara Austen.

CHEERLEADERS

CHEERLEADERS
Second Row: Pat Hoole, Jack McKay, Judy Stephens, Morley
Ashton.
First Row: Alfred Farrell, Mary Lou Otto, Barbara Austen,
Don Miller.

1954 TENN IS TEAM
Back Row (left to right): Garry Gale, Denny Bozic, Fred
Montour.
Citting (left to right): Heather Allison, Mary Lou Otto, Mr.
Ball (principal), Joan Heatley, Mary MacPhee.

TENNIS
Enthusiasm in tennis has been on the U lY\Yarcl
trend during the past few years. ancl this year
the \Yalkcrville team enjoyed an almost complete
Yictory by \Yinning every event in the \\'.S.S.A.
tournament except the men's singles.
l<'recl :;\Jon tour and Gan· Cale hacl an casv time
winning the men's doub-les. \\·hile Denny-Bosic
teamed up ,,·ith Joan Heatley to beat Bob ::\Iac::\Iillan ancl Barbara Ravmoncl in the \\' .O.S.S.A.
Tn the girl's singles 5'Iary Lon Otto \\·on the
title b>· cleieating ·::\Iartha \Yaclclell in the finaL.
::\Iary ::\Ic Phee and Heather .\11ison teamed up
to win the \Y .. S .. \. girl's doubles. but lost out
in the \Y.O.S.S.A. tournament.
This vear's team certainh· deserve
our
heartiest· congratulations and let us hope they
have as much succes in next year' , tournament.

Our che erleaders \\·ere exceptionally good this
year. •\t the annual Cheerleacling Competition
during the .\KO football game, our cheerleaders
,rnlked off ,,·ith the first prize after competing
" ·ith the cl1eerleadet·s from the other collegiates
in the city. 'J hey were present at all our haskethall and football games. \\'hether ,,·e ,,·ere winning or losing they kept up the sc~10ol spirit and
helped the teams along ,,·ith their cheering them
on.

1954 BADMINTON TEAM
Back Row (left to right): John Bobaljik, Vaughan Cameron,
Fred Montour, Jim Montour, Dave Tickell.
Front Row: Mary Jane Haynes, Martha Waddell, Janice
Cunningham.

BADMINTON
In \V.O.S.S .• . competition .:\Iary Lou Otto
and Garry Gale won the ::\Iixed Doubles championship for the first time in the hi ,' tory of the
Wind ·or chools. In \Y.~.S.A. competition they
al ·o ,,·on the ::\Iixecl Double \\·hile Fre l and Jim
::\Ion tour in the boys' doubles and \ ' aughan
Cameron in the boys' single and Jackie Ton,·ood
and Jane nurnie in the girls' don bles reached the
finals. Other mem hers of the \,\' .S.S.A. team were
Roy Supra, John Bobaljik. Judy Young and ::\Iary
f ane Ha vnes.
· ::\Iany ;f this Year's members will be back next
year a1{d ,,·e are- looking forward to having many
ne,v member_ join the club in the fall.
This year also marked the debut of our coach
::\Ir. Krau -e. The members of the club \\·oulcl
like to thank him for his time and his excellent
oaching.
FRED ::\10_ TTOUR
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BLL'E & \\'HITE 1955

Left to right: Frances Minielly, Marion Baker, Ma_ry
Lou Otto, Stuart Laird, Jamie Laird, Denny Bozic.

TABLE TENNIS 1954
For the past fe\\. years \\'alk erville boys and
girls have proclucecl the best table tenn_is !)layers
in \Yinclsor. Last year much enthusiasm was
sho\\'n around the ping pong tables. ancl although
the tournament \\·as late in gcttino- startt>d, it
,\·as finally completed in i\Iay.
Denny Bozic ,\·on the Senior singles defeating
Stuart Laird in the finals and Stuart ancl Denny
teamed up to take the boys double .
Jamie Laird ,\·on the Junior championship by
clef eating Eugene Risak in the finals.
ATHLETIC
For as long as most students can remember,
\\. alkerYille has had excellent coaching in all
types of athletics. As a result. many Yictorie ,
ha Ye come to \\' alken·ille and\\' a lkervil le's name
has become re ·pected by all other collegiates.
1955 has been no exception.
For the girls, .:\[rs. Perris and ::\Iiss Perrin haYe
unselfishly gi,·en up many hours to coach and
produce ·w inners for the school. Their team al,Yay · make a fine , hawing and yery often capture
the trophy. ::VIiss Tunks has been a \·ery ' Uccessful coach, too. She has been re ponsible for most

STAFF
of \,\'.C.I.'s triumphs in the pool. £yeryone,
especia lly the girls, shou ld be proud of their
excell ent coaches.
Too. Mr. Allison, ~Ir. Ford. ~Ir. 'vY. Young.
~Ir. Klinck. ~Ir. Krause. ~Ir. Lowden. i\Ir. \Vaddell, Mr. .N ighs,rnnder .' and ~Ir. Fletcher have
put together their experience and ha Ye produced,
with regularity, "·inning team and indiYiduals in
all sports. Prestige for the chool has been built
by these victories. For this reason, no end of
credit can be given to the coaching staff.
EDITOR

···-···----~-----~-------~---
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Students Receive Special Attention At

VARSITY SPORTS CENTRE
LIMITED

71 SANDWICH STREET WEST
WINDSOR

PHONE CL 4-3297

"The right equipment for every sport"

_ _ _1

G.A.A. EXECUTIVE
Back Row: Mary Small, Barbara Jackson , Jane Burnie, Mari Basan, Heather Allison , Judy
Korenich , Mary McPhee, Irene Toprosky , Mary Lou Otto .
Front Row: Mrs. Perrin, Janice Cunningham , Marion Baker , Martha Waddell , Miss Perrin.

Young ,

Rose

GIRLS' ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

The C .. \ . . \. \\·as chosen as in pre-vious years
by the student girls with the exception of the
grade niners. : .\larion Baker one of the outstanding girl athletes \\'as chosen as president
with Janice Cunningham as vice-president, ancl
::\Iartha \Vadcl ell as secretary.
The g irl' s sport representatiYe · are to be congrat ulated for the fin e \\·ork they clid on th eir
incli vicl ual sports.
Basketball
.... l{ose Korenich. :;\lary Lou Otto,
\ yo ll eyha ll
... ......:;\Iari Ba ·an. Barbara Jackson
S \\·in;mi ng
. . .. Jan e Burnie
Hase ball
...... Heather Allison
'frack
......... :;\Iary Helen . mall
Bowling
...... .Irene 'l'oprosky
Baclm in ton
....... .. J ucly Young
Tennis
...... ::\Iary ::\Iac Phee
MARION BAKER
President

OUR COACHES
To our coaches go many thank · Ior the excellent job they clicl t hi s year. 11 the championships
ancl terrific team , ,\·e have won and produced
thi year are clue a great deal to Mrs. Perrin and
Miss Perrin. ·w ithout their leadership and excellent coaching. our teams wouldn't have been
as ucce ful.
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SENIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL
W .O.S.S.A. Champs

Following in the footsteps of lasts year's team,
the girls were undefeated in all their games in
the city to ·w in the \Y. . .A. title. They " ·011
most of their games by wide margins.
Early one Saturday morning in ..\' o,·em her th y
boarded a bu , and started off to London. The
girls played four games clown there and " ·hen
they finished playing the last one they had won
the much coveted \\'.O.S.S.O. Championship.
).lembers of the team 1\·ere: H.ose Korenich .
(captain), 1Iari Basan, Marion Baker, 1Iary Lou
Otto, Irene Toprosky, ~Iartha \Yadclell, Heather
Allison, Kina Dorofeuk , Janice Cunningham. Judy
\\'right, 1Iary French, Jane Burnie. Judy Young,
Jean Martin and Barbara Jackson.
Many thank s to our Manager Frances ~Iinielly,
and to Pat Popo,Yich who wa our referee at all
games in the city.
VOLLEYBALL TRIP TO LONDON

The girls left the school about 7 :30 Saturday
morning. They had a quiet trip going clown, but
there was the usual singing and cheering by both
players and spectators. The girls \\'ere supposed
to play h\'o games be fore lunch but because one
of the teams didn't show up they on ly had to play
one team before they ate. The girls had their
lunch at the univer ' ity and had a short rest

be fore they played the rema1111ng three games,
\\·hich they won. After the games were over
some of the girls 1\·e nt up town in London while
others \Yent s,Yimming in the pool at the university. After eating a hearty supper at Hook's
Restaurant, the girls tired but happy and noisy
started on their way home.
JUNIOR GIRLS' 1NTERFORM
VOLLEYBALL

Six players of last year's junior team were
taken by new members. " ·bile the other six g irls
moved up to the Senior team.
The juniors 1\·c ren't too successful thi · year.
Even though they lost the majority of their
games they sho \,·ed excellent sportsmanship and
all enjoyed playing on the team.
The team consisted of l\Iary French (captain),
Kathleen Bearhope. Doreen Ozclan. Ann Crothers ,
Dorothy Paraskevin. Pat ).Iolclovan. Gail Campbell, Irene Hurasb. Joan Hulbert, Stana S ukunda,
~ina Lokun. Joan Timpson and Joyce Zimmerman.
I NTERFORM VOLLEYBALL
The interform volley ball ,Yent off very ,yell
this year. Tt started Sept. 22 and the last game
was played on December 14.
total of 86 games
\Yere scheduled and of these 5 games were: clef a ul ted.
The schedule 1\·as a round-robin. Each team
played every team once.
This year as last year the o-irls on the Senior
\ ~o lleyball team co~checl th~ girl's teams in
grades 9 and 10.
9C consisting of Elaine Homcniuk, ?\ina Stokalsky, Dianne Zorzit. Eve Blazevich. Sharon Ne\\·man, Carol Hamilton. Caroline ).litchell, Joanne
Speroni, June Fields, Sandra v\Tilliams and Lvnn
Roug were the Junior Champs.
~
Commercial Special consisting of l\Iarion Standon. Gayle Gray. Gail Sneider, Clara Kovacs, Pat
Docherty. B~rbara Shipman, Betty Sherry and
Janet Frederick were the School Champion .
7(,

SENIOR GIRLS ' VOLLEYBALL
Row: Mary French , Janice Cunningham , Jane Burnie, Judy Wright , Judy Young , Heather
Allison , lrtne Toprosky, Jean Martin , Sonia Soutar , Frances Minielly (Manager).
Sitting: Mrs . Perrin ( coach), Nina Dorofeuk , Mary Lou Otto , Rose Korenich (Captain), Mary Basan ,
Martha Waddell , Mr. Ball .
Kneeling: Barbar a Jackson , Marion Bake r.
Back

JUNIOR GIRLS ' VOLLEYBALL
Back Row: Kath leen Bearhope , Doreen Ozdan , Hermine Schafer , Anne Supra , Ann Crothers, Dorothy
Parask e vin , Pat Moldovan , Gail Campbell , Irene Hurash .
Sitting: Joan Hulbert , Stana Sukunda , Nina Lokun , Mary French (Captain) , Miss Perrin, Joan Timpson, Joyce Zimmerman.

JUNIOR

INTERFORM VOLLEYBALL
CH AM PION S-9C
Back Row: Elaine Homeniuk , Nina Stokalsky , Dianne
Zorzit , Eve Blazevich, Sharon Newman, Carol
Hamilton .
Front Row: Caroline Mitchel l, Joanne Speroni , Jun e
Fields , Sandra William s, Lynn Roung.

SEN ! OR I NTERFORM VOLLEYBALL CHAM PIONS- C. SPECIAL
Back Row: Marion Standon , Gayle Gray, Gail Sneider , Clara Kovacs,
Pat Docherty , Barbara Shipman .
Front Row: Betty Shery , Janet Frederick .
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GIRLS' BASKETBALL TEAM
Back Row: Pat Nowitsky, Betty Fairlie, Nina Lokun, Sonia Soutar, Betty Blyth, Judy Young, Mrs.
Perrin, Barbara Austen, Judy Wright, Joan Wachna, Barbara Jackson, Joyce Dumouchelle,
Mary French.
Front Row: Marion Baker, Martha Waddell, Heather Allison, Irene Toprosky, Mary Basan, Rose
Korenich, Mary Lou Otto.

GIRLS' BASKETBAI.L

The· girls started the season off by losing their
first game to the gals at Forster . Jlo,\·cyer,
on their return o·ame with the Spartans they
trounced them -J.-J.-21, causing a tie for first place.
On Feb. 21, many spectator \Yitnessed one of
the most exciting basketball games seen in the
o-irls' league for some time. It was a tight score
all the \\·ay, within the remaining 20 seconds
I J cather ~\llison hooped a basket to mal'e the
score 38-37 for us. Thus once again our girl
\\·on the \ \ -. .S.A. Championship.
The girls won at Leamingto!1 in the \Y.O.S.S.l\.
semi-finals ancl went on to London and beat the
Brantf orcl team S-J.-13. making our girls \\7.0.S.S .. \. champs for the second consecutive year.
The team consisted of:1. ::\Iari Hasan ( guarcl)-::\Iari \\·as very good
on interceptions and :-ieemccl to be cvery\\·here
at once. This is her last year.
2. Rose Korenich (gua'rcl) - Hosc \\·as really
goo cl on rebounds and played a good clef ensive
game. This is her last year also.
3. ~Iary Lou Otto (guard )-1Iary Lou played
e, cellent hall in all the games. She is a fast and
accurate player. \Yho will be with us next year.
4. ::\Iarion Baker (forward)-1\Iarion wa .
78

right in there on all rebounds.
he is very fast
and wa , high scorer. This i her last year.
5. l\Iartha \Yadclell ( forward)-1Iartha wa
a good all-round player and was very accurate
in hooting. This will be 1Iartha's last year also.
6. Heather Allison (f onYard)-Heather was
our tallest forward and \\·as good on rebounds
also. Her best shot is an overhand shot. She will
be back next year.
7. Irene Toprosky ( captain)-Irene playeci
both guard ancl for\\·arcl ancl dicl an excellent job
of both. This is her last year.
'J'he other team members were Pat Xo,\·itskY,
Betty Fairlie. Xina Lokun, Sonia Soutar. Betty
Blyth. J ucly Young. J ucly \\' right. Joan \\' achna,
Barbara Jackson. Joyce Dumouchclle ancl ::\I ary
Our coach :i\Irs. Perrin put in a lot oi time
teachino- the girls new plays ancl correcting them
on their faults. \Ye \Yish to thank her for the
wonderful job she clicl. This is her la:t year here
and we wish her lnck and happiness when she
leave .
Barbara Austen as manager did a good job of
carrying the basketballs and bringing oranges to
all the game .

=========:= =~=:====:= ===:= ========:====-=====- BLlTE
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GIRL S ' SWIMMING TEAM
Bac k R ow: Shirley Assef, Pat Nowitsky, Mary Lou Otto, Wilma Augustine, Pat M o rgan, Joan Thorn,
Jane Burnie, Miss Perrin, Jani ce Cunningham, Joan Wachna, Jo-Anne Monette, Sallie Moffat,
Vi o let Gemmell, Annette Cra w ford.
Fr o nt R ow: Nina L o kun, Margaret Kuntz, Donna Ward, Joan Hulbert, Barbara Ramin, Sharon
Gray, Nancy Rounds, Marjorie Milsom, Betty Clouse, Margaret Finch, Pat Kitson, Gail Catr>pbell.

SWIMMING 1954
195-t proved to be a very successful year for
the s \Yimming t.eam: The o-irls practised hard
but in the encl all their hard work paicl cliviclencls.
The Junior Individual Champion ,ms Sandy
Simpson. while Janice Cunningham and heila
::\Iorris finished in a cleacllock £or the enior
Girl's Individual title.
Four firsts and two seconds were captured by
t.hc Juniors in six tries, the Senior t.eam won six
firsts in the six tries. These results brought us
the Junior and Senior team titles.

Janice Cunnin()'ham ancl Sanely Simpson macle
up the girls half of the mixecl medley team to
win t.he Lynne Trophy. They broke the recorci
set by another one o [ our teams in 1952. Tnciclen tally this trophy has been in competition for
six years ancl has been 1\'0ll by our teams each
year.
The Grade 9 relay team consisting of Betty
Clouse, Gail Campb ell, Faith Harris. Sallie ::\Iofiat
came in first. The Gracle 10 relay team composed
o[ Pat Xc)\\·itsky. Shirley Assef. Paclcly Johnson
and Joan \Yachna copped second place.

I NTERFORM BASKETBALL

BASEBALL 1954

The interform basketball scheclule was not
completed 1\·hen t.he magazine went to press,
ho,,·ever. 13A's team seems to be a good contender fort.he Sr. championship , while the C. 1 team
ior the Junior title.

Baseball " ·as started late la t year clue to cold
and rainy weather. but neverth~less. the games
were run off smoothly.
The Seniors took the school championship. The
"·inning team consisted or llfarion Baker, ::\ Iari
Hasan. Hose l(oren ich, Pat \ \ Tood ruff. , \n n i Torrigan. } rancis Minielh·. Marp- \Yoodrich. .\nn
Donnelly and Sallie Xeale.

Evfry clay at noon hour games were held
either in the old gym or in the ne\\· gym. The
girls enjoyed playing in our new gymnasium very
much.
The girls on the basketball team coached the
girls' teams in grades 9 and 10, and dicl a very
good job of it.

0

Money isn't eYerything but it's way ahead o[
\\·hatever is in second place.

*

*

His boredom 1Yas a plain a, the nose on his
face. - YEH! RO~ PA TRICK.
79

TRACK 1954
Due to extremely colcl and rainY \\·eather our
track team " ·as p1~eventecl from 1;racticing outside as much as they desired. HO\Yever, outindoor exercises cert~inh· had some benefit · as
\\·as noticed by all on th~ track team .
Congratulations go to ~lartha \Yadclell and
Joan \\ 'achna ,Yho " ·ere intermediate and junior
individual city champions respectively.
Junior members ,yere Joan \Vachna, ~Iary
French, J ucly Stephens, Pat Tioole, Xina Lokun
and Pat Kitson.
Intermediate members: )Iartha \\'addell. Barbara Jack ' On. JJ eather Allison. Betty Fairlie,
I oan Schroeder. Yiola omoseY.
· Senior member · " ·e re Pat \Yooclruff, ~Iarion
Baker. Marion Stanclon. Hermaine Schafer. Florence )Iooclrey, Janice Cunningham.
)IARTHA \\.ADDFLL

BOWLING
Dowling at Cresent Lanes this year began on
Sept. 27. and ended on Dec. 13 missing t\\"o ~Ionclays for th(' exams and a holiday. \Ye had ten
bow ling clays \\'i th each girl bowling 20 games.
The attendance ,Yas fairly good this season ancl
" ·c continued throlwhout the season ,yith hYelve
team .
The leading bo\\·ler this year was Pat Rotchell
\\·ith an average of 206.9. The \\·inning team
consisted of Gayle Cray, Dorothy Paraskevin.
Frances Corbett, Annette Crawford and Pat
Rotchell and had an average of 139.8.
The second team consisted of Pat Popo\\'ich.
Clara Kovacs, Gail Sneider, \,Vilma Augustine
ancl Irene Topro ky and had an average of 124.7.
IREKE TOPROSKY

BOWLING CHAMPIONS-1954

Gayle Gray, Frances Corbett, Pat Rotchell, Dorothy
Paraskevin , Annette Crawford.

{;JW)}p;J~
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THE CANADIAN BANK OF COMMERCE
MORE THAN 680 BRANCHES ACROSS CANADA
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College ~JICDlion

Lert9h1p Training
the career opportunity of the year
~~~I for high schoolstudents
High School Students may now get a free college
education while qualifying for the Queen' Commis~ion in the NaYy, Army or Air Force, under the Regular
Officer Training Plan.
Successful candidates will attend Royal Military
College, Royal Roads, College Militaire Royal de SaintJ ean, or designated Canadian universities, as cadets
in the Regular Forces.

,'!' ·.: ',/
, I-. They will receive service pay plus board and
[,"-"·· •..• · . . · ,,.,,;
lodging, plus tuition costs at college, will take paid
# 1~ - i " training
with their chosen service in summer months
i

..
1

JE~~~ and on completion of academic courses, serve Canada

:. :-- _'~ ., ~
. <!"'
~<""
·.• $ :,·~
- -· :. - "°'\. · ·~ " ' 9

,...-r'"7"S,

I:
••

as Regular Force officers with the option of release
after three years.
Applicants must have Senior Matriculation or
equivalent, except for Co1lege Militaire Royal de SaintJ ean, where requirement is Junior Matriculation. Age
limits for College Militaire Royal de Saint-Jean are
16 to 20 on 1st January of the year of entrance, for all
others 16 to 21 on 1st January of the year of entrance.
Applicants must be single, physically fit, and meet
officer selection standards.

.

~

~

~

For full information 1crite to the Regnlar Officer

=~~ Training Plan Sel< ction Board. Nationa~ Defence Head1

"-- "

....:. ·~

quarters, Ottau:a, or to any of the follow1ng: j

. ._.:

ar, Royal Military College, Kingston, Ont.
egistrar, Royal Roads, Victoria, B.C.
The Registrar, College l\lilitaire
oyal de Saint-Jean, St. Jean, P.Q.

~._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1
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NEW GYMNASIUM - WALKERVILLE C.I.

GENERAL CONTRACTORS

BROCl<ENSHIRE CONSTRUCTION
LIMITED

•

:

WINDSOR

:
l

!

I_______
._
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f
Coniplinients

of

SHEPPARD AND MASSON
ARCHITECTS

52 Chatham St. W.

1---

Phone CL 3-1300

---------------~·····--·········-----··············-------·····-····--

A GOOD MAN TO l(NOW
when considering all types of
Life Insurance
BUSINESS-key man, partnership, mortgage and
sole proprietor plans.
FAMILY-mortgage, income protection and school
period plans.
CHILDREN-educational and convertible protection
plans.
R. G. DAVIS, Manager

Phone:
Home - CL 4-2884
Office - CL 4-4112

PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE CO . .
OF AMERICA.
908 SECURITY BUILDING
WINDSOR, ONTARIO

'. . . . . . . -

·- --1
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Put A Pause For Coke
On Your Program, Too

Compliments
of

After The Meet ... Coke

13A

•

-----COMPLIMENTS OF

THE BANI( OF NOV A SCOTIA
The Bank with the Sure \iVay to Save ... P. S. P.
Windsor Branch

E. G. Taylor, Manager

-----------------·----------- --------------------With the Compliments of

MAYOR MICHAEL PATRICI{
CONTROLLERS:

ALDERMEN:

ALDERMEN:

Col. L. A. Deziel, 0.B.E.

Archie Munroe

Dr. Roy Perry

W. Ernest Atkinson, M.M.

Albert H. Weeks

Bernard Newman

Thomas R. Brophey

Albert Long

Miss M. C. Straith

Mrs. Cameron H. Montrose

Lt.-Col. D. C. O'Brien,
M.B.E., E.D.

W. John Wheelton
Maurice L. Belanger
Benedict M. Crowley
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2 Popular R,e staurants
Where you are served the finest
food money can buy!

Congratulations
from

Our meals are expertly
prepared and graciously
served at sensible prices.

Bernhardt's

Make it a habit to dine
regularly at PEKAR'S !

Furniture Ltd.

Enjoy life and dine out more often.
A PEKAR MEAL is a wonderful
deal.

,(2 LA I, A DINETTE

rpuvvdo RIVERSIDE

GRILL

Pekar's Dinette, 754 Ouellette Ave. - CL 2-1186
Pekar's Riverside Grill, Riverside Drive at Lauzon
Rd. - WH 5-3973

FURNITURE -

I
I

APPLIANCES

1645 Wyandotte East
Phone CL 4,- 7568

-------------------------------------------------·-·-·-·-·-·--·----------------Our Sincere Best Wishes
For Your Future

Howitt Battery and
Electric Service
Co. Ltd.

Compliments of

Sunshine Laundry
and

Dry Cleaners

HOWITT S. PINFOLD, Pres.

1105 ALBERT ROAD
350 . 380 Pitt St. W.

PHONE CL 2-2224

WINDSOR, ONT.

'i.......... .
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Compliments

Compliments

of
of

The Eight Boys and 25 Girls
of

MOTOR PRODUCTS

l2B
········-···---·····1

BEST WISHES
FROM

T.

UNDERWOOD
Means typewriters. There are more
Underwood in off ices.

J. EANSOR & SONS
LIMITED

Good Positions Await Underwood-trained
Typists

Phone CL 4-9258
261 Shepherd St. East
Windsor, Ont.
Structural Steel
Industrial and Miscellaneous Steel
Auto Loading l\laterials
Auto Tran port Trailers

Rent an Underwood for llome Practice

UNDERWOOD LIMITED
154 Pitt St. West

With Best Wishes to All Students of W.C.l.
from

THE IONIC CLUB
OUELLETIE AT ERIE

DANCING EVERY SATURDAY NITE
to

BILL RICHARDSON'S ORCHESTRA

8_6.

Windsor, Ont.

•
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·······-··~
Compliments
Compliments

Truscon Steel Co.

of

of Canada LiIDited

ESQUIRE MEN'S SHOP

•
W ALKERVILLE

ONTARIO

-···········-·····-··-··--·······-····----------------------"STAN-STEEL"

Compliments

The Finest in Classroom Furniture

of

Standard Tube
and T. I. Liillited

l(ELSEY WHEEL
COMPANY LTD.

•
Woodstock - Toronto
Ottawa - Montreal

309 Ellis Street East

WINDSOR

___________
..... -...
~
________________
]

..___
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COMPLUlENTS

OTTAWA SHOE REPAIR

OF

E. James l'ekar, Prov.
HAT CLEANING

MACHIN BROS.

We Guarantee Our Work

RADIO AND SERVICE

8erving 8atisfied ( 'ustomers for 25 Years

429 Wyandotte St. E.

------------------·- -

C01f PLI11E Ff

It's not the coldest girl that gets the mink.

*

*

OF

*

DIAMOND COAL CO.

One girl to another: "That's a nice necklace.
How much did you play for it."

---------------~-------------

A.

C01I PLH1ENTS

OF

Bicycles

GRAY'S PHARMACY

Wilbert G. Stephens

OF

IIA

From a 'eattle newspaper: Officer J. D. Gi lmor arrested the prowler after a short chaser.

COMPLIMENTS

CO~fPLUIENTS
OF

OF

WRIGHT'S DRUG STORE
WALKER ROAD---·--

OF

COAL AND OIL
1573 Langlois

Your Neighbourhood Store
Giving You A
PERSONAL SERVICE

THE DISPENSARY
MEDICAL ARTS BLDG.

-----------~-~-~-

!

P. L. REAUME & SON

--1--~~:~~~2~9

CO 1PLI1IENTS

SUHAN'S DRY GOODS
3993 Seminole St.

Phone WH 5-6881

-----···-----~ ____.~--~~~~-~-------·
~\ student wrole to the University of California

C011PLIMENTS

OF

WILLIAMS JEWELLERY
1364 Wyandotte St.

ADAM'S MEAT MARKET
1130 Wyandotte St. E.
HO~fE OF Q ALITY MEATS

Phone CL 4-4351

88

1912 Wyandotte Street
Walkerville

\\' ife to husband, "Your mother telemoan~d
again today."

C01II LUIENTS

CL 2-9592

J. Stephens & Son

Selected Goodyear Tire Dealer
- Joycycles - Accessories - Sporting Goods
Tire and Bicycle Repairing

Phone CL 3-5936

Windsor, Ont.

Seminole at Pillette

Windsor, Ont.

Lincoln Rd.

concerning- the u ·e of the honour system during
exams and received this reply:
"U. of C. abandoned the honour system several
years ag-o \\·hen it became evident that the professors had the honour and the students had
the system."

------------------------------------~
COMPLIMENT'
OF

STAND ARD MACHINE TOOL
CO. LTD.

l
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For Quality

DRUGS

Best Wishes To All

COSMETICS

W alkerville Students

TOILETRIES
from

SMITH'S
Shop always at
WINDSOR?S LARGEST
Ouellette Ave. at London St. .
..CL
Ouellette Ave. at Wyandotte St.
... CL
Wyandotte St. E. at Hall Ave. ..... .. .. ... CL
Ouellette Ave. at Shepherd St.
.. .. CL
Ouellette Ave. at Giles Blvd ................... CL
Wyandotte St. W. at Partington ... ....... CL
1341 Ottawa St. (formerly Westover's) . CL

4-2505
4-2507
4-1334
4-2272
3-1023
6-2695
3-8828

DEPARTMENT STORE

---------------------------------------------------------------------~----RYANCRETE
BUILDING PRODUCTS

Compliments

The Finest Money Can Buy
Always Uniform-And Stronger
Sand! Gravel! Cement! Bricks
Everything in Building!

RYAN BUILDERS SUPPLIES

of

ART CLUB

LIMITED

•
210 Detroit Street
Phone CL 4-3271

·-----------------------------------·-·-·----·------·...----·-·-·-·-·-·--·----------------"'
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C0~1PLL\IENTS OF

PEOPLE'S CREDIT
JEWELLERS LTD.

307 OUELLETTE A VE.

Compliments of

UNION GAS COMP ANY
OF
CANADA, LIMITED

PHONE CL 4-7533

------------·-------RENNIE'S MlJSIC
138 London Street West
Opposite Capitol Theatre

Compliments

CONNSON TA

of a

merica's Fine t Electronic Organ
Musical Instruments

FRIEND

Corn pel te Line of Accessorie , and Part ,
The Most Modern Repair Department
in Canada

ENERGY PACl(ED!
Compliments
of

WINDSOR ARENA
Baked for You By

PHILPOITS BREAD & CAKES LTD.

Compliments
of

13C

Alma Qlolle gr
St. Thomas

Ontario
Residential School for Girls
Founded in 1877
Grades VII to XIII
and
Courses in Secretarial Science, Interior Decoration
Home Economics, Music, Dramatics, Fine Art
For information and Prospectus pelase write
MRS. STEELE SIFTON, B.A., B.ED.
PRINCIPAL
Opens September 8, 1955
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r

POLLE;:;

R;;~~e

COMPLUIENTS OF

STORE

Ray l\I. H os hal, Phm. B.

Holmes Drug Store Ltd.
DISPENSING CHEMISTS

Prescriptions
Since 1920

FREE DELIVERY 9 A.l\1. - 9 P.:\I.
CL 3-1416

103 7 Drouillard Rd.

Tecumseh Rd. W. at Pelissier St.

----------------------------~~----···············
COMPLIMENTS

COMPLil\IENTS

OF

OF

SOMERVILLE LIMITED

PLEASANCE
JEWELLERS

WINDSOR

WYANDOTTE E. at WINDERMERE

~-----·------·· ---~------------~-----··-~·-------·-----------COMPLIMENTS OF

You Are Invited to Visit

PARAMOUNT WINDSOR
THEATRES LTD.

the IRIS GARDEN of

Operating

PALACE
CENTRE

CAPITOL
TIVOLI
and

Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Burr
1867 CHIL VER RD.

ON OR ABOUT MAY 24

PARK

------------------------------~------······-----

-~---·····---~~~-------~---------COMPLIMENTS

Compliments

of
A FRIEND

OF

WINDSOR RETAIL
FLORISTS'
~..----A_s_s_o_c_IA_T_I_O_N________ J

'. ..
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ARVEBO MEATS

Co mpliments

R.R. 2, TECUMSEH, ONT.

of

Manufacturers of

LUNCH MEATS

PRES NORTON

Specializing in

SALAMI

•
COMPLIMENT

and

POLISH SAUSAGE

OF

Sterling Drug Mfg. Ltd.
Manufactur ing Chemists
1019 Elliott Street West

WINDSOR, ONTARIO

Morris Funeral Service
Limited
PHONE CL 4-5101
W ALKERVILLE CHAPEL
1624 Wyandotte E. at Lincoln Rd.
WINDSOR CHAPEL
68 Giles E . at Goyeau

Say it with "l\Iorri

I-< lowers"

With the Best W ishes

COMPLIMENTS OF

of

R. P. SCHERER LTD.

S.. J. STODGELL
& COMPANY
Canada Building
WINDSOR, ONTARIO

Manufacturers of
Soluble Elastic Gelatin Capsules
1370 Argyle Road
WALKERVILLE, ONTARIO

-----------------------·-·---.--~~~--------------------~~~~~~-----Fabricated Steel Products

Congratulations to Walkerville C. I .
And the Blue and White

(Windsor) Ltd.
Manufacturers of
STEEL AND METAL PRODUCTS

92

Elcomhe E:qgineering
Co. Ltd.

1537 Mercer St.

3327 Russell Street

WINDSOR

WINDSOR, ONT.
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''Shoes for the Entire Family' '

Complim ent , of . . .

DIANE

Marentette's Book Store
-

Booksellers and Stationers
Windsor, Ont.

129 Ouellette Ave.

2 Great Stores -

537 Ouellette

-

1329 Ottawa St.

COMPLI1IE TS OF

COMPLIM E NTS OF

THE CHICKEN COURT

ART GREEN'S SERVICE

535 Pelissier

Chatham and Goyeau Streets

WINDSOR

Windsor

COMPLIME TS

C0:\1PLI1IENTS OF

OF

12C

13C

From the San Diego EYening Tribune:
"Lost or strayed: Tan leather " ·allet containing pictures, personal papers , and $350
in currency. Finder may keep pictures , personal papers and wallet but I haYe a sentimental attachm ent to the money .

COMPLIMENT

I
i•

OF

GREGORY'S SERVICE
WH 5-3022
Seminole and George

Windsor, Ont.

---------------.--.--------------·----'------ -------------------------------Good Things Come In

'LYTTLE' PACKAGES

!

COMPLIMENTS OF

t

I

Lyttles Ltd.-507 Ouellette
1362 Ouellette
1437 Ottawa St.

-------------------·------------·---

lOD

--------------------------------~~~~

HENRY'S SERVICE

COMPLIMENTS

FRIENDLY SERVICE

OF

2220 Wyandotte St. E.

llC

Phone CL 3-3847

Windsor, Ont.

BEATTY MOTORS
THE CAMERA SHOP
CL 3-2167

526 Goyeau St.
Bob 11cD onalrl

881 Wyandotte Street E.
Windsor, Ontario
Phone CL 3-7183
Clair Beatty
Doug. Tofflemire
Phone CL 2-6818
Phone CL 2-0003

Lionel 'I'idridgc, A.R. , I .S.

C011PL!llE

T

-:-------1---

Mitchell Pacific Produce Co. Ltd.
TORONTO,LEAMINGTON, HARROW

I

I

CO:-L-:~::~------------

I
o

OF

ADKINS HARDWARE

'

____________ J
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BL

I

JOSEPHINE A. SMITH, F.R.P.S.
Portraits
CL 3-9345

1616 Ouellette Avenue

COCK

BROS .

MARTIN & SLACK

" HOUSE OF HOBBIES "
• Coppercraft
• Leathercr a ft

JEWELLERS

• Mod e l Pl a n es , Trains a nd Boats
• Arti st Supplies • F i g u rine P a in ti ng
• Shellcraft
CL 2- 972 1

1451 Tecumseh Rd. E a st

WINDSOR

])iamoncl~ - "\Yatches - ' locks - Jewellery
S ilYerware - English Bone China - Leather Goods
1357 T ecums e h Ro a d E.

Phone CL 4 - 7928

COMI LIME TS

Compliment of

OF

Farrell' s Pharmacy

WALKERVILLE PLUMBING

A Rexall Drug Store
Phone CL 2-4170

Cor. Gladstone & Tecumseh

JOHN WEBB

W alkerville

801 Lincoln Road

COMPLIME T

OF

Limited
Diamond , - \Vatches - J ewc ll ery
Imported English Silverware and C hina

Windsor, O n tario

552-556 Ouellette Ave.

Compliments of

ARMSON IRON WORKS
1558 HOWARD AVENUE

GABUS .. McCANN

DUNLOP MARKET

OPTOMETRISTS

896 Lincoln Rd.
WINDSOR

-

1362 Wyandotte E.

_______________

ONTARIO

____

._...__

HELEN'S CONFECTIONERY
-

Uaked Goods

Fish & Chips

-

Phone WH 5-9203

3606 Seminole at Central

CL 3-9407

._..._._______________ _

Compliments of

Compliment , of

'oda Bar

____

._..._.

/

LA

PALOMA

RESTAURANT
Ligh t I unches - Special Sundaes a nd So d.l's
Ottawa at Kildare

------- ______________

Phone CL 4-9544

__~-----··---------~

._..._.

COMPLUIE TS

ROYAL

OF

Wo r ld ' s No. 1 Typewriter

Stal1(larc1 El ctr ic Portable
Buy or R0nt One Firom

MARKOU'S RESTAURANT

A. WHITLEY LIMITED
86 Chatham St. W .

Windsor

Favored by the Co lle riate Crowd

FINE FURS
BY

CL 3-5231

1400 TECUMSEH ROAD

"Where Clothe

Mu t Fit"

Pearl ' s
DRESS STUDIO
• 'uits
• Coat
• Dre se • Li ngerie
Size 7's and Up
Phone CL 4-8888
520 Pelissier St.
Windsor, Ont.

1
~----------LAZARE ' S

493 Ouellette A venue

9-t

=-============-====:=================== BLUE & WHITE 1955

----~LARK'S PET SH~;·.

·---·--i

--------····----------,
TULA
Phone CL 2-3908

ALL PETS AND ACCESSORIES

• DRESSES

CL 4-2903

607 Kildare Road

• COATS

------~--------~

JACK'S MARKET

BULMER'S FLOWERS

Jack \'izzard
Meat

- Groceries - Fruits - Vegetables
-

1485 Tecumseh Road

Smiling Service -

1652 Tecumseh Blvd. E.

• SUITS

324 Ouellette Ave.
Windsor, Ont.

Windsor, Ont.

Phone CL 4-6707

------------------------------------Compliments of

Experienced

WATCH REPAIRING

WALKERVILLE BAKERY

Satisfaction Guaranteed

R. SAASTO

1767 Wyandotte St. E.

Jeweller
220 Goyeau Street

Phone CL 4-1901

----------------·----------~~~~--------- -------------------------------------WEST & SON

FASHI01

FABRIC
Fine Import ·

Big Choice

DEDICATED TO YOUR HEAL1H

PECIALISTS

THOMPSON'S PHARMACY

Lowest Prices

TECUMSEH AT PILLETTE

471 Ouellette

PHONE WH 5-4321

-----------C0 _1\I_P_L_I_M
_ E_N_T_________ f __

•

OF

Harold Tinsmith Shop

DOMINION OFFICE
SUPPLY

•

1551 Crawford Ave.
Phone CL 2-5922 - CL 2-1091

1762 WALKER ROAD

------·-----------·----------·-------------------------------------.-.-------------Compliment of
., sentry on guard at Fort Dix one night

C. R. Girardot, Secretary

heard a sound.
" J lalt ! ~'ho goes there?"
"Friend-\\·ith a bottle," came the an ·wer.
"Pass. friend halt, bottle." said the
sentry.

STUART CLOTHES

BABECHUK PHARMACY

Walker Insurance Agency Ltd.
1942 Wyandotte Street East
Charles \V. Isaacs
Lorne B. De \Volfe
President
Manager

FOR

PRE ~CRIPTIO S

-

DRUGS

YOUNG MAN'S STYLING
Ouellette and London

Ottawa and Gladstone

-----------·---4·---·-·-------------~~~~------GEO. H. WILKINSON
SHOES
SPORTING GOODS
LUGGAGE
333 Ouellette A venue

1501 Drouillard

WH 5-3336

----------~~~------~~~---------COMPLDIENTS OF

McGAFFEY DRUGS
Tecumseh Blvd. at George Ave.

95
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COMPLIME TS OF

VITA-BOY

ROYAL BAKERY

POTATO CHIPS

\ Ve Specialize in
\ Vecldi ng a nd Birthday Cakes

Call WH 5-3297 for Quick Service
1534 Francois Rd.
W . Kobryn Distributors

CL 3-6431

1OS 1 Drouillard Rd.

Compliments of

CO~IPLIME TS OF

HAYNES '

LI CHEE RESTAURANT

R EXALL DRUG STORE
1459 OTTAWA ST.

Pillette & Wyandotte E .

Phone WH 5-8821

C01IPLI1IE T

Omega Mfg. and Book Binding Co.

OF

ROGIN'S SPORTING GOODS
1335 Wyandotte St. East

464 Wyandotte St. E .

Supplies for Every 'port
Phone CL 3-5791

CL

CO~IPLI fE TS
OF

C011PLI1IE TTS OF

. Ajax Builders Supplies Limited

BOB AGNEW APPLIANCES

Lumber, Roofing, Cement
Prop. \Vachna Bros.
Windsor WH 5-318
Essex 509
TREE

-

SHRUB

-

EVERGREENS

BRUMPTON NURSERY
2244 Walker Rd. - Windsor, Ont.
Phone CL 2-1932

Garden Design - Landscape Contracting
Telephone CL 3- 2150

2 - 4414

522 Pelissier

The House of Chesterfields and Chairs
200 'uite to Choo e From

BEZEAU'S FURNITURE LTD.
3943 Tecumseh Rd. E.

Open Evenings T i ll 9

WH 5-1171

COI\IPLU.IE TS
OF

Lincoln Hardware & Furniture

ROBERTSON'S MEAT MARKET

HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS

4770 Wyandotte St. East
133 1- 1337 T ecumseh Rd. East

Windsor , Ontario

DRESSER ELECTRIC
LTD.
TRA -sFOlUIERS
OC RECTI FIER
ITS
B~ TTERY CHARGERS
877 Walker Road
Phone CL 3-2234

96

Phone WH 5-9361

Windsor

CO~IPLI11E T'

OF

WALKERVILLE LAND AND
BUILDING CO. LTD.
Compliment

Windsor

of

BURNSIDE HARDWARE
LIMITED
1577 Tecumseh Boulevard East
WINDSOR, ONTARIO

BLUE & W HITE 1955

-------

-----.--------.-----~---··········

SMEE TON'S

•

Walkerville's Little Department Store

For All Your
Musical Needs
co1ne to

H o ' iery

K nitting Yarns

Gloves

Ba by D epartm ent

Li ngeri e

Curta in s

L inens

,..rowels

Ya rd Goods

Beddin g

D ra peri es

Ru stcraft Car ds

Your Friendly Store

HEINTZMAN'S
JOHN SMEETON LTD .

•

1565 Wyandotte St. East
Opposite Tivoli Theatre

-----.--------------------------·······---······------Compliments

Compliments of

I

of

!t

G. G. McI(eough
LIMITED

Border Cities
Wire & Iron Ltd.

'
t

It

•

Wholesale Hardivare

I•

Factory, Plumbing and Heating

I
••
•

Supplies

l

961 Walker Road

I'I

Phone CL 6-3411
Phone CL 4-7515
C. W. ANDREWS
Gen. Manager

A. P. McINTYRE
Works Manager

t

•

!•

ONTARIO

WINDSOR

________________.l

~,·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-··-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-··-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-··-·-·-·-·-·-·----....--·-·-·-·-·--------·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·'
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It's

Bartlet Macdonald & Gow Limited

BIR KS

tM3

"THE GIFT HOUSE
OF WINDSOR"

DIAMONDS
SWISS WATCHES
FINE SILVER
IMPORTED CHINA
English

for

LEATHER GOODS
SPECIALISTS IN SCHOOL RINGS
JEWELLERY AND INSIGNIA

clothes
that

A Pleasant Place to Shop

go to the
head of the class

BIR KS
J E W E L L E R S
Ouellette at Park St.

Compliments

of

CANADA DRY
BOTTLING CO.
Windsor Limited

W ooda11Construction
LllVIITED

General Contractors
2310 Walker Road
1711 WALKER ROAD

~~----· ·------ -···
98

Windsor

CL 2-1686

BLUE & \\'HITE 1955

·------·----·---~~~~

C011PLI1IE TS OF

---·------·····--·······

BARBARA WOOD

MILAN'S PHARMACY

SECRETARIAL SERVICES

Telephone •.\ n~wering 8erYicc
])irect 1Iail AclYertising

Prescription · - Drug - Photo \ Vork
\Ye Deliver

\\'e

Tel. CL 3-4062

1021 Drouillard Rd.

'an 8aYe You Time, }Loney an<l [n eonYenienc

504 Victoria Ave.

Phone CL 3-8024

~-----------

----------.-·-------·--------

VISIT

She had a hip-hazard \\·ay of walking.

FRANK'S PLACE
At Colchester Beach - Modern Motel
Good Refreshments - Cabin

*

*

*

Phone Windsor CL 2-5382 for Reservations
Frank Supra, Prop.

Our milk bottle froze and ble\\· it · top.

C011PLI11EN'l'S

C011PLI1IEN'l'S OF

OF

GERANIUM TEAROOM

W. H. McLEAN LIMITED

415 Pelissier Street

Automotive Parts and Supplies

Compliment

Phone WH 5-7352

of

DIAN'S BEAUTY STUDIO

MERVIN W. EISEN
B

DGET FI

Specializing in
Hair Styling and Cold \\'av es

ANCING LI 1ITED

Dian Beckett

Windsor

524 Goyeau St.

3919 Seminole St.
Windsor, Ont.

---.----------------.--------~---------------Sign on a midget auto: lllT SO~IEON E
YOlJR O \VN SIZE.
Classified . \d: "Man want d to work in
dynamite factory; must be \Yilling to trayel."

·------------·-----

OF

GRAY'S
Ottawa Street
CLOTHING - DRY GOODS - SHOES
The Store \\'ith the Golden Rule Policy

CRESCENT LANES

GRAY'S

1055 Ottawa St.

RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICE
Member of Radio Electronic Technician
Association

Phone CL 3-0960
Air-Cooled for Summer Bowling
l'rOJJ. Harry

'loba. ·ky

Letter from mother in Florida:
"Dear Son.
EYerything' the same here except they
put the bookies in jail-please send bail."

C011PLU1E£TTS
OF

CASEY'S MEAT MARKET

* *

I
-········--·-····-1

\,\'ife to husband, "Your mother telemoaned today."

1936 WYANDOTTE ST. E.

1 - ~ 0 1 I P L I ME T,

'

C011PLUIENT

OF

NATE K. CORNWALL

HELEN FOSTER

1862 Wyandotte St. E.

CHILDREN'S WEAR
1602 Wyandotte St. E.

CL 2-9756

Real Estate and In urancc

99
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f

Good Students, We Have Found,
Are Good Students of Cars . . .

We've Got the Idea Young
Folks Will Go for the

NEW 1955 FORDS
In a Mighty Big Way!
Be Sure Your Dad Sees Them!
And Say-

SEE THE 1955 MONARCHS TOO!

WEBSTER'S
WINDSOR AVENUE AT CITY HALL SQUARE!

P•~S•

WE'VE GOT THE USED CAR YOU YOUNG FELLOWS
WANT ... LOOK THEM OVER-WALKER AND TECUMSEH!

-------~----··--··· ....
100

._.

Never before has Canada
offered such a wealth of opportunity to young people
planning their careers. The
mighty development of our
country-with its teeming resources, its expanding industries, its growing importance
in world affairs- has pushed
back our horizons and opened
up brand new fields of enterprise for all Canadian youth.
With the courage and skill and
initiative to meet the challenge, there arc no limits to
your future prospects. Whatever your choice of career, you
can know that the threshold
on which you stand now is
truly a ...

doorway to
opportunity

~29
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